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I: Introduction. 1 

This study will analyse Thucydides' presentation of the Spartans. Does 

Thucydides present a consistent portrayal of the Spartans or does he evaluate the 

Spartans' performance case by case? If Thucydides does indeed present a unified 

portrayal of the Spartans, can we talk of him as an admirer or detractor of the Spartans? 

Contrary to my expectations when starting this investigation, Thucydides is not 

an admirer of the Spartans. He is in fact a consistent detractor of them. This surpdses, 

given Thucydides' conservative political heritage, his evident dislike of the radical 

democracy, his hostility toward the arch-demagogue Cleon, his exile from Athens, his 

'admiration' for his conqueror Brasidas - all this led me to expect a favourable treatment 

of Sparta - the champion of Oligarchic governments. 

Ernst B adian has recently touched upon the question of Thucydides' view of the 

Spartans, but this is not the primary focus of his enquiries.2 Given the fact that little 

attention has been devoted to this question. and his own observations, Badian 

suggested to me that further research into Thucydides' view of the Spartans is 

warranted. Indeed, since P. Cloche published the article Thucydide et Lacedemone m 

1943,3 little serious consideration of the topic seems to have been entertained. 

Cloche set out to demonstrate that Thucydides was not in the company of his 

prede~essor Herodotus, or of 4th century critics such as Plato and Aristotle, who were 

all ardent admirers of the Spartans. However Cloche also believes Thucydides was not 

an ardent detractor of the Sprutans: there is in his view both praise and criticism of the 

Spartans. 

1 Translations (except when otherwise indicated) are the author's, but have been compared with standard 
English translations - in particular the Translation by C.F. Smith (Thucydides IV vols. (Loeb Series), 
Heinemann (London 1919-1923)). I have not scrupled to borrow a felicitous turn of phrase. 
Abbreviations: HCT I-V = A.W. Gemme & A. Andrews & K.J. Dover, A Historical Commentary on 
Thucydides V vols. Clarendon Press, (Oxford 1945-1981). 
Commentary I-II= S. Hornblower, A Commentary on Thucydides II vols. Clarendon Press, (Oxford 
1991-1996). 
Classen I-VIII= J. Classen, Thukydides VIII vols. Weidmannsche Buchhandlung (Berlin, 1873-8). 

2 "Thucydides and the Outbreak of the Peloponnesian War: A Historian's Brief.", From Plataea to 
Potidaea (Baltimore 1993) pp.125-62; "Plataea between Athens and Sparta", From Plataea to Potidaea. 

3 , • 
Les Etudes Class1ques, 12.2-3 (1943), pp.81-113. 
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Cloche's approach however is seriously flawed. He seems to regard it as a 

given that there is much praise for the Spartans in Thucydides' Hist01y and therefore 

sees fit merely to state the general tone of Thucydides' "praise" footnoted with a variety 

of passages which are neither quoted nor discussed. Thus it is _asserted that Thucydides 

praises the military qualities of the Spartans and demonstrates that they were superior to 

the Athenians in the art of war. The Spartans are also said to exhibit political, moral, 

and social merits. Finally Cloche states that various Spartan.commanders are credited 

with a variety of virtues.4 Cloche concludes that all this shows how incomplete the 

evaluations are of those who see Thucydides as a detractor of Sparta. 5 

However, many of the passages Cloche cites do not, at face value at least, 

vindicate his conclusions. Cloche is uncritical to say the least in his selections. Cloche 

cites Hermocrates' speech to the Camarinaeans, where (I presume) Hermocrates in the 

hope of convincing them to join the Syracusan camp rather than the Athenian camp 

states that the Peloponnesians who are superior to the Athenians in war will come to 

their aid (VI. 80.1).6 The speeches of course should not be taken to reflect Thucydides' 

own opinions, and certainly not this passage.7 Given the circumstances, it would 

certainly surprise if Hermocrates did not make the claim. Other examples cited by 

Cloche include: the Sprutans' eventual 'victory' against the Helots at Mt. Ithome (I. 

103), the Spartans' campaign at Mantinea (V. 66-75) and their defeat on Sphacteria (IV. 

33-34).8 We are also asked to believe that Thucydides praises Hegesander's conquest 

of Euboea (VIII. 94-5) - which is in fact the occasion that provokes Thucydides to level 

his most explicit criticism of the Spartans' military capabilities (96.5). In short Cloche 

4 Pp.83-4. 

5 Pg.84. 

6 Pg.83 nt.2. 

7 Cloche pg.83 nt.2 also cites a speech made by Archidamus (I. 84). 

8 Pg.83. nt.2. We shall investigate these events in detail in chapter III. 
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drastically over-plays his hand. There is very little in the way of positive statements 

about the Spartans.9 Thucydides, as we shall see, is an ardent detractor of the Spartans. 

Having asserted that there is praise for the Spartans, Cloche focuses most of his 

attention on demonstrating that Thucydides was generally critical of the Spartans and 

that some of Thucydides' praise is not particularly precise and is not exclusive to the 

Spartans. In conclusion Cloche finds that severity prevails over praise and that this is 

due to several of Thucydides' personality traits: Thucydide~ was a patriotic Athenian 

who probably did not experience any sympathy for the Spartans; likewise his 

intellectual affinities could have made him feel some disdain for the archaic backward 

Spartans. Finally, Cloche struggles with the idea of the "objective Thucydides": 

Thucydides' patriotic anger and intellectual's contempt gave way to faithful old routines 

and did not incite him to malign the Spartans blindly. Nonetheless, Cloche says it is not 

impossible that these sentiments could have pushed Thucydides to overstep the happy 

medium in blame or irony and to blacken the picture of the Spartans more than is 

reasonable. 10 

Badian on the other hand, takes the extreme position, believing that Thucydides 

is maliciously severe on the Spartans, maligning them in a manner that he knew was 

unjustified . 

• Badian's views are primarily to be observed in his thought-provoking paper 

"Thucydides and the Outbreak of the Peloponnesian War: A Historian's Brief."11 

However, as with Cloche, there are inherent problems in Badian's approach. First and 

foremost, Badian's conclusions are primarily drawn from an analysis of Book I and the 

Plataea episode. Before such conclusions are drawn, one must consider Thucydides' 

History in its entirety. 

9 In Cloche's defence he does return to some of Thucydides' alleged praise and tries to show that it is 
not very precise or enthusiastic. 

10 Pp.112-3. 

ttFrom Plataea to Potidaea (Baltimore 1993) pp.125-62. 
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Second, Badian's argument rests upon the assumption that the first book was 

written after the end of the war" ... at the earliest, to the last years of the war, and far 

more probably to the time when Athens, and Pericles in particular, had to face the 

retrospective attacks of the victorious Spartans, the liberated allies, and, above all, 

Athens' own oligarchs."12 Thus for Badian the Pentecontaetia is a tightly argued piece 

of apologia. 13 This assumption however does not have universal acceptance. Gomme, 

for instance, stated of the Pentecontaetia: "That the excursus is an early essay, 

provisional, unfinished, and never properly adapted to its present position, is to me 

l ,,14 c ear ... 

However that may be, Badian proceeds to utilise omissions and Thucydides' 

own text to show that Thucydides has deliberately tried to mislead his audience, thus in 

effect holding Thucydides to account for his shortcomings as a historian. But given that 

Thucydides may have been wrong (i.e. that we may not agree with his analysis), to 

conclude that Thucydides is in fact guilty of distortion seems rather rash. It is at least as 

likely that what Thucydides presents is what he believed the trne situation to be. 15 

Indeed Thucydides' portrayal of the Athenians during the Pentecontaetia is inconsistent 

with what Badian alleges was his purpose. That is to say, for one trying to write an 

apologia for Athenian pre-war policy, Thucydides does a poor job.16 

• Thucydides breaks with the relative chronology of his source during the 

Pentecontaetia to outline the manner in which the Athenians 'high-jacked' the so-called 

Delian League and established their empire. First (np&-rn<;) the Athenians took Eion 

from the Persians (I. 98.1). Then (enet:ta), they enslaved the island of Scyros (i.e. 

combating piracy (.2)), and (oe) a war broke out with the Carystians of Euboea (.3). 

12 Ibid. pg.125. 

13 Ibid. pp.125-29. 

14 HCT I, pg.362. 

15 P.A. Stadter, "The Form and Content of Thucydides' Pentecontaetia (1.89-117)" ORBS 43 (1993), 
pp.35-72, see pg.36. 

16 Ibid. pg.70. 
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After this (µe-ra -rau-ra), the Athenians waged war upon the Naxians and reduced them 

by siege. Of the reduction of Naxos Thucydides pulls no punches: npCO'tlJ 'te aU'tTJ 

n6AtS suµµaxt; napa 'tO ica0ecr'tT)KO<; £00UAC00T), (98.4). "This was the first allied 

city to be enslaved contrary to what had been established." Thucydides then discourses 

on the courses of revolt (99), before returning to his narrative. And after this also (µs-ra 

-mu-ra Kat) - Le. after the war against the Carystians, not after the reduction of Naxos 

- occurred the battle ofEurymedon against the Persians (lQ0.1). 17 Thucydides (gives 

every sign of having) manipulated the relative chronology of events he found in his 

source so as to make his point. 

In order to reach a clear understanding of Thucydides' portrayal of the Spartans, 

a more careful analysis of Thucydides' text is necessary. We must strive to identify 

recurrent themes and even turns of phrase that clarify the import of both Thucydides' 

comments and the general tone of his narrative. Only then will we discern Thucydides' 

view of the Spartans. A survey of Thucydides' few explicit judgements on the Spartans 

is a good place to start. This survey reveals that although on balance his judgements are 

not flattering there is the odd sign of praise. However, as we shall see, these 

'exceptions' can be accounted for, and indeed there are good reasons why Thucydides 

does allow the Spartans some credit. 

• Thucydides' explicit comments on Sparta. 

The following survey will show that in general the Spartans are portrayed as 

cautious, prudent, timid, and slow to act; while they are said to be an invincible force in 

hoplite warfare, they are at the same time often said to let fear govern their foreign 

policy. 

Thucydides' most explicit verdict on the Spartan character occurs in Book VIII 

where he contrasts the Spartans' character with the Athenians': oi µEv o~etS oi OE 

ppaost<;, Kat oi µEv emxstpT)'tCX.t oi OE &-roAµoi (96.5). "the one people being quick, 

the other slow; the one enterprising, the other timorous." However Thucydides at times 

17 E. Badian, "The Peace of Callias", From Plataea to Potidaea, (Baltimore 1993), pp.7ff. Cf. V. 
Parker, "The Chronology of the Pentecontaetia from 465 to 456", Athenaeum 81 (1993), pp.129-47; at 
nt.19 pg.132. 
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does also give the positive interpretation of this cautious attitude: X'iot ycxp µ6vot µE-ccx 

Aa:KEOmµovious d>V lyco 'ncr06µ11v 11u8mµ6vricro:v 'CE aµa: Kat forocpp6v11<mv 

(VIII. 24.4). "The Chians alone, after the Lacedaemonians, of all the peoples that I 

have known, have been at once both prosperous and prudent." 

Of h ·1· f s 18 Id , ' '\ ' ' , ' ~ s: I): t e rm 1tary aspect o parta we are to : rnt 1to/\,u ya:p rnotEt -eris uo1.,11s 

' ~ ' ~ ' , ' ''\ "{ ' ' r ' ' (IV 12 3) EV 't(fl 'CO'CE 'COtS µEv 111tEtpffi'CatS µa:/1.,tCT'Ca: E VO:t Kat 'CO: 7tE':,a: Kpa:'CtO"'COtS , . . 

"For at this time it formed a great part of the renown of the Spartans that they were 

especially mainlanders and most excellent in infantry warfare." 19 At the conclusion of 

the Persian War Thucydides states: ouvo:µEt ycxp 'CCXU'CO: µeytcr1a: 8rncpo:v11 · \'.crx;uov 

yo:p 01. µev Ka:'to: yfiv, 01. 8s vo:ucr{v (I. 18.2). "These states [i.e. Athens and Sparta] 

had proved themselves the most powerful, the Spartans powe1ful by land and the 

Athenians by sea." 

Despite this military strength, Thucydides maintains that fear is a detennining 

factor in Spartan policy. For instance on the subject of the Helots he states: aid ycxp 10: 

1COAAU Aa:KE6mµovfots npoc; 'COD<; EtAO)'CO:S 1:ftc; cpuAo:Kftc; 7tEpt µo:At<J'CO: 

Ka0ecr-c11KEV (IV. 80.3). "Most of the Spartans' actions towards the Helots were 

always and especially directed at [keeping them under] guard."20 

Thucydides also acknowledges the virtue of the Spartans' constitution; EK 

rco:Am.10:-cou Ka:t 11uvoµ~0ri Kat o:id a-cu po:vv Eu-coc; ,iv (I. 18 .1 ). "[Sparta] 

obtained good order at an earlier time than any other land and has always been free from 

tyrants." 

This survey then, provides an outline of the nature of Thucydides' 

representation of the Spartans. As we have seen this is a combination of the traditional 

'virtues' (prudence, caution, eunomia, and inilitary excellence) of the Spaitan state that 

one would expect as well as more negative representations of these virtues (fear, 

tiinidity, dilation). Given the programmatic-nature of Book I, a close analysis of 

18 Thucydides contrasts Sparta with Athens. 

19 Strictly speaking this is not Thucydides' pronouncement, but a report of public opinion. 

20 HCT III, pp.547-8; also Hornblower, Commentary II, pp.264-5. 
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Thucydides' text will further refine our understanding of how Thucydides would have 

us regard the Spartans. 

Following this analysis of book one, we will investigate Thucydides' treatment 

of Sparta in the remaining books. We will investigate Thucydides' critical response to 

the Spartans' war propaganda and we will analyse Thucydides' treatment of Spartan 

religiosity. 

Finally, we will analyse the extent to which Thucyqides portrays Spartans in the 

field as types who adhere to uniform patterns of behaviour, rather than as unique 

individuals. 

This division of Thucydides' History is of course somewhat arbitrary and 

therefore the division of material between these chapters at times may also seem 

arbitrary, but I hope not too arbitrary. 
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II: Thucydides' programmatic book I. 

Introduction. 

Thucydides' first book is evidently programmatic, therefore it is natural to 

analyse the nature of his treatment of Sparta and the Spartans in this context. 

Archaeology (1.1-19). 

Thucydides begins his History with an excursus that is ostensibly an outline 

of the history of civilisation. It is important to understand fr?m the outset that the 

archaeology is not intended to be purely a history of ancient Greece; rather it serves 

several main functions. First, it justifies his claim that his war surpasses all previous 

wars in magnitude and importance (1.1.1). Thus expeditions such as the Trojan War 

are said to have been of a lesser scale than the present conflict. Second, Thucydides 

outlines what are for him the main impulses in Civilisation and in particular the 

impulses that lead to empire, arche. As V. Hunter recognises, quoting the authority of 

de Romilly1, "Thucydides' interpretation of tradition ... is based on a 'preconceived 

theory,' derived from the world around him and applied to the past for purposes of his 

own."2 

Thus Thucydides 'identifies' indices that are the impulses for the flowering 

of civilisation;3 set out for us in chapter 2 we find: a settled way of life (~e~a{ro<; 

oi1rnuµe.v11), which requires commerce (eµnopta<;) and a surplus of wealth 

(m:pwucrfav XPT)µ<X-t<ov), plentiful resources, which enables the building of walls, 

thereby providing security and strength. Thucydides also notes disadvantages that 

hinder progress - migrations and civil strife ( cr'tcxcrtc;). The theory develops: Empire 

(cxpx~) is formed when the weaker, desiring gain, submit to the stronger, accepting 

slavery (thus avoiding stasis). As Hunter has noted this seems to imply internal slavery4 

1 Histoire et raison, pp.261-62. 

2 Past and Process in Herodotus and Thucydides, (Princeton Uni. Press 1982) pp.19-20. 

3 Here I will merely give an outline of Thucydides' theory. For more in-depth analysis see Hunter; 
Hornblower, Commentary I, pp.7-15; Gomme, HCT I, pp.92-4. 

4 Hunter op.cit. pg.22. 
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- the poor submitting their claim on political rights to the rich - as Thucydides next 

turns to the external: powerful men (ot ,:e ouvmcon:poi) are then able to make the 

lesser cities subject to them (8.3). 

Finally, Thucydides identifies navies as an impulse toward higher civilisation 

and toward empire: V<XU'tl.K<X 'tE E~r]p't'UE'tO ft 'E11) .. ac; KC.:t 't'llt; 00:A-acrcr11c; µcx/1./1.0V 

cxv'tdxov,:o (13.1). "The Greeks also began to fit out navies and to apply themselves 

more to the sea." The benefits of navies and sea-borne commerce are made clear: 

icrxuv oe 1CEp1.E1C01.f)O"O:V'tO oµroc; OUK E/1.<XXLO"'t'l']V oi 1tpocrcrx6v'tE<; O:U'tOtt; 

xpriµa'trov 'CE 1tpocr6ocp KO:l aXA,rov apxfi (15.1). "Those who all the same devoted 

themselves to such things [navies], acquired not the least strength because they lead 

both to a source ofrevenue as well as to control over others." Hence Thucydides 

outlines how the growth of civilisation led to naval archai, the first being Minos', then 

Agamemnon's, then Polycrates' etc. Finally, with the advent of the trireme (13.2-3) 

and the putting down of the Persian came the greatest arche to date: the Athenian 

Empire. 

Thus Thucydides comes full circle: having used his perception of the 

Athenian empire to explain the development of civilisation, he naturally, by way of this 

circular theory, ends with Athens' empire (19)- the embodiment of all the indices of 

civilisation.5 As Hunter concludes "Thucydides makes it clear that it is not the 

Lakedaimonians but the Athenians ... who will attain a true arche and thus be the 

successor to Minos, Agamemnon, Polycrates and the Persians. "6 

Thus the position of Athens, but what of Sparta? What does Thucydides tell 

us of Sparta's development and how does Thucydides fit Sparta's land-based 

hegemony into his theory? E. Rawson believes that Thucydides was only really 

interested in Sparta to the extent that Sparta illuminates the Athenian character: "In his 

sketch of early history he tosses off Sparta's rise in an inadequate parenthesis referring 

5 Cf. J.R. Ellis, "The Structure and Argument of Thucydides' Archaeology", Classical Antiquity 10 
(1991), pp.344-80; at pg. 371. 

6 Hunter, op.cit. pg.30. 
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to her constitutional stability and avoidance of tyranny, so that it is not easy to see why 

the one state had become, as he declares, as powerful by land as the other by sea."7 

What then, does Thucydides tell us about Sparta in the Archaeology? To 

begin, there is the statement of Sparta's eunomia as Rawson notes. For Thucydides 

Sparta is a unique state in this respect: 11 yap Aa.1<:e8a.{µrov µe-ccx 't~V K'ttcnv -c&v vuv 

EVOtlCOUV'tO)V <X.'l>'t~V Llrop1.&v E1tt 1tA.eto''tOV d)V foµev xp6vov cna.cnaacxacx oµro<; 

µaAtO''t<X. 'te'tpm::6crta. K<X.t OA.ty(t) 7tA,etO) E<; -cnv ,;e11,eu'tnv 'tOU()e 'tOU 1t0/\,Eµou, &cp' 

o-o Acx1Ce8a.iµ6vtot -cft a.u-cft 1to11,i -cdi xp&v-cm (18 .1). 

"For although Lacedaemon, after the settlement there of the Dorians who now inhabit it, 

was, for the longest period of all the places of which we know, in a state of sedition, 

still it obtained good order at an earlier time than any other land, and has always been 

free from tyrants; for the period during which the Lacedaemonians have been enjoying 

the same constitution covers about four hundred years or a little more down to the end 

of this war." It is then asserted that this period of stability made the Spartans powerful 

and allowed them to "settle" (Ko:0{cr-ca.cra.v) the affairs of other states (18.1). This, as 

Rawson states, may seem insufficient to explain Sparta's 'land-based empire', but if we 

consider other passages of the Archaeology) we can see that to a point Thucydides does 

try to force Sparta's early history into his scheme of progress.9 

Sparta's four-hundred-year period of eunomia as Thucydides dates it began at 

about 821 BC or 804 BC depending ~n whether we take Thucydides to mean the end of 

the Archidamian War (421) or the entire Peloponnesian War (404). As Thucydides 

makes clear, this was a period where the rest of Greece was subject to negative forces, 

7 The Spartan Tradition In European Thought, (Clarendon Press 1969) pg.21. 

8 Hornblower (pp.51-53) The Spartans experienced a change to euvoµfo:, that is to say, to 'obedience to 
laws' not to 'a condition of the state in which the laws are good'. Cloche, although he understands this 
to mean good laws ("bonne legislation"), ~ correctly identifies that the importance of this was that 
Sparta's eunomia allowed ih§_nJ to become strong, op.cit. pg.83; 85-6. 

9 As Gornme has observed (HCT I, pg.360), the position of Sparta as the pre-eminent state in Greece 
was one of the constants in recent Greek history, thus Thucydides did not need to say as much for ~heit 
development, as he did need to say to explain the advent of Athenian ascendancy. 
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migrations of population and Tyrannies. 10 Thucydides also provides reasons why 

Sparta was able to avoid stasis: The wealthy men took up a style of living that brought 

them as far as possible into equity with the masses (6.4). Moreover, Sparta did not take 

to the seas and become wealthy thereby requiring walls for its security, rather it was 

inhabited village-style in the old Hellenic fashion. Thus Thucydides seems to account 

for Sparta's greatness through the reasoning that as Sparta resisted change and did not 

become wealthy, she was able to take advantage of periods .of stasis in other states 

thereby establishing her hegemony? The virtue of the Spartans' long period 

o-f!eunomia was that they thereby avoided stasis. The Spartan constitution itself is not 

lauded. 

The Spartans' conquests by land beginning with the first and second 

Messenian Wars12 may appear to be a glaring omi~sion in Thucydides' account. Indeed 

Thucydides states: KO:'C<X yfiv oe 1t61 ... eµo<;, o0ev 'Ct<; KCXV ouvaµt<; 1tapeyeve'CO, 

ouod<; ~uvfo-i:ri (15.2), "by land no war took place which resulted in any considerable 

acquisition of power," rather there were merely border disputes (15.1-2). 13 The only 

exception noted is that of the Lelantine war, but this only because it exhibited joint 

effort (15.3). The explanation seems to be that Thucydides was unaware of the 

Spartans' conquest of Messenia - Ephorus seems to have been the first historian to 

realise the significance ofTyrtaeus' poems in this regard and to use them to reconstruct 

the history of the Messenian Wars. 14 Indeed Plato provides the first extant reference to 

10 Thuc. 12; 13.l 

11 Indeed this is a theme during the narrative of the war; stasis in small states draws the intervention of 
the 'super-powers'. 

12 See now: V.Parker, "The dates of the Messenian Wars" Chiron 21 (1991), pp.25-47. 1st Messenian 
War ca. 690-670 BC; 2nd Messenian War ca. 635-600. Cf. A.H.M.Jones, Sparta (Basil Blackwell, 
1967) pp.3-4. W.G. Forest, A History Of Sparta 950-192, 2nd Edition (Duckworth 1980) pg.35. 

13 Cf. HCT I, pg.126. Gomme also notes the omission of Pheidon of Argos. Interestingly, Hornblower 
(Commentary I, pg.48) merely notes that the focus is on Greece and hence the omission of the ancient 
empires of Asia. · 

14 Book XXII ofEphorus' Histories contained an account ofMessenia's history. See: G.L. Barber, The 
Historian Ephorus, 2nd Edition, Ares Publishers, Chicago (1993), pg.30. Cf. the summary of Ephorus' 
account by Strabo 6.3.3. 
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Tyrtaeus. 15 Thucydides1however, does mention the early history of Messenia in 

connection with the status of the Helots, 7tAe'ia'tot os 't&v EiAro'tmv eyevov'to oi 't&v 

1taAm&v Meacrriv{rov 'tO'te oouAm0ev'trov a.1t6yovot· fi Kat Meacr~vtot. 

h:A~0riaav oi 7t<XV'te<; (I.101.2). "Most of the Helots were the descendants of the 

ancient Messenians who were enslaved of old; therefore they were all called 

Messenians." Thucydides' reference is surely rather obscure and may well be based on 

myth. 16 

Yet of course Thucydides is keenly aware of the Spartans' position within 

th Pl II '\ I ~ I \ ~I I I ~ e e oponnese: e/\,01tovvriaou 'tO)V 7teV'te 'ta<; uuo µoipac; veµov'tat. 'tT]c; 'te 

~uµmS:aric; 11youv'tm Kat 't&v e~m ~uµµaxmv 1toAArov (10.2). "They possess two 

fifths of the Peloponnese and command the rest, as well as many allies outside." He 

was surely aware of the Spartans' presentation of themselves as the rightful heirs of 

Agamemnon. Yet he avoids any mention of the Spartans' propagandistic claims in this 

regard. 

The omission of the well-known story of Tegea and the bones of Orestes11 is 

particularly significant, since it came to be regarded as the first manifestation of a 

change in foreign policy that led to the Peloponnesian League. The story is told in pa1t 

by Herodotus. The Spartans early in the 6th century unsuccessfully tried to annex 

Tegea, apparently intending to enslave the population as they had done in Messenia 

(Hdt.I.66). Having had the worst of the on-going war, the Spartans received an oracle 

that they must first recover the bones of Agamemnon's son Orestes. Subsequently, 

once possession of the bones was secured, Herodotus states that they had the better of 

any trials of strength (I. 67-68). 18 

15 L. Pearson, "The Pseudo-History of Messenia and its Authors", Historia 11 (1962), pp397-426, at 
pg.400. . . 

16 It may just be possible that Thucydides was correcting Hellanicus (FGrH 4F 188) who thought that 
the Helots were the descendants of the Achaeans who were reduced to slavery by their Dorian invaders 
(the Heracleidae). See G.L. Barber, op.cit. pp.115-7. 

17 Cf. Forest op.cit. pp.73-5; Jones op.cit. pp.44-5. 

18 Plutarch records the treaty that was concluded upon Sparta's victory (Greece Questions 5). 
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The Spartans' propaganda19 enabled them to insist that they owned the 

remains of the pre-Dorian king of Sparta and son of Agamemnon, who had had the 

hegemony of most of the Peloponnese. The Dorians' propaganda already had it that 

they were the descendants of the sons of Heracles, the Heracleidae. This association 

with Heracles is clearly a good choice. Heracles had been cheated of the kingship of 

Mycenae and had been persecuted by the established king Eurystheus. Hence the 

Dorian invasion of the Peloponnese became the rightful2° re~um of the sons of 

Heracles. 21 

-7 
j Such mythological warfare also extended beyond these claims. The Spartans boasted of 

their statues of the Tyndaridae22, the tomb of Agamemnon23, and the bones of Orestes' 

son Tisamenus.24 In claiming descent from Agamemnon, the Spartans were of course 

at variance with the Argives who geographically had the upper hand in this battle. 

Agamemnon in the Homeric tradition had his home at Mycenae25 - in Argive tenitory -

and the grave of Atreus was also to be found at Mycenae.26 If Bowra's arguments are 

correct, 27 Stesichorus, the 6th century poet, entered the fray in support of Sparta, 

19 See: D.M. Leahy, "The Bones of Tissamenus", Historia 4 (1955), pp.26-38; D.M. Leahy, "The 
Spartan defeat at Orchomenus", Phoenix 12 (1958), pp.141-65; K.Dowden, The uses of Greek 
Mythology, Routledge, (1992) pp.70-3,90-2,150-1; J.H. Quincy, "Orestes and the Argive Alliance", 
CQ 58 (n.s. 14) 1964 pp.190-206; G.L. Huxley, Early Sparta, Faber & Faber, (1962) pp.67-76; Parke 
& Wormell, The Delphic Oracle vol.I, Basil Blackwell, (1956) pp.94-98; K.Adshead, Politics of the 
Archaic Peloponnese, Avebury, (1986) pp29-30. See now D. Boedeker, who emphasises the internal 
importance (i.e. among the Spartans themselves) rather than the external propaganda value of the 
translation. "Hero Cult and Politics in Herodotus -The Bones of Orestes", Cultural Poetics In Archaic 
Greece, (edts. Dougherty & Kurke) Cambridge University Press (1993) pp.164-77. 

20 Hyllos is told by the Delphic Oracle that the Heracleidae must wait until the 3rd crop (i.e. the third 
generation) before returning. 

21 K.Dowden, op.cit. pp.70-3,90-2,150-1. 

22 Hdt.5.75.2. 

23 Paus.3.19,6; Pind.Pyth. 11.32. 

24 Paus. 7.1.8. 

25 Od. 3.304. 

26 Paus. 2.16.6. 

27 C.M. Bowra, Greek Lyric Poetry, 2nd Edition (Clarendon 1961) pp.111-114. 
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placing Agamemnon at Spruta,28 and provided an alternative ancestor- Pleisthenes - for 

Agamemnon,29 thus avoiding reference to his traditional ancestor, the Argive Atreus.30 

Such propagandistic claims continued into the 5th century. The Spartan king 

Cleomenes in 506 BC led an expedition to Athens at the behest of Isagoras to abolish 

the Cleisthenic council of 500. During his occupation of the Acropolis, Herodotus 

records that he retorted to the priestess of Athena that he was not a Dorian but an 

Achaean.31 In 481 BC, during the Persian invasion, the Ar~ives, although they claimed 

that by right they were entitled to the sole leadership, refused to help defend Greece 

unless they were permitted joint command with the Spartans.32 This argument would 

seem to be based upon the Argive claim to be the descendants of Agamemnon. 

Syagms' reply to Gelon's demand of the leadership is more explicit: "Agamemnon, son 

of Pelops, would groan in his grave if he heard that Sparta had been robbed of her 

command by Gelon and his Sy'racusans!"33 

Aeschylus' Eumenides has also been said to enter the debate. Aeschylus has Argive 

Orestes allude to the Spartan possession of the bones of Orestes in a speech that has as 

its subject friendship between Argos and Athens. Having promised that no leader of his 

country shall come bearing arms against Athens, Orestes states: "For I myself, then in 

my grave, will bring it to pass by baffling ill-success, even by visiting their marches 

with tjiscouragement. .. that they who violate my present oath shall repent them of their · 

28 D.L. Page, Poetae Melici Graeci, Clarendon Press, Oxford (1962), fr.216 (Schol. Eur. Or. 46). Both 
Stesichorus and Simonides placed Agamemnon's palace at Sparta. 

29 Ibid. fr.219 (Plut. ser. num. vind.10). 

3° Cf. M.L. West, Greek Lyric Poetry, Clarendon Press, Oxford (1993), pg.92, and pp.204-5 nt. to 
fr.219. 

31 Hdt.5.72. 

32 Hdt.7.148. 

33 Hdt.7.159. 
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enterprise."34 Quincey35 suggests that Aeschylus here alludes to Cleomenes' failed 

attempt to lead the Peloponnesian levy into Attica in 506 BC.36 

Thucydides, as indicated above, avoids all mention of such things, but 

ce1tainly seems to refute this Spartan claim to be the rightful heirs to Agamemnon's and 

Orestes' arche in chapter 9. Thucydides of course analyses the tradition of Agamemnon 

in terms of his indices of civilisation (the very impulses that Sparta resisted and Athens 

came to embody). Realpolitik explains Agamemnon's pow~r: He did not lead the 

expedition to Troy because of oaths, but because he was the most powerful of the 

princes (9.1). Moreover, the basis of Agamemnon's power is said to be naval, and thus 

he was able to gather his armament not as much by favour as by fear (9.3). 

Agamemnon however also owed his arche to his ascendants. Importantly 

Thucydides states that his information in this case was obtained from those who have 

recorded the Peloponnesians' accounts of old: /\.eyoucrt 8e Kat oi -ca cracpfo-ca-ca 

Ih:Ao1tovv11cr{rov µv~µn 1tapa -c&v 1tp6n:pov 8c8cyµevo1. (9.2). 37 Does Thucydides 

intend the reader to identify that what follows is the result of his careful research or is 

he ironically alluding to Peloponnesian, and more precisely Spartan propaganda?38 

Certainly, the story calls attention to the political realities of the Peloponnese: "so the 

house of Pelops became greater than the house of Perseus." Perseus can only refer to 

1 Argos, thus Pelops suggests Sparta.39 Having alluded to the mythological warfare 

between Sparta and Argos, Thucydides manipulates the myth for his own purposes. 

Athens, not Sparta (nor Argos) is the heir to Agamemnon's arche. The Atreidae owed 

34 762-67. 

35 J.H. Quincy, op. cit. pp.190-206. 

36 Ibid. pp.201-2. For Cleomenes' actions see Hdt.5.72ff. 

37 Gomme (HCT I, pg.109), Hornblower (Commentary I, pg.32) and Classen (I pg.21) envisage this to 
mean a written source of one kind or another, possibly Hellanikos of Lesbos. 

38 Note the superlative: -ca cro:qi(cr-ccmx. That Thucydides (or any Greek historian for that matter) 
would credit another historian with having recorded the clearest things i.e. the truth, is unlikely. 

39 Indeed the mention of Pelops instead of Atreus may also suggest Sparta, cf. Syagrus' retort to Gelon 
(Hdt.7.159). . 
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their might to wealth and naval power- Sparta's power was founded on neither. 

Thucydides does not follow the Spartan innovation; Agamemnon has Mycenae as his 

seat of power. Further, the HeracleidaeJ whom the Dorians associated themselves with, 

are seen to be the foes of the Mycenaeans, killing Eurystheus in Attica thus causing fear 

in Mycenae. 

Finally, Thucydides, having come to the break-up of the alliance against the 

Persian, sums up the character of the Spartans' hegemony. !hey did not keep their 

allies tributary to themselves, but made sure that these had an oligarchic government to 

the sole interest of the .Spartans themselves (19). Thucydides refutes in advance the 

Spartans' claim to be the liberators of the Greeks. 

Thus to the extent that Sparta's early history is covered by Thucydides, the 

Spartans come off rather badly. Their claim to be the inheritors of the house of Atreus is 

implicitly rejected. This myth is rationalised in a fashion such that Athens is Atreus' 

logical heir. Moreover the renowned eunomia of the Spartans was achieved by the 

rejection of wealth and progress. Thus the Spartans are also characterised as being a 

backward people. 

The cause(s) of the War. 

Thucydides undertakes to present the grounds of the quarrel that led to the 

outbn~ak of hostilities. Moreover he draws a distinction between the professed causes 

of the War and what he considers the actual underlying cause: 't~v µev yap 

O'../\,r}0£0''t0:'tr}V np6cpo:crtv, (X</)O:V£0''t0:'tT]V 0£ 'A6ycp, wuc; 'A8rivo:iouc; hyouµm 

w:ya'Aouc; yiyvoµevoui:; Kat cp6~ov 1t<XPEXOV't<XS 'tote; AaKe8mµoviotc; o:vo:yKO:O'at 

' \ "\ ~ < 8 > , > \ \ "\ I > I "8 > ~ < I (23 6) ec; 'tO no/\,eµetv · at ei:; 'to q,avepov /\,cyoµevat mnat at 11cro:v eKO:'tepcov . . 

"The truest cause, although not openly avowed, I believe to have been the growth of 

Athenian power, which brought fear to the Spartans and forced them into war; but the 

reasons publicly alleged on either side were as follows ... "40 Thucydides asserts that the 

40On aMai and 1tpo6acr1~ see Commentary I, pp.64-6; HCT I, pp.152-4. Hornblower (pg.66) points 
out that the words "o:q,avecr,chri oe My<p" have the force of the comparative rather than the 
superlative: "it was relatively little mentioned." 
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Spartans sta1ied the war, having determined to do so primarily through fear of losing 

t!d position as the foremost military state in Greece. 

Thucydides, having set forth the immediate causes which led the Spartans to 

vote to go to war (24-88),41 returns to the truest cause of the war - Spartan fear (88). 

Fear, as we shall see, is for Thucydides a major factor in the Spartan psyche, often 

determining foreign policy. What follows is Thucydides' account of the so-called 

Pentecontaetia, the purpose of which is to outline Athens' growth in power and the 

resultant fear at Sparta. 

--3 In so doing Thucydides contrasts hegemonia with arche. The flaws in the Spartan 

hegemony are highlighted (ineffective leadership, revolt) as are the Athenians' 

responses to the trials of leadership, i.e. their ruthless suppression of revolts which 

results in their hegemonia developing into an arche. It is important to understand that 

this is the purpose of the Pentecontaetia, and to analyse it in this light. The excursus is 

not intended as a brief history of the period.42 Indeed, without the excursus 

Thucydides' interpretation of the Spartan decision to go to war would make no sense. 

\Ve need to know why it was that the Spaiians came to fear the Athenians.43 

P entecontaetia 89-118. 

Thucydides at once draws a contrast between the Athenians and the 

Spartans.44 After the campaign at Mycale Leotychides at the onset of winter returned 

home with the Peloponnesian allies (89.2). This was standard military practice (indeed 

Thucydides divides his narrative of the war 'proper' by campaigning year), but 

Thucydides contrasts this with the Athenians' action: they remained (u1toµlvco) and 

4t Significantly Thucydides states the decision to go to war was not so much determined by the 
speeches, but by fear of the Athenians (88). 

42 Thus elements in the narrative that may seem incredible to the reader, should be considered in the 
con text of the purpose and structure of the narrative before being taken as proof of 'disinformation'. 

43 Stadter, op.cit. pp.69-70. 

44 The following analysis owes much to E.Badian's paper "Thucydides and the Outbreak of the 
Peloponnesian War: A Historian's Brief' in From Plataea to Potidaea (Baltimore 1993). For a 'defense' 
of Thucydides see W.Pritchett Thucydides' Pentekontaetia and other essays (J.C. Gieben, Amsterdam 
1995). 
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besieged Sestos. The inexhaustible energy and enterprise of the Athenians is 

introduced, which by implication suggests that the Spartans were not zealously 

prosecuting the war. This is later stated to be the case - they wanted to be rid 

(&rco:A.Ao:c;dro) of the war (95.7). This detail is at once followed with the account of 

the rebuilding of Athens' walls and Sparta's opposition to this. 

The Spartans, allegedly "perceiving what was to come" (o:icr06µevot 10 

µeA.A.ov 90.1) and at the prompting of their allies, sent an ei:nbassy requesting that the 

Athenians desist in their project, offering the incredible argument that no fortified 

positions should be available for the Persians' use in the event of another invasion 

(90.1-2). However Themistocles matched the Spartans "trick for trick"45 (90.3-92),46 

with the result that the walls were completed and that the Spartans, while remaining 

outwardly friendly, were at heart resentful (92). Thucydides now jtixtaposes the two 

heroes of the Persian War-Themistocles and Pausanias. 

Having praised the Athenian hero (93), Thucydides introduces Pausanias.47 

Leading the Hellenic alliance he took much of Cyprus and captured Byzantium (94).48 

An innocuous entrance to be sure, but Thucydides wastes no time in pulling away the 

carpet: "Hori oe Ptcdou OV10<; CXU10U Ot le CXAA.Ol "EA.A.11Ve<; ~x0ov10 (95.1) "But 

because he had already begun to be violent, the rest of the Greeks became disaffected." 

The picture darkens; as Thucydides would have it, Pausanias' conduct had become so 

objectionable (he acted more like a tyrant than a general) that envoys were sent to Sparta 

to complain and moreover the Ionian allies turned to the Athenians for leadership (95.2-

3). 

45 Badian ibid. pg. 130. 

46 Thus as Stadter has observed (op.cit pg.43) there is secrecy and slight of hand on both sides, not just 
by the Spartans, which Badian emphasises (op.cit pgl30). 

47 Thucydides returns to the two heroes of the Persian War in chapters 128-138. This double biography 
introduces a theme that is of importance throughout the work: Spartan leaders' deficiencies in the 
exercise of command while absent from Sparta. In Pausanias' case this includes excess ambition that 
leads him to treacherous negotiations with the Persian king. 

48 Thus Sparta is still eager to exercise her Aegean hegemony. 
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Upon Pausanias' recall we hear that he was held to account for any personal wrongs he 

had committed, but that on the principle charge of Medism (which Thucydides states 

"seemed to be a very clear case"49) he was acquitted. E. Badian sums up this incredible 

story well: " ... it seems highly unlikely that, at this particular time, ... official Sparta 

would have deliberately connived at Medism. The more obvious conclusion is that the 

charges were invented to facilitate the Athenian seizure ... of the hegemony."50 Indeed 

as Thucydides' account has it the Athenians are essentially passive in their acquisition 

of the hegemony; it falls into their hands owing to Pausanias' mismanagement. 

Herodotus is perhaps a better guide: The Athenians" ... took Pausanias' arrogance as a 

pretext and took the leadership away from the Spartans."51 

Thucydides concludes this section of the Pentecontaetia by interpreting the 

Spartans' reaction to their loss of the Aegean hegemony. They were glad to be rid of the 

war, and thought the Athenians were competent to lead; moreover they feared (cpo~ero) 

that if they sent out further commanders, these might also be corrupted (95.7). 52 Again 

Thucydides cites fear as a principle factor in Spartan decision making. Finally they are 

able to accept the new situation because they considered (voµ{sov-cEi:;) that the 

Athenians crcpfow sv 't<f> -c6-re. 1tap6vn e1ti-rnodous53 (95.7) "were useful to 

themselves for the present."54 The Spa1tans do not yet see the Athenians as a threat to 

their s~curity; thus they tolerate the situation for the present, which at any rate as we 

have seen was brought about by their own commander's hybris. 

49. \ ,s,1 I (956) x:cn EuOKet ao:cpeo"ta,:ov . . 

50 Op.cit. pg.131. 

51 Hdt. 8.3. 

52 This fear as we shall see is indeed justified; one of the major motifs of Thucydides' characterisation of 
the Spartans is their inability to achieve their objects because of the inappropriate actions of those in 
command, 

53 Both C.F. Smith (Loeb) and Hornblower translate this as "friendship". Moreover Hornblower 
(Commentary I, pp.142-3) notes that this is in conflict with the authorial comment at ch.92, where 
friendship is also mentioned to explain why the Spartans concealed their anger at Athens' rebuilt walls. 
However at ch.92 Thucydides uses 1tpoacptA~~ clearly meaning "friendship", rather than em1:11odos. 

54 Cf. Stadter, op.cit. pg.47. 
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The next mention of Sparta comes in the Thasos affair. Here we have a 

juxtaposed couplet - Spartan treachery and weakness set beside Athenian loyalty and 

energy. The revolting Thasians appealed to Sparta for assistance, imploring them to 

invade Attica (101.1). Of the Spartans' response Thucydides states: oi OE unfoxov·w 

µEv Kpucpa -r&v 'A0ytvcdcov J(al, eµsAAOV, Ol£KCOAU0ytcrav OE '\.)7t() 'tOU ')'EVoµevou 

crstcrµou, 55 ev cp Kcd oi EtACO-rec; au-rote; KO:l. -r&v 1tept0tKCOV 0oupiiho:i'. 'te KO:l. 

Ai8m11c; ec; 'I0coµytv anfo-rricro:v (101.2). "They promis~d to do so, without the 

knowledge of the Athenians, and they intended to do so, but they were prevented by an 

earthquake which had occurred in the meantime, in which both the Helots and the 

Perioeci of Thuria and Aethaea revolted against them [and went] to Ithome." The 

Spartans had undertaken to interfere in the internal affairs of the Athenian Empire.56 As 

a result of Spartan inaction the Thasians were compelled to surrender under harsh terms 

(101.3). 

The Thasos affair in developing the theme of Spartan treachery, which is 

driven by the desire to frustrate Athens' position as hegemon of the Aegean, also 

suggests that to this end that the Spartans are willing to incite Athenian allies to revolt 

by means of insincere promises. This conclusion however is not inevitable in the 

present case as Thucydides does state that they did intend to act. However, we are made 

aware .of other occasions when similar promises are made. The Corinthians in their 

speech at Athens (37-43) suggest that the Peloponnesians had intended to aid the 

Samians' revolt, but were prevented from doing so by their opposition (40.5; 41.2). 

Whether or not Sparta had made a promise to Samos is unclear, but it at least suggests a 

willingness to interfere in the Athenian hegemony. The later Potidaean case is more 

55 This clause is apparently problematic. Badian translates "which had previously happened" pp.92-3. 
Hornblower (pg.157) supports the conclusion. However Pritchett (op.cit. pp.5-10) at length 
demonstrates that the aorist participle yevoµevou in this instance has no temporal sense but rather is a 
matter of aspect: "But the action of the aorist participle is often coincidental, especially when the main 
verb is aorist. .. " (pg.7). "The aorist participle expresses only attainment; the sphere of time can only 
be deduced from the context. An earthquake occurred" (pp.8-9). Likewise, V. Parker, "The Chronology 
of the Penteconaetia from 465 to 456", Athenaeum 81 (1993), pp.129-47: "Thucydides simply says 
that the Spartans made the promise, were going to carry it out, but that they were prevented by the 
earthquake which had occurred in the meantime." Pg.124 nt.26. 

56 Thucydides outlines how the fiyeµov{o; became &px~ (96-99). 
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clear cut. Thucydides explicitly states that the Potidaeans revolted prompted by Sparta's 

promise to invade Attica: 'CO: 'CE/1,11 'COOV Ao:KeOo:tµov{rov 'l)7tEO"Xe'CO (Xt)'COtc;, nv E7tL 

IT I 5:. ,, 'A0 ~ \ 'A \ ' A 'I ~ I 5:. \ \ \ O't'el.UCXlCX.V troatv 11vcxtot, cc; 'C11V 't'ttK11V eO'jJCX/\,etV, 'CO'Ce u11 KCX'tCX. 'COY 

Kextpov 'COU'COV aq,fo·mv-cm (58.1). 57 But this promise is only slowly realised, 

eventuating nearly one year after the decision to go to war is made (125). Indeed the 

Corinthians in their first speech at Sparta (68-71) complain of this delay (71.4): Mewi 

µev 0'\)V 'COUOe ropfo0ro uµrov ~ ppo:OU't~c;. vuv 08 'Cote; ~£ (XA,/1,0tc; KCXL 

Ilo'tetoecx-cmc;, mcr1tep uneoe~cx.a0e, Po110~acx'rn. "At this point then, let your 

slowness go on no further; but now, give aid to the Potidaeans and to the others to 

whom you promised ... "58 

To return to the Thasians' revolt, immediately following this account (101), 

Thucydides states that the Spartans appealed to their allies, especially to the Athenians, 

for aid in the siege of Ithome. The Athenians loyally sent a considerable force under the 

command of Cimon ( 102.1 ). When the allies unsuccessfully tried to storm the rebels' 

positions, we hear that in response the Spartans dismissed the Athenians alone, "fearing 

the daring and the innovative/revolutionary spirit of the Athenians" (odcmv-cec; -crov 

'A0rivdrov -co -co'J..,riµpov Kcxt 'tTJV vero'teponotfov 102.3). Thus keeping their 

suspicions secret, the Spartans merely said they had no more use for them. The 

Athenians, justifiably indignant, then gave up their alliance with the Spartans and 

became allies to the Argives (102.4). Thucydides' narrative subsequently details the 

'First Peloponnesian War'. 

This diptych of Sprutan treachery and hypocrisy is surely an incredible story, 

so much so that B adian terms it " ... the first clear example of what must be called 

disinformation."59 Indeed Thucydides deliberately presented us with the sharpest 

contrast: on the one hand Athenian fidelity, on the other, Spartan deceit. But that 

57 Cf. Commentary I, pg, 102. 

58 Ibid, pg.116. 

59 Op.cit pg.134. 
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Thucydides is deliberately misleading the audience is not at all obvious. Thucydides 

could have believed the story. Perhaps the best way to analyse what Thucydides 

presents is to state what at least seem to be the obvious implications of the story and 

then to compare this with the general tone of the narrative as already outlined. 

To begin, the Spartan promise to Thasos has been regarded with suspicion. 

We are told that the promise was kept secret, as Badian points out, "an essential 

qualification"60 if the next chapter is to follow. The Atheni~s certainly would not have 

responded to the Spartan call for aid had they known. Leaving the question of the 

'Constitution of the Peloponnesian League' aside, even if Sparta technically had the 

right to lead her allies whithersoever she wished, Thucydides knew that in practice at 

least Corinthian approval would have to be sought before an invasion of Attica could be 

launched. The Thasians were no doubt aware of the situation as well. Therefore such 

negotiations would almost certainly have become known at Athens. Thus it is possible 

to see the alleged promise to Thasos as an iffesponsible promise that encouraged 

Thasos to revolt. However Thucydides does not stress this. The stress is on the Spartan 

deception of Athens and moreover the inherent weakness in the Spartan hegemony. 

There is a pattern to the Spartans' actions. That is to say, the Spaitans had a 

desire to respond to Athens' challenge to their hegemony of the Greeks. Pausanias had 

led the Greeks against Cyprus and Byzantium, only to lose the initiative to the 

Athenians on account of his hybris. Subsequently, the Spartans sent out Dorcis to 

assume the leadership. Here we have Sparta anxious to seize the opportunity offered by 

the Thasian revolt, only to be prevented by a further Spartan weakness - lack of control 

over her hegemony. This weakness as well as the Spartans' fear of a helot revolt had 

made the Spartans traditionally cautious of extra-Peloponnesian activity. Indeed the first 

mention we have of Sparta in the narrative proper demonstrates the Spartans' lack of 

60 Badian op.cit. pg.135, 
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control over their allies. Spartan envoys ask Corinth to submit her dispute with Corcyra 

to arbitration, but are ignored (28.1).61 

Thus this story also contrasts a revolt by Spartan subjects with that of a revolt by an 

Athenian ally. Stadter sums up the position nicely:".· .. the Thasian revolt provided an 

opportunity for Athens to strengthen her position relative to her allies; the Messenian 

revolt, on the other hand, both hindered Sparta from its objectives and strengthened the 

Athenian position."62 The Athenians settled the Messenian$ atNaupactus (103.3-4). 

With hostilities out in the open, the Spartans' lack of control over their 

hegemony caused the revolt of Megara. Again in contrast to the Athenians such events 

are setbacks for the Spartans while revolts generally strengthen Athens' position. Thus 

the Megarians owing to their quarrel with Corinth join the Athenian camp (103.3-4). 

This section then begins another section of the Pentecontaetia, Athens' war with the 

Corinthians. 

During this section we hear of Athens fighting the Peloponnesians (105.1,3). Clearly 

this could include the Spartans, but if so Thucydides is being rather obscure. 

Thucydides' conclusion to the Pentecontaetia probably provides the answer: the 

Spartans were never quick to go to war, and only attempted to check Athenian power to 

a trifling extent (118). Moreover this section is introduced by an authorial comment: 

KCXt K.optv0fov; µev oux 11KW'tC(, cbto 'tOUOE 'tO crcpoopov µ'icro<; llPSCX'tO 7tp6':l'tov 

e<; 'A0r)vcxfou<; yevfo0m (103.4), "And it was especially on account of_this that the 

intense hatred of the Corinthians for the Athenians first began."63 The subject of the 

following narrative is thereby suggested- the conflict between Corinth and Athens. 

"Peloponnesians" therefore must be being used in a geographical sense, rather than a 

political one.64 

61 Ibid.pg.129. 

62 P.A. Stadter, op.cit. pg.54. 

63 Cf. Commentary I, pp.161-2. 

64 Ibid. pp.165-6. 
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In conclusion, Thucydides sums up the significance of the proceeding 

narrative (118). iv ot<; oi 'A0nvcx:iot -criv 'Ce &px~v E"{Kpa-cecr-cepav Ka-cecr-cricrav-co 

Kat (X'l)'tOt E?tt µeya exropncrav ouvaµero<;. oi oe AaKeomµ6viot aicr06µc:vot OU'te 

1t0Aeµot<; oiKdot<; el;etpy6µevot (118.2). "It was in this period that the Athenians 

established their empire more securely and themselves advapced to great militaiy 

capacity. While the Spartans, although being aware of this, did not impede them except 

to a slight extent, they instead stayed quiet most of the time, since they had never been 

quick to go to war unless they were compelled and in this case they were constrained by 

wars at home." This summary, as we have seen, follows the trends of the narrative 

quite well. 

The decision to declare war. 

An authorial statement as usual introduces this phase of Book One. rcptv Or) 

ii fr6vaµt<; -c&v 'A0rivcdrov craq>&<; fipe-co Kat 't'Jl<; l;uµµo:x{as au-c&v ~rc-cov-co. 

I ~\ ' J ) \ J ,.... ' '\'\, , / ,~1 ',' I 'tO'Ce Ue OUKe'tt avacrxe'tOV e7tOtOUV'CO, {XII,/\, E?ttXetpl}'teO: EuOKEt el.Vat 1tcxcr11 

e I \ e I < , 'gl l\ S:: / l I \: \ I \: \ 1tpo uµtq. KCXt KCX atpe'teO: l} 10',t<,U<;, l}V uUV(l)V'tO:t, apaµeVOt<; UT} 'tOVuE "COY 

1t6Aeµov (118.2). "Until the power of the Athenians began clearly to exalt itself and 

the Athenians began laying their hands on their allies. Then [the Spartans] could endure 

it no longer, but determined that they must attack the Athenian power with all their zeal 

and put it down, if they were able to, by undertaking this war." Thus this is in fact a 

re-introduction picking up the decision to go to war at chapter 88. Subsequently the 

Spartans obtained an oracle from Delphi which proclaimed that they would win the war 

(118.3) and upon a meeting of the Peloponnesian league they decided to go to war 

(119-125). Negotiations take place with the Athenians only in so far as this allows the 

Peloponnesians time to prepare for war and in order to provide justification for 
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beginning the war (126). Thus for Thucydides the negotiations are a sham, a carefully 

calculated political manoeuvre, as suggested by the Realpolitiker Archidamus (82; 85).65 

Speeches. 

The speeches of Book One insofar as they contribute to the portrayal of the 

Spartan character are in general agreement with Thucydides' narrative. The two main 

relevant speeches are the Corinthians' first speech at Sparta (68-71) and Archidamus' 

speech at the same debate (80-85). Although the general tln:ust of the two arguments are 

in opposition, both speakers are in agreement on the major aspects of the Spartan 

character, although of course each puts his own rhetorical slant on the characteristics. 

The underlying principle remains the same. 

The Corinthians call attention to Sparta's famed euvoµfo:; however they 

complain that although there is a spirit of trust ('to m.cr-c6v) between Spartans in their 

internal political dealings, thereby endearing them to prudence ( crrocppocruv11), that this 

spirit is not extended to foreigners; rather they are suspicious of those who come to 

Sparta with accusations (68.1).66 Subsequently the Corinthians complain that this 

cautious attitude towards foreign affairs means that the Spartans are slow to act, only 

being prompted to act when the situation has become dire. Indeed throughout the 

speech the Corinthians continually chastise the Spartans for their slowness 

(~paop-c~<;). At 69.4 the Corinthians accuse the Spartans of being the only people who 

do not act (ficruxase't£ yo:p, µ6voi 'EAA~vrov, cl:i Acx.K£Omµ6vwi). 

Such characterisation is then emphasised through contrasting the Spartans 

with the Athenians (70). The Spartans are dilatory (µ.eAAr}'t~<; 70.4) and stay at home 

(evo11µo'HX'tOS 70.4) while the Athenians promptly make decisions, are full of hope 

and are always away from home.67 

65 Badian op.cit. pg.143 

66 This attitude reminds one of official Sparta's reluctance to find Pausanias guilty of treason (132). 

67 Hornblower (Commentary I, pp.112-17) has a good analysis of the speech. 
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Archidamus' speech echoes the major Spartan characteristics as outlined by 

the Corinthians. Archidamus agrees that the Spartans are guilty of being slow and 

dilatory ('to ppaou Kat µeAAOV 84.1), but rejects that this is a fault. Instead it entails 

prudent good sense (crrocppocruvri eµcpprov 84.2). 

Moreover, both speeches call attention to one of the major themes of Book 

one that we have observed. The limitations of hegemonia and the suggestion that arche 

is a more advanced form of rule. The Corinthians seem to reflect on this theme that is so 

evident in the Pentecontaetia when they state: o:pxmhcpono:; uµ&v -co: e1tt'tY)OeUµo:;1o:; 

npo<; mhou<; ecr-civ. o:vo:yKY) oe rocr1tep 'tEXVY)<; aid -ca emyiyv6µeva Kpa-cdv 

(71.2-3), " ... your practices are more old-fashioned than theirs. And as with 

technology the newer things must always prevail." Thus the Spartans' dilatory, 

traditional approach to foreign affairs has limited them to a hegemonia while the 

Athenians have obtained an arche. Archidamus' speech on the other hand agrees that 

their practices are old-fashioned, but maintains that therein lies rather their strength, 

their observance of traditions that have served them well in the past (85). Pericles' 

speech also draws attention to this point, that the Peloponnesian league is weaker than 

the Athenian empire: O'tCXV µri1s pouA..eU't'l'}pt(fl 8Vl. xpcoµeVOt 1tapaxpf1µo:; 'Ct ol;ero<; 

E7tl'te/\,O)(jl, 1tavn:<; 'Ce icrO'\jfY)(flOt OV'te<; 1m1. oux 6µ6cpuAot 'CO ecp' £0:U'tOV EKO:O"'tO<; 

crneu~n, (141.6) "because they have no single council, they are not able quickly to put 

into effect any urgent measure, seeing as they all have an equal vote and are not of the 

same race, each of them strives eagerly to advance his own position ... ". 

Conclusion. 

Thucydides p01trays the Spaitan character almost without exception in a 

negative light. The Spartans are primarily slow (ppaou-c~<;) to act and dilatory 

(µeAA'l)'t~<;) in their deliberations, being fearful of committing themselves to extra

Peloponnesian campaigns for fear of a Helot revolt, while also being apprehensive that 

those in command may jeopardise such campaigns. Moreover Thucydides also has been 

at pains to illustrate the flaws in the Spartan hegemony. The main weakness identified is 

Sparta's inability to exercise effective control over extra-Peloponnesian policy - Corinth 
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effectively has a veto in this sphere. Second, there is the Spartans' inability to suppress 

rebellions effectively- it took them ten years to quash the Helot revolt. Finally, 

Sparta's well-laid plans may be undermined by the hybris of her leaders. As to the 

outbreak of the Peloponnesian War, the Spartans are said to be responsible, and 

moreover their claim to be liberating the Greeks is rejected as mere propaganda. 
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III: Sparta - Books II-VIII. 

Introduction. 

Thucydides as we saw in the first book, was keen to engage Spartan 

propaganda and legends head-on. Likewise in the rest of the History, Thucydides is 

especially vigorous in debunking the Spartans' war propaganda of Liberation. 

Thucydides also closely evaluates the Spartans' reputation as being invincible in hoplite 

warfare. In addition he emphasises the Spartans' war expe~tations and their responses 

to disasters. 

Finally, Thucydides' treatment of Spartan religiosity/superstition demands 

consideration, as commentators such as E. Badian have made much of Sparta's alleged 

cynical religious posturing. This interpretation has gained credibility owing to the 

erroneous conclusion that the "rationalist" or "atheist" Thucydides saw no place for 

religion in his history of the Peloponnesian War. 

Spartan Religiosity. 

E. Badian has recently expounded his view of Thucydides' attitude toward 

religion, which is of particular importance as his preconception forms the underlying 

premise of his interpretation of Thucydides' portrayal of Spartan religiosity. Badian 

talks of Thucydides' "contempt for established Greek religion"1 and further asserts that 

"in hi~ [Thucydides'] view all politicians were merely using religion for opportunist 

purposes: transferring his own atheism to his actors ... "2 Turning to Sparta, Badian 

asserts: "That he applies this to Sparta ... is apparent throughout his account of the 

Pentecontaetia, and nowhere more so than in the preliminaries to the outbreak of the 

war."3 

1 "Plataea b~tween Athens and Sparta", From Plataea to Potidaea, (The John Hopkins University Press, 
1993) pg.112. Interestingly, Badian's views are endorsed by S. Hornblower who comments: "This is 
strong language, but justified;" "The Religious Dimension To The Peloponnesian War, Or, What 
Thucydides Does Not Tell Us", Harvard Studies in Classical Philology 94 (1992), pp.169-97. At. 
pg.169. 

2 Ibid. pp.112-3. 

3 Ibid. pg.113. 
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To allege that Thucydides was an "atheist" is to fudge and confuse the issue. 

There is a gulf between our (modem) definition of "atheism" and that of 5th Century 

Athens. W. Fahr4 has shown that at Athens what the authorities tried to combat was 

impiety and "speculating on things above and below the Earth." This was held to be the 

same as "not believing in the gods" (0eou,; µ~ voµisew) in a catch-all law against 

asebeia. Hence accusations of "atheism" normally concerned allegations of impiety ( or 

the failure to observe rituals correctly), or speculation abou~ the supernatural. That the 

gods might not exist was an interesting philosophic question, but very few actually 

maintained this to be the case. Only Diagoras of Melos (late 5th Century) seems 

explicitly to have maintained that the gods did not exist, but his work was not influential 

and no fragments have survived.5 As we shall see Thucydides was respectful of 

traditional religion, deplored impious acts, and allows for supernatural phenomena. 

Thucydides' alleged Atheism consists entirely in his banishing the gods as agents of 

history. Thus to talk of Thucydides as an "atheist" is not only misleading, but also 

incorrect by either ancient or modern definitions of the term. 

Consideration of Thucydides' treatment of the Spartans will show that B adian 

(and others) have gone far beyond the truth. I will first deal with aspects that Badian 

has not discussed- the cha~m~pia and earthquakes - which renders the contention 

that t11e Spartans are depicted as being cynical manipulators of traditional religion 

untenable. The question then becomes: Does Thucydides portray the Spartans as pious 

or superstitious? 

Let us begin with King Agis' abortive campaigns against Argos. In 419 BC the 

loyal Epidaurians were being threatened by the Argives. Agis marched out as far as 

Leuctra with all the Spartans' forces (mxvon µd): roe; 8' au-co'i,; -ca 81.o:~a't~ pia 

0uoµevot,; ou npoux,copet (V 54.2). "But as the sacrifices for crossing the border 

4 W. Fahr, 0eouc; vo~H;eiv. Zurn Problem der A~fiinge des Atheismus bei den Griechen = Spudasmata 
26, Olms, Hildesheim (1969). 

5 Ibid. pp.89-92; Diels, H. - Kranz, W., Die Fragmente der Vorsokratiker (1956) nr. 38 A 8; 80 A 12, 
23. 
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were unfavourable [they went back home]." It was then time for the Carneia so the 

Spartans sent word to their allies to prepare to march again after the festival (54.2), The 

Argives were apparently in no doubt as to the Spartans' religious convictions, ravaging 

Epidaurian territory throughout the Carneia under the cynical pretext of continuously 

observing the 27th day of the preceding month. Following the festival, Agis led the 

army this time to Caryae, but: KCXl. roe; ou8' ev-cau0a. 't<X 01.apa-c~pia. au-cote; eyeve-co, 

enavexrop1'}0'av (55.3). "As the sacrifices for crossing the.border were not favourable 

for them even there, they returned [home]."This second march although shorter than 

the first was through rugged mountainous terrain.6 The Spartans, then, seem to have 

been eager to assist the Epidaurians, and there is moreover no hint in Thucydides of any 

military or political reasons for their delays. There is value in labouring the point here: 

First, Thucydides is willing to admit that people may act cynically with regard to 

traditional religious practices. Second, the unscrupulous Argives harbour nddoubts 

about the Spartans' piety-indeed their plan relies upon it. Finally, Thucydides, 

although he has ample opportunity to malign the Spartans, does not portray their actions 

as anything other than pious. 

Similarly in 416 BC, Agis7 again attempted to march into Argive territory to 

support an oligarchic party at Argos, but: roe; m'.>-co'ic; -ca om~a.-c~pi.a. oui<: ey{yvi,-co, 

&.vexciwr1crav (116.1). "As the sacrifices for the crossing of the border were 

unfavourable for them, they returned [home]."8 However, later in the same winter, the 

Spartans managed to enter Argive territory and establish the oligarchs at Orneae (VI. 7). 

Again in 414 BC the Spartans (led by either Agis or Pleistoanax) undertook a 

ninety-mile march to Cleonae9 against the Argives, but since an earthquake occurred, 

6 Pritchett, The Greek State At War vol.III, (University of California Press, 1979) pg.70. 

7 Thucydide~ does not name the King, but it is likely that Agis was again in charge of this expedition, 
as he seems to have held the ascendancy at this time, over the recalled Pleistoanax. 

8 These are the only instances where Thucydides uses the term omPo:·d1pto:, and all three pertain to the 
command of Agis. 

9 Pritchett, op.cit. pg, 117. For the location of Cleonae and the likely approach of the Spartans see: 
HCT IV. pg.369. 
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they returned home (aetaµou 6e yevoµevou anexc.op11aav VI 95.1). The Argives 

seized upon the opportunity to ravage Thyreatis and took much booty from the 

Spartans. Any non-religious explanation of this retreat is untenable since the Spartans 

returned in the same summer and ravaged much of the Argives' territory (105.1). 10 

It is not only in connection with the Argives that Agis is constrained by the will 

of the gods. At the start of the summer of 426 BC, Agis led the Peloponnesians as far 

as the Isthmus with the intention of invading Attica, but cre~aµ&v oe yevoµevrov 

1tOAA<XlV a.1te'tpCX1tOV'tO 1t<XAtV 1W1. OUK eyeve'to eapo,"11 (III 89.1). " Since many 

earthquakes occurred they turned back again and no invasion took place." 

Therefore observance of both the 6iapm~pia and the ominous aspect of 

earthquakes is not construed as cynical manipulation by Thucydides. Thucydides 

portrays the Spartans as pious. At worst, one may insist that Thucydides views the 

Spartans as· superstitious, but certainly not as cynical manipulators of tradition religious 

behaviour. 

We have observed that Agis' exercise of command was often influenced by 

religious considerations - both earthquakes and the diabateria. However it is not only 

Agis whom such considerations influence - the 'home government' is similarly 

influenced. Moreover, it is not only the Spartans who are susceptible to such 

considerations. Is Thucydides' attitude toward such religious observance consistent? 

That is to say, does Thucydides treat the Spartans differently? 

In 413 BC the Spartans determined to send 40 ships to support the pending 

revolt of Chios. K<ll. 'tO µev 1tp<Xl'tOV OeKCG 'CO'D't(l)V (l'U'COt<; i::µeAAOV neµ\jfetv KCGl. 

MeAcxyxpiocxv, O<; CX'U'tOt<; vm':icxpxos 't}V, 81tet'tCG aetaµou yevoµevou av-ct 'tO'U 

Me11,ayxp1.0ou XaAictoecx E1teµ1tov icat av-ct 't<XlV OEKCX ve&v 1tf.V't£ 

1t0:pecrx:eucxsov'to EV 'tft Aax:rovtKU (VIII. 6.5). "And at first they were intending to 

send to them ten of the triremes and Melanchridas, who was the admiral for the ships. 

But since an earthquake had occurred in the meantime they sent Chalcideus instead of 

10 Pritchett, op.cit. pg.117. 
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Melanchridas and they were preparing five ships in Laconia instead of ten." This is one 

of the most striking religious elements in Thucydides. Not only does this earthquake 

cause a characteristic delay - Chalcideus does not set out until the following spring - but 

the Spartans also appear to have interpreted the earthquake as signalling divine 

displeasure with the decision and perhaps also with Melanchridas. But this does not 

cause the Spartans to desist in their designs: although delay ensues, the project is not 

aborted. 11 

There are also two other occasions involving the Spartans where the occurrence 

of an earthquake called a halt to proceedings. 

Thucydides records that during a meeting of the ekklesia at Athens ( 420 BC), 

which had met to hear Spartan proposals concerning their alliance, Alcibiades 

contriving to discredit the Spartan envoys and to effect an alliance with the Argives, 

prevailed in his designs (V. 45), creicrµou oe yevoµevou 1tptv n emKupw0ftvm, ~ 

EKKArJcrta cxu-cri cx.vep11,~0n (45.4). "But before anything could be ratified an 

earthquake occurred, and this assembly was adjourned." Gomme dismissed the 

earthquake as not having any importance, 12 but Pritchett' s understanding of the text is 

surely correct: the earthquake was of importance, otherwise Alcibiades would have 

prevailed. 13 

• Not long after this incident, a similar event took place at Corinth. The Argives 

sent an embassy to Corinth to persuade the Corinthians to abandon the Spartans; 

Spartan envoys were also present, Kat 1to'J..11,&v 11,6ywv yevoµsvwv -ceAos ouoev 

11 Contrast the project to assist the Thasian revolt I.101.2. 

12 HCT IV pg.53. 

13 Pritchett, op.cit. pg.116 nt.91. 
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E1tpa.x0ri, fj,/\,1\,(J. O'EtO'µou yevoµevou 14 Otet60riacx.v elCCX.O''tOt ETC' OtKOU (50.5). 

"Although many proposals were put forward, in the end nothing was done, for an 

earthquake had occurred in the meantime and they dispersed to their respective homes." 

It is not only the Spartans who regard earthquakes as ominous events. However, we 

may still seem to be in a bind: does Thucydides wish us to see this as pious or 

superstitious behaviour? Consideration of Thucydides' attitude toward the nature of 

earthquakes is necessary. In Thucydides' opinion, are eartq.quakes natural or 

supernatural phenomena? 

Thucydides at times records earthquakes apparently for their own sake. IV. 

52.1 is an interesting instance: 'COU 't£ ~/\,tQ'\) E1CAt1tec; n eyeve-ro 1t£pt. vouµrivicx.v 1CCX1. 

-rou cx.uwu µrivo~ {cm:xµevou eaetcrev. "A partial eclipse of the sun occurred at new 

moon15 and at the beginning of the same month there was an earthquake." As 

Hornblower notes, it is true that "Th. juxtaposes, but does not connect, the two 

phenomena, but the juxtaposition tempts his readers to make a connection."16 

Thucydides also comes close to making a causal connection between 

earthquakes and the second outbreak of the plague. Having described the effects of the 

plague Thucydides states: eyevov-ro Be KCX.1. oi 1tOAAOt creicrµo{ (III. 87.4), "and many 

earthquakes also occurred." 

14 Here, as well as in the previous two examples (VIII. 6.5; V. 45.4), we have parallel constructions to 
the seemingly problematic passage in book I ('i>lto .ou yevoµevou cmaµou 101.2) which Badian 
translates "which had previously happened". It is clear from these passages that the earthquakes occur 
after a decision has been reached, or during a decision-making process, and before resultant action can be 
taken. Thus Badian's contention that the earthquake occurred sometime previous to the Spartans' 
promise to aid Thasos, gains no support from these parallel passages. The sense must be "and an 
earthquake occurred in the meantime". 

15 Note, that in connection with the eclipse Thucydides provides a naturalistic explanation, See further 
below. · 

16 Commentary II, pp.210-11. 
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Thucydides never offers a naturalistic explanation for the occurrence of 

earthquakes.17 The closest Thucydides comes to this is at Ill. 89.5, where he explains 

that earthquakes cause tsunamis, and that tsunamis cannot occur without the occurrence 

of an earthquake. Tsunamis, then, are natural phenomena, but this does not necessarily 

mean that Thucydides believed this to be also true of the earthquakes that cause them. 

There are occurrences of natural phenomena that Thucydides regarded as such, 

but which were taken to be omens by those who witnessed. them. In these cases it is 

clear that Thucydides regarded such behaviour as irrational superstition. 

During Thucydides' account of the Sicilian expedition we hear that at the battle 

near the Olympieium (415 BC), while the engagement drew on, a storm occurred with 

claps of thunder and flashes of lightning: lfxne 'tote; µev 1tp&tov µaxoµevo1c; 1ml 

EA<XXtO''tCX 7t0A.€µ(fl cbµtA.l)KOO't Kat 'tOU'tO suve1ttAcx.Pfo0ext 'tO'U cp6pou, 'tote; 6, 

eµ1tetpo1:epo1c; 't<X µev ,y1yv6µeva 1ml ropq. ihouc; rcepcdvecr8m 60,rn'iv, 'COU<; Be 

a.v0ea'Cffi'CCX.<;; 1t0/\,'\.) µef.l;co EK1tA'l')StV µn VtKcoµevouc; 1tapexeiv (VI. 70.1), "so that 

this also contributed to the fear of those fighting in their first battle and who were least 

experienced in war [i.e. the Syracusans], but to those who were more experienced [i.e. 

the Athenians] the occurrences seemed of course to be due merely to the season of the 

year, but the fact that their antagonists were not overcome caused them [the Syracusans] 

far gr~ater alarm." It is quite clear (at least for thunderstorms) that Thucydides believed 

that interpretation depended on the psychological state of the observers, and is thus 

merely superstitious behaviour. 18 

That the armies' psychological state is the determining factor in such an 

interpretation is strengthened in Thucydides' narration of the Athenians' retreat. In 413 

BC the Athenians encountered a thunderstorm, which Thucydides explains was apt to 

17 Marinatos, refuting the idea that Thucydides the "rationalist" sought a naturalistic explanation for all 
natural phenomena, states that "of the ten earthquakes, only one" "has a naturalistic explanation 
attached." Pp. 17-18. However Marinates fails to cite this earthquake, and I can only assume that the 
instance she has in mind is III. 89 which she proceeds to discuss. This passage as we shall see explains 
the occurrence of tsunamis but nQ1 the occurrence of earthquakes. 

18 Ibid. pp.120-1. 
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occur at that time of the year. The Athenians however, construed this as a portent of 

their destruction (VII. 79.3). It is clear that Thucydides regards this as merely 

superstition and appends his own naturalistic explanations of the thunderstorms. 

Consideration of the most famous such portent, that of the eclipse of 27 August 

413 BC, is instructive. Nanna Marinatos 19 seems to have dealt with the affair well. 

Thucydides' dramatic narration makes it clear that the Athenians might well have 

escaped from Syracuse: KCX.t µe\\6v-crov cx.u-c&v, e1tsio~ ~-co'tµo: ~v, &1to1tABtv ~ 

GBArJVYJ €KAet7tBt · E'tUYXCJ.Ve yap 7tCJ.VO'eA.11VO<; O'OO'CX. (VIL 50.4). "And after 

everything was ready and when they were about to depart, the moon (which happened 

to be fu11)20 was eclipsed. At this the army clamoured for a delay." Ka.t 6 Nidw; (nv 

yap n KCJ.t &yav 0im:xcrµcp 'tB Kat 'tq:> 'tOWU'tq) 1tpOO'KetµBVO<;) ODO' &v 

ompouA.t:ucro:cr0m en e<p11 (50.4). "And Nicias (because he was somewhat too much 

addicted to divination and other such things) prohibited further discussion." It is 

important to realise that Nicias is criticised for his excessive devotion to divination, not 

for his religious devotion, nor indeed his devotion to divination itself.21 Moreover, as 

Marinatos notes, Nicias is the only figure in Thucydides praised for his "traditional 

virtue."22 Thucydides regards as superstitious peoples' interpretation of thunderstorms 

and eclipses as ominous portents, since natural explanations are available . 

• If we seem to be in somewhat of a bind on the question of Thucydides' attitude 

toward Spartans' observance of earthquakes as ominous portents, perhaps Thucydides' 

attitude will become clearer if we turn to his treatment of oracles. 

19 Thucydides and Religion, Verlag Anton Hain, (1981), pg.63. 

20 As Marinatos emphasises (ibid. pg.63), Thucydides includes a naturalistic explanation. Thucydides 
knew that the moon must be full for an eclipse to take place. II.28: vo\)µ17v{q. Km:a crn11.riv17v, o:icrrcep 
Kat µ6vov ooKe'i dvm y(yv ecr0m ouva:c6v, 6 ~A.to<; EiiA urn. "At the beginning .of the lunar month 
(the only time, it seems, when such an event is possible) the sun was eclipsed." Thucydides' older 
contemporary Anaxagoras knew that a full moon was a prerequisite of a solar eclipse. See W.Guthrie, 
A History of Greek Philosophy II (Cambridge University Press, 1965) pp.306ff. 

21 H. Popp, Die Einwirkung von Vorzeichen, Opfern und Festen auf die Kriegfiihrung der Griechen im 
5. und 4. Jahrhundert, Triltsch, Wtirzburg (1957), pp.20-25. Popp argues that Thucydides' criticism is 
not in 0wxcrµ6s but in &yav: Nicias was too much given to devotion. 

22 M . . 63 arrnatos, op.cit. pg. . 
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Marinatos has convincingly refuted the idea that Thucydides "the atheist" who 

was consistently critical of religion regarded oracles as a form of superstition and 

rejected them out of hand.23 Rather, Thucydides is respectful of oracles; "criticism is 

directed not against oracles but those who misinterpret them."24 Moreover Thucydides 

attributes prophetic powers to the oracle of Delphi. 

Commenting on the Pythian oracle concerning the inhabitation of the 

Pelargicum, Thucydides states: Ka.t µ01 ooKe'i -co µa.v-ce'iov 1:ouvav-cfov l;uµ~~vm ~ 

7tpOO'EOEXOV'tO, OU yap 81.a 't'rlV 1ta.p&voµov EVOtKricriv ai l;uµcpopat "fEVEcr0m -en 

7t0/l,Et, (J,/1,/1,r/. cha 'tOV n611,eµov h aVCX"fK11 -cf\<; oiK110'ECO<;, ov OUK ovoµ&l;ov 't:O 

µa.v-ceiov 1tpofioe µ11 E1t 0 &.ya.04> TCO'CE au-co KCX.'C01K10"0T}cr6µevov (II. 17.2). "And 

it seems to me that the oracle came to pass in a sense contrary to what people expected, 

for it was not on account of the unlawful occupation of the place that the disasters 

happened to the city, but it was on account of the war that there was necessity for its 

occupation, although the oracle did not mention the war it foresaw that this place would 

never be inhabited for any good."25 Here Thucydides clearly exhibits his interest in the 

correct interpretation of oracles; offering his own interpretation, which leads him to 

attribute prophetic powers to the oracle. Hornblower offers the obvious objection that 

this only holds true if" ... we are to deny him the luxury of occasional irony."26 

Howe;ver the weight of other evidence seems to rest with Marinatos' thesis.21 

Thucydides' apparent respect for oracles, suggests that he would not regard 

Spartan observance as superstitious. He may, however, be critical of Spartan 

23 Ibid. pp47-55. 

24 Ibid. pg.51. 

25 Cf. Hornbiower, Commentary I, pg.270; Marchant, Thucydides Book II (Macmillian & Co. 1893) 
pg.155; Marinatos, op.cit. pg.49-50. 

26 Commentary I, pg.270. S.I. Oost ("Thucydides and the Irrational: Sundry Passages", CP 70 (1975), 
pp.186-96) also rejects such attempts to twist Thucydides' meaning: "[Thucydides] is beyond doubt 
accepting the veracity and, further, the authenticity of the oracle." pg. 188. 

27 Op.cit. pp.47-55. 
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interpretations and responses to oracles. Three of the four pertinent oracles occur in 

Book I; in all cases there is no clear hint of criticism. 

In the tenth year of the war against the rebels based at Mt. Ithome, the Spartans 

accepted their surrender and allowed them to leave the Peloponnese in accordance with 

an oracle they had received - -cov iKe-cnv -cou Lho<; 1:ou 'I8roµ~-ca &.cp1.evm (I. 103.2). 

"To let go the suppliant of Ithomean Zeus."28 

According to Thucydides, when the Spartans had d~cided that the treaty had 

been broken and that the Athenians were in the wrong, they sent an embassy to Delphi 

and asked if it would be advisable for them to go to war. The Spartans received the 

reply that if they exercised all their energies, they would be victorious (I. 118.3). 

The ephors finally decided to bury the traitor Pausanias somewhere outside the 

city of Sparta: o Be 0eo<; o EV Lie1vcpot<; 'tOV 't't 'tacpov ucnepov exp11cre 'COLS 

AaKe8cx1.µovfo1.s µe-ceveyKetv 0'07tep a.1te0cxve ... KCXl. cos &yos au-cots ov 'CO 

mmpcxyµevov ouo crroµcx-ccx &.v0' EVOS -cfi XaA.Kto{Kcp CX7tOOOUVat (I. 134.4). "But 

the god at Delphi, after the burial, told the Spartan$ to transfer [Pausanias] to where he 

had died ... and that since on account of their act there was a curse upon them, they 

should give in recompense two bodies in the place of one to Athena Chalcioecus." 

Therefore the Spartans dedicated two bronze statues as a substitute for Pausanias . 

• Finally, when the Spartans founded Heraclea in Trachinia (426 BC), 1tp&-cov 

28 Badian has observed that this oracle does not strictly fit the situation. The oracle talks of one 
suppliant, thus it is not really applicable to a Messenian army holed up on Mt. Ithome. Thus as Badian 
suggests it is likely that the Spartan authorities dragged out this oracle to help save face. "Toward a 
Chronology of the Pentecontaetia", From Plataea to Potidaea. pg.79, 204-5 nt.13. However, if 
Thucydides is criticising Spartan interpretation of oracles here, he is being very subtle indeed, relying 
on the reader to pick up on the grammatical inconsistency, without any authorial pointers. 

Second, V. Parker has suggested to me, that this is one of the passages of the Pentecontaetia 
that can be taken to demonstrate that Thucydides is predominantly copying his source (Hellanicus) as 
there are clear verbal echoes between his and Diodorus' (who copied Ephorus and who in turn seems to 
have used the same source as Thucydides) account. Thus one may argue that here we have a passage that 
is in some sense independent of Thucydides. However, the idea that any passage is in Thucydides' 
History by 'accident' and especially in Book I, to me seems incredible. Book I as we have seen displays 
Thucydides' artistry at its best, cf. Ch.I at nt.17. Thucydides chose to include this episode as it is one 
of the events that led to the Messenians' settlement at Naupactus. The Spartans' military weakness 
combin_ed with their affront to the Athenians leads to the Messenians being settled at Naupactus. 
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OtKT)'tOpa.c; cm. 92.5). "First they asked the god at Delphi, and after he told them [to 

go ahead] they sent out the colonists." R. Parker comments: "Though leaving no doubt 

as to where the initiative lay, Thucydides does not seem to regard the consultatiori as an 

absolute formality."29 Indeed that the god was said to KEA.Euro "order" the colonisation, 

suggests the surrender of the right of self-determination.30 However, as V. Parker 

points out to me, this is a formulaic response,31 and therefore it should not necessarily 

be taken as evidence for Thucydides' attitude. 

In relation to oracles, it seems that Thucydides regards Spartan religiosity as 

pious observance. Finally we must consider Thucydides' accounts of Spartan 

retrospective religious misgivings: oi yap AaKe<>mµ6vtot &.vaO''tT)O'CXV'tE<; 1to-ce EK 

'tOU iepou "COU Iloaeto&voc; &1to Tmvapou 'tCOV El.ACO't(J)V i.K:e-cac; &1taycxy6v-cec; 

c31eq,8etpav <>t' 0 <>rt KO:l crq,foiy CX.U'tOt<; voµH;oucrt 'tOV µeycxv O'Etaµov yevecr0m EV 

:E1tap-cu (I. 128.1). "For the Spartans once rousted some suppliant helots from the 

temple of Poseidon at Taenarum and having led them off put them to death. And the 

Spartans believe that it was indeed on account of this [sacrilege] that the great 

earthquake struck them in Sparta." This was a natural enough conclusion; after all, 

Poseidon was responsible for earthquakes. The Spartans worshipped, incidentally, 

Poseidon Asphalios,32 Poseidon Domatites and Poseidon Gaiaochos.33 

• The fact that the Spartans worshipped Poseidon in this context - assuming that 

Thucydides knew this (which is likely given the above story of the curse of Taenarum) 

- suggests that Thucydides does not regard the Spartans' attitude as superstitious or the 

29 "Greek States & Greek Oracles", History of Political Thought vol.6 1986 = CRUX, FS G.E.M. de 
Ste. Croix. pg.307. 

30 Ibid. pg.323. Hornblower, Commentary I pg. 505. 

31 Cf. H.W. Parke - D.E.W. Wormell, The Delphic Oracle, (Oxford 1956), Nr.230 (Oenom. ap. Bus. 
P. E. 6, 7. St. Byz. s.v. 0o:a6<;.). 

32 P.A. Cartledge, "Seismicity and Spartan society", LCM 1 (1976), pp.25-28. The epithet 
"Asphalios", from &acpo:A~c; "immovable, secure, safe" is no doubt associated with earthquakes;" ... for 
it is a first principle of primitive magic that he who causes harm can alone heal it." Pg.27. 

33 Ibid. pg.27. 
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product of cynical political manoeuvring. Thucydides ( as Marinatos has shown) is 

respectful of religious practices. 

Whilst nairating the year 414 BC, Thucydides reports that the Spartans had 

come to realise that in the "Archidamian War" the transgression had been theirs. For the 

Thebans had entered Plataea in time of truce and had refused arbitration. Kat ota 

iouio dJC6-rms oucHux;c'iv 'te Ev6~ov Kat EVE0uµouvio 1'.~v 1'.e 7tept IIuAov 

~uµcpopav KCX.l. et 1'.t<; <XAA11 CXD'l'.Ot<; yevot'l'.0 (VII. 18.2). ".(\.nd on account of this they 

considered that they deserved their misfmtune, having in mind both the disaster at 

Pylos and any other that had befallen them." Badian remarks:" ... we are meant to see 

the Spartans as developing a conscience only when things begin to go wrong ... "34 This 

conclusion follows as long as one accepts Badian's contention that Thucydides portrays 

the Spartans as cynical manipulators of traditional religion. Otherwise this seems a 

natural enough response to disaster for a people that we would regard as being 

superstitious/pious. 

To conclude, the above analysis has shown that Thucydides certainly does not 

portray the Spartans as cynical manipulators of traditional religion. Moreover, I think 

that if one puts aside our tendency to regard Spartan religiosity as superstitious, one 

must conclude that Thucydides accepts the Spartans' reputation for piety; although he 

makes as little of this as possible - certainly there are no authorial comments endorsing 

the Spartans' piety - Spartan religiosity is not an object of Thucydides' praise. A.J. 

Holladay and M.D. Goodman seem to sum up Thucydides' attitude well. The Spartans' 

reputation for piety is endorsed " ... implicitly by Thucydides, the sceptic."35 Speaking 

more specifically about the Spaitans' observance of omens and portents, Holladay and 

Goodman state: "Even the hard-headed Thucydides accepted this scrupulousness for a 

fact and did not attempt to rationalise it by producing more material explanations ... "36 

34 "Thucydides and the Outbreak of the Peloponnesian War", From Plataea to Potidaea, pg.143. 

35 "Religious Scruples in Ancient Warfare", ,CQ 36, (1986) pp.151-71, at pg.154 and nt.20. 

36 Ibid. pg.155. 
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The Spartan hoplites. 

To tum to something less problematic, let us investigate Thucydides' po1trayal 

of the 'invincible' Spartan hoplite. 

Thucydides reports the public opinion of the Spartans' military prowess (N. 

12.3).37 e1tt 1t0Au yap e1toiet 1~c; 86s11c; ev 1cp 161c: 101c; µev f11tetpc61mc; µa?,.,icr10: 

dvm KC:Xl 'CO: rrnsa KpO:'Cl<J'!Otc;. "For at this time it formed a great part of the renown 

of the Spartans that they were especially mainlanders and most excellent in infantry 

warfare." The neuter 10: 1tesa surely suggests something othe~ than "excellent troops" 

(literally: "excellence in infantry stuff'); it seems to suggest both tactical and strategic 

excellence. 

Thucydides in Book VIII gives his own appraisal of the Spartans' military 

qualities in contrast to the Athenians': oi µev ol;etc; oi oe ppo:oetc;, KO:t oi µev 

emxc:ipri10:t ot oe c'ho?,.,µot (96.5). "The Athenians were quick and enterprising while 

the Spartans were slow and timorous."38 Thucydides, then, seems to be concerned to 

combat the Spartans' military reputation. 

Thucydides pays the Spartans courage, discipline and resolution more than mere 

lip service in his account of the battle of Man tin ea ( 418 BC). The Spartans were 

surprised by the Argives: µo:At<J'CO: oe Ao:KeOo:tµ6vtot ec; o eµlµVYjV'CO ev 'COU'Cq:> 'Cq) 

Ko:tp0, el;rn?,.,ay11cro:v Oto: ppo:xdo:c; yap µeAA~<Jeroc; ii 7t0:pO:<JKeU11 o:'\)'COt<; 

ey{yvc:10 (V. 66.2),39 "the Spartans, as far as their memory went back, had never been 

so dismayed, as they were at this critical time, for they had only a short time for what 

they were going to do." Nevertheless, KO:l eu0uc; {mo 0'1tO'UO~<; K0:0tO''CO:V'CO ec; 

Kocrµov 10v eo:u1&v (66.2), "at once, with bKste, the Spartans fell into their own 

37 I quote thi~ passag~ again for the reader's convenience (Cf. Ch.I at nt.19). 

38 This statement applies to both naval and land operations, although it is perceived naval incompetence 
which leads Thucydides to voice his judgement. 

39 This is a particularly difficult passage and may well be corrupt. Cf. HCT IV, pp.102-3. 
£KTCA.flO'CH~cr9m is troubling as the normal meaning "to be panic-stricken" renders what follows 
nonsense - the Spartans' resolution and discipline save the day- they were not panicked. 
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[battle] array." Thucydides then proceeds to outline how the Spartans' discipline and 

orderly chain of command made this possible (66.3-4). 

With the closing of the two arrays for battle, Thucydides again calls attention to 

the Spartans' discipline. While the Argives and their allies advanced eagerly and 

impetuously, AaKeOextµ6v10t 0£ ppaoeros Kat U7t0 CGUA11'tffiV 7tO/\,/\,O)V v6µcp 

eyKa0eO''tCO'tO)V, OU 'tOU 0dou xap1.v, CJ.AA' tva 6µa1i,&s µe.-ca pu0µou pa{voV'te<; 

1tpocreA,0otev KCGt µ~ omcrm:xcr0d11 CGU'tOt<; fi 't<XSl.<; (70),, "the Spartans [advanced] 

slowly and to the music of many flute-players placed among them according to custom, 

not on account of any religious motive, but in order that they might advance evenly by 

walking in time, and that they might not break up their battle-line." 

This remarkable discipline, however, does not extend to efficiently executing 

tactical innovations. Two of Agis' polemarchs - Hipponoidas and Aristocles -

disobeyed an order to re-deploy their companies to fill a gap on the left (71.3-72.1). 

Following Thucydides' account of this tactical blunder that almost cost the 

Spartans victory, he states: CJ.A,A,C,: µaAtO''tCG 0~ KCG'tO: 7t<XV'tCG -cft eµ1tetpt<:;( 

AaKeomµ6v1.0t EACG0'0'0)0£V'te<; 'tO'te -cft &.vopd<;:i: EOetsav oux ~crcrov 

n:e.piyiw6µevot (V. 72.2), "although the Spartans proved themselves inferior in tactical 

skill, on this occasion especially they showed that they were superior in courage."40 

• Furthermore, Thucydides reports that the Spartans were held to have wiped 

away the charge of cowardice (µaAaKfo.) that they had incurred at Sphacteria; -cuxn 

µev cbc; EOOKO'UV KCGKts6µevot, yvcoµn 0£ oi CGU'tOt E'Ct OV'te<; (75.3). "As they were 

thought to be acting the coward through [bad] luck, but to be still the same in spirit." 

Let us, then, examine Thucydides' portrayal of the Spartan hoplite during the battle on 

Sphacteria. 

The Spartan hoplites facing a mixed force of Athenian hoplites and a variety of 

light-armed troops on rugged, difficult ground 'tot<; µev o?>v 01tAt'tat<; ouK 

eouv~011crav 1tpocrµsH;m ouoe 'tft cr<pe'tEP<;X eµ1tstpt<;,: xp~cracr8m (IV. 33.2), 

4° Cf. Classen V, pp.138-9. 
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"(therefore they) were unable to engage the hoplites nor were they able to employ their 

own unique skill [as hoplites]." For the Athenian hoplites held their position while the 

light troops continuously assailed the Spartans' flanks. 

Thucydides' portrayal of the Spartan hoplites' psychological disposition is 

interesting. Once the Spartan defence began to falter the Athenians conceived contempt 

for the enemy and charged upon them yelling and hurling whatever came to hand 

(34.2). "{Evoµevric; oe Tijc; Po11c; &µa -cft bttopoµn €K7CAYJ~{c; 'CE eve1tEC>EV 

&v8pomo1c; a~0Ecrt 'COLCXU'CYjc; µaxric; (34.2). "And the shout with which they 

accompanied the attack caused consternation among the Spartans who were 

unaccustomed to this style of fighting." 

Moreover, Thucydides has it that on account of the dust cloud that obscured 

their view and the Athenians' shouting that drowned out their commands, the Spartans 

etxov -ce ou8ev mpfow au-co'ic; xp~cracr0m (34.3), "could do nothing with 

themselves." Thus since danger threatened them on all sides ouK exov-cEc; eA1tt0a 

Ka0' on XP'll aµuvoµevouc; crro011vm (34.3), "they had no hope as to how they, 

defending themselves, might be saved." Thus Thucydides has it that when the Spartans 

are confronted with unusual events they are unable to adapt to the new or unexpected 

situations, and hence perplexity sets in. The Spartan hoplite is not so invincible . 

• Thucydides' own narrative makes these authorial comments sound rather 

excessive. Far from being panic stricken, the Spartans SU"fKATJO'CWteS excopricro:v ec; 

-co ecrxa-cov epuµa -c11c;.v~crou (35.1), "closing up their ranks, fell back to the 

farthermost fortification of the island." Once they had reached the fortification they 

ranged themselves with the guards there and prepared to defend the position. All this 

hardly bears out Thucydides' assertions of consternation, panic, and perplexity. 

Another unforeseen event is said to have the same effect upon the dim-witted 

Spartans. Some light troops led by a Messenian general managed to scale a cliff 

allowing them to take up positions to the Spartans' rear. Thucydides states that "their 

surprise appearance caused panic on the Spartan side" ('touc; µev 'tql <XOOK~'tcp 

el;e1tA11l;e 36.2). 
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Having concluded his narrative of the Spartans' surrender, Thucydides reports 

public opinion about this: 1to:pa yvroµnv 'Ce 011 µcxAl.O''tO: 't())V KO:'t<X 'COV 1t6Aeµov 

'COU'CO 'tote; ''EAAT}O'tV eyeve-co. 'COU<; yap Ao:Keomµovfouc; OU't£ Atµq> OU't' O:.VCX"{KD 

OUOeµt~ ~StoUV 'CCI. 01t/\,0: 1tO:pO:OOUVcxt, O:,A,A,a, EXOV'tO:<; K(X1, µaxoµevouc; £CO<; 

EOUVO:V'CO ano0vncrK£tv, 0:1t1.0''COUV't£<; µ11 etvm 'COD<; 1to:po:06v-co:c; 'tote; -ce0ve&crtv 

oµofouc; (40.1-2). "This event especially, of all the things that occurred in the war, 

happened contrary to the expectations of the Greeks. For rr1:en expected that the 

Spartans would lay down their arms neither through hunger nor any other necessity, 

but that they would keep [their arms] and fight as long as they were able, until they 

were killed. And they could not believe that those who had sunendered were equal to 

those who had been killed." That is, the Spartans' reputation for displaying legendary 

courage (avope'icx) had taken a beating. 

It is quite clear that on Sphacteria the Spartans' eµm,ipfo as hoplites is not 

questioned: it is the Spartans' &vopeta that fails. Thucydides' own comments about 

Spartan panic and perplexity give authorial approval to the public's perception that those 

who had surrendered were cowards. 

These are the only two occasions in Thucydides' History where we receive a 

reasonable degree of detail of the Spartans' performance on the field. There are of 

coursy other detailed encounters involving Peloponnesians, but none in which 

Thucydides explicitly narrates the actions of Spartans. Thucydides rejects the Spartans' 

renown for being excellent in infantry warfare. For Thucydides, the Spartans are 

excellent hoplites because of their courage, resolution, and discipline, not skill; and they 

certainly do not possess tactical skill. 

The Spartans' responses to defeat and reverses of fortune. 

The Spartans' defeat on Sphacteria raises the question of how Thucydides 

portrays the Spartans as responding to defeat and their understanding of what went 

wrong. 

Archidamus' speech at the allied congress at Sparta, as we saw in the first 

chapter, represents Thucydides' view of the Spartans' conception of themselves. As we 
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saw, Archidamus was wary of war because of the role 1:ux11 plays: war is unpredictable 

(acrcpo:Ae<;). In guarding against the effect of chance on events, Spartan moderation is 

the key. Moderation is the source of both Spartan bravery in war and soundness of 

judgement. Bravery in war is derived from moderation in the following way: ai8ro<; 

crrocppocruv11s 1tAetO''tOV µe't£X£L, aicrxuv11s 0£ £1YljfUXfo (I. 84.3). "Moderation is the 

greatest part of the sense of 'honour', and a sense of 'honour' is the greatest part of 

courage. "41 

The naval engagements in the Corinthian Gulf demonstrate how the Spartans 

mistakenly believe that they can withstand the forces of 1:ux11 with their yvroµ11 and 

thereby prevail. Failure is therefore put down to 1:ux,11 and a lack of yvroµ11. The 

Spartans are wrong in their assessments because they fail to take account of the 

Athenians' 1:ex,v11. Moreover, it is not only on Sphacteria where we see that 1:ux,11, 

rather than being countered by Spartan yvroµ11, brings out Spartan £K1tA1lSt<;. 

The Spartans' response to the news of their fleet's first defeat against Phormio 

illuminates the yvroµ11-1ux11 antithesis. The Spartans sent out three advisers to Cnemus 

EOOKet yap mho'i<; CXAAill<; 'te x:al 7tp0:l'tOV vauµax,fo<; 1tepacraµevot<; 1COAU<; 6 

1tapa.Aoyo<; dvm 1ml ou 1:ocrou1:q:i qSov1:o crcprov 1:0 vmntKov Aetrcecr0m, 

eµm:tpfov 1:71<; O'(j)e't6p0:<; ot' OA{you µeA6't11S· opyft Q'\)V 0:1t60''teAAOV (II. 85.2-3). 

"For [the outcome of the naval battle] seemed to be utterly incomprehensible to them, 

especially since it was their first attempt at a naval battle. And they could not believe that 

their fleet was inferior to this extent, but they thought that there had been cowardice 

somewhere, failing to take into account the long experience of the Athenians as 

compared to their own brief practice. Therefore in anger they sent out the advisers." 

The Spartans expect to overcome the Athenians by exercising their legendary courage -

for the Spartans, yvroµn is courage or resolution, not intelligence - as they would in a 

41 I follow Hornblower (in part), Commentary I, pp.128-9. " ... Th. is tracing courage back via shame to 
moderation, ... rather than seeking to explain the origins of moderation." Pg.129. 
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hoplite battle. Skill has nothing to do with it; this is made clear in the Peloponnesian 

commanders' speech before the next encounter. 

Their first defeat is put down to chance, while the effect of their inexperience is 

minimised; moreover they had not properly prepared for a sea battle (II. 87.2). 

Encouraging their men the Peloponnesian commanders state: uµ&v oe ouo' 17 cbrnipfo . 
,-.. ~ I ti I l"'_i I '1 ~ \ , I , ~ I I 'tOO'OU'tOV l\el7tE'to:t ocrov 'tOl\µ11 1tpOUXE'tE ... o:veu uE EU\lf'UXtac; ouueµta 'tEXVTJ 

1tpoc; 'tOUc; Ktvouvouc; icrxuet (87.4). "And your inexperie_nce is not so inferior [to 

theirs], and you surpass them by far in daring; ... yet without good courage no skill can 

prevail against danger." 

Thucydides' nanative demonstrates the fallacy of the Spartans' reasoning. That 

is they mistake 't8XV11 for 'tUX'Jl · The breeze that blew up throwing the Spartan fleet into 

disorder was not merely a matter of 'tUXTJ; Phormio knew from experience that it would 

occur (84.2). Athenian 'tEXVTJ harnesses the opportunity offered by 'tUXTJ• 

The Spartans' theory is put to the test again in the second engagement with the 

same result. Spartan yvroµn is inferior to 'tUXTJ. Having defeated the Athenian fleet, 

'tUX11 confounded the Peloponnesians' pursuit. Just as the leading Peloponnesian ship 

caught the first Athenian ship (e'tuxe) it chanced that a merchant ship was lying at 

anchor, which allowed the Athenian ship an opportunity to execute a periplous,42 

sinkin_g the Leucadian ship (II. 91.3). The Spartans' response to 'tUXTJ is interesting: 

'tote; µev ODV IleA.01tOVV'JlCTtotc; yevoµevou 'tOU'tOU _ chpocrooKn'toU 'te Kat rcapa 

"A,6yov cp6poc; Eµrctrc'tet (91.4). "Therefore at this unexpected feat, which ran counter to 

logic, fear fell upon the Peloponnesians."43 Subsequently, the Athenians turned the 

tables, putting the Spar·tans to flight. Again Spartan yvroµn is inferior to 't'DXTJ, while 

the Athenians make use of the opportunity offered by 'tUX11 by exercising their 't exvn. 

42 Cf. I. Whitehead, "The Periplous", G&R n.s.34 (1987), pp.178-85. 

43 Although of course, few Spartans were actually present, and indeed Thucydides does state 
"Peloponnesians" it is clear that Thucydides is scrutinising the Spartan 1:u:,:11 - yvroµ{i antithesis. 
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As L. Edmunds observes, Timocrates the Spartan commander on the Leucadian 

ship slew himself " ... out of a sense of shame, but he was defeated not because of 

moral weakness on his part but because of Athenian skill."44 

To return to hop lite warfare; the Spartan piisoner' s famous retort to an Athenian 

ally who asked whether the dead were braver than the living - i.e. whether those 

captured were cowards - is probably recorded by Thucydides as it sums up the 

Spartans' conception of the yvroµ~ - 'tUX11 antithesis. The_Spartan replied: 1tOAAOU av 

a.l;tov dvm 'COV &-cpO:K'tOV, Aeyrov 'COV oicr-c6v, ei 'CO'Os aya9ous orny{yvrocn<:£ (IV. 

40.2). "The spindle (meaning the arrow) would be a very valuable [weapon] if it 

discerned the brave."45 The point of which is, as Thucydides explains, that it was a 

matter of chance whether an arrow struck one. The Spartan prisoner rejects the taunt of 

cowardice, because there had been no test of courage. The Athenians had refused a 

hoplite battle - a test of courage - and instead had taken recourse to -clxv11 (archery 

etc.) which the Spartans' considered "banausic and guileful".46 

Conditions under which the Spartans can reasonably be expected successfully to 

oppose -cux11 with a display of yvroµ~ therefore seem rather restricted, namely to.a 

hoplite battle. That the Spartans still seek to oppose -cuxri with yvroµ~ at sea, is 

explained by their being portrayed as trying to convert their superiority as hoplites to 

naval µiatters, that is trying to fight a land battle at sea. This is obvious both from 

Phormio's speech as well as Thucydides' narrative of the two naval engagements.47 

Phormio's first victory is based upon his perception that they ou µeve'tv -c~v 

't<XStv, rocntep ev 'Yfi 1tes11v (II. 84.2) "will not remain in rank as foot soldiers would 

on land." Moreover, before the second engagement Phormio encourages his men by 

44 Chance and Intelligence in Thucydides, (Harvard University Press, 1975), pg.99. Thuc. II. 92.3. 

45 tou<; aya9ou<; - literally "the good men". 

46 L. Edmunds, op.cit. pg.108. 

47 For a more detailed analysis of the theme of land battles at sea see: S. Flory, "The death of 
Thucydides and the Motif of "Land on Sea"", Nomodeiktes (University of Michigan Press, 1993), 
pp.113-23. 
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ridiculing the Spartans' tactics: they are confident oto: 't~v EV 't(f' 7teSCf' Eµ1teip{o:v 'ta 

7t/\,et(J) KO:'top0ouv'te<; KCXl. OlOV'tCXt crq,fot Kal. EV 't(f' VCW'ttK(f' 7t0t~O'etV "CO O:'U'tO 

(89.2) "from being successful so often in land battles on account of their experience, 

and they think that they will achieve the same thing at sea." 

Thucydides' description of the Peloponnesian fleet in the second engagement is 

similar to how he would describe their hoplite formations. E1t1. 'tecrcrapmv 'to:~aµevot 

'tac; vo:uc; ... 8e~tq, KEP<:;( ~youµevq:i (90.1). "They drew up their ships in ranks four 

deep ... with the right wing in the lead." 

Thucydides also records various other Spartan responses to disasters. The most 

significant is the psychological effects that the disasters of 425-4 BC had on the 

Spartans. Here Thucydides paints a very poor picture of the Spartan psyche. When the 

Athenians had gained possession of Pylos and Cythera, Thucydides examines the 

Spartans' morale. The Spartans although they expected the Athenians to descend upon 

them, amassed their forces nowhere - i.e. were not prepared to offer the Athenians a 

pitched battle! - but rather strategically placed garrisons throughout their territory. Kat 

'CO: at,),o: EV <.pUAO:KTI 7t0At,'ft ~ cro:v, q,o po-6 µeVOt µ~ crq,{crt VeCO'tepov 'tt yevri'tm 'tffiV 

7tept 't~V KCX't<XO''tO:O'tv, yeyevriµevou µev 'tOU EV 'tU v~ crq:i 1ta8ouc; O:VeA7ttcr'tOU 

KCXt µeyo:Aou, IIuAou OE exoµevric; KO:t Ku0~prov K0:1. 7t0:V'to:x68ev crq,5:c; 

7tepte,P"'tffi't0<; 7tOAeµou 'to:xfoc; K0:1. a1tpO<.pUACXK'tOU (IV. 55.1). "And otherwise 

they were very watchful, fearing lest something new might happen concerning their 

constitution (i.e. a Helot revolt). They had experienced a severe and unexpected blow 

on the island, and Pylos and Cythera were occupied and they were beset by an all 

encompassing war which was swift and defied precaution." 

Moreover they became more timid than ever before, and these calamities 

"caused very great consternation and they were afraid that some disaster might once 

again befall them" (EK7tA'l']~tV µeytCT't'l']V 7t0:pelXe, KO:t EOEOtcrO:V µ~ 7t0'te o:?i8tc; 

~uµq,opa 'ttc; CX'U'tOl<; 7tept'tUXTI 55.3). 

Thucydides' analysis goes on. The Spartans having lost self-confidence were 

more timid (awAµo'tepot) in combat (55.4). Thucydides' subsequent narrative bears 
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out this Spartan metamorphosis - when the Athenians started to ravage their land most 
. . 

of the garrisons remained quiet, but one group of hoplites had the temerity to charge 

some light troops 't(OV oe 01tA1.'tffiV oesaµevrov U1teXCOP11<ie 1tCXA1.V (56.1), "but when 

they encountered hoplites they went back again." Further, when the Athenians 

descended on the territory of the Aeginetans at Thyrea, the Spartan garrison refused to 

enter the fort but retreated to high ground me; ou"K: ev6µ1.l;ov a.s1.6µaxo1. dvm (57.2), 

"as they did not consider themselves to be a match for the ~nemy." Thucydides now has 

it that the Spartans' legendary courage has sunken so low that Spru.tan hoplites flee 

before their Athenian counterparts. 

Thucydides also attributes excessive reactions to reverses when Spartan morale 

was high. At the beginning of the Ionian War, the Spartans were confident and hoped 

to gain the hegemony of all the Greeks. However contrary to expectation Alcamenes' 

fleet of 21 ships was defeated by an Athenian squadron and was besieged at Peiraeum 

(VIII. 10.3). Kal op&v-rec; 't~V cputi.aK~V ev xrop{cp ep~µcp £1tt1COVOV 0-00'CXV 

~1t6pouv · K<Xl. E1teVOT}O'CXV µev KCX'tCXKCXUO'CXl. 't<X<; vauc; (11.2), "And the 

Peloponnesians, seeing the difficulty of guarding [the ships] in a deserted place, were 

perplexed; and they thought of burning the ships." 

The home government's response is similarly pessimistic. a.0uµ~acxv-rec;, on 
1tp&-cqv &1t-c6µevo1. -cou 'Icov1.1eou 1toti.eµo-u e1t-ccx1.crcxv, -cac; vcxuc; -cac; EK -cftc; 

ECX'\Yt&v O'UKE'tl. 01.BVOOUV'CO 1teµ1tetv, a.AA.a KCXt 'Cl.VCX<; 1tpocxvrnµevac:; µe-cCXKCXABtV 

( 11.3). "The Spartans were so discouraged because in their first undertaking of the 

Ionian War they had failed, that they no longer contemplated sending out ships from 

their own [waters], but ·they even contemplated recalling some of the ships which had 

previously put to sea." 

Liberation. 

We turn now to the Spru.tans' propaganda as to the nature of their war against 

the Athenians. We hear at the beginning of the War that Sparta was proclaiming that the 

War was to be one of liberation, presumably from the "tyrant-city" as Athens is called 
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in the speeches of Book I.48 This was an obvious extension of Sparta's claim to have 

put down the tyrants, which as we have seen, Thucydides explains was done solely in 

Spartan self-interest. 

At the start of the War Thucydides records public feeling: 'Hoe euvom 1to:pa 

7t0AU E7t0181. 'tO)V &.v0p6:mcov µ&AAOV ei; -rnui; Ao:irn8mµovfoui;, aAACO<; 't8 JC0:1. 

1tpoern6v'tcov on 't'YlV 'EAAaoo: eAeu0epouaw (II. 8.4). "The good-will of the 

Greeks was strongly on the side of the Spartans, especially_ since they were proclaiming 

that they were liberating the Greeks." 

Throughout Thucydides' Histo1y, we hear Spartan individuals proclaiming 

liberation as their goal, or invoking the slogan "liberation" to justify their actions. It is 

quite clear that Thucydides regarded this as nothing more than propaganda. 

The first test of Sparta's liberation programme comes with its attack upon 

Plataea in 429 BC led by Archidamus. This is narrated in seemingly excessive detail. 

Plataea after all is a minor player, and the fate of Plataea had little effect on the course of 

the War. Therefore the significance of this episode for Thucydides must be something 

else. It provides an early example of the great sufferings that afflicted Greece, as well as 

being programmatic - Spartan liberation propaganda is revealed for what it is. 

Before Archidamus lays siege to Plataea a series of diplomatic negotiations takes 

place~ These negotiations turn upon whether or not the proposed attack is religiously 

conscionable, that is will the Spartans be breaking their oaths? 

The argument rests upon the oaths sworn after the battle of Plataea in 479 BC; 

namely that the Plataeans were to hold their land independently and that no one was to 

attack them unjustly or for their enslavement (II. 71.2). To this, Archidamus voices 

their 'liberation' programme based upon those same oaths of 479 BC. Apparently the 

oaths the Plataeans swore were reciprocal; they also swore to aid the other allies if they 

were attacked unjustly or enslaved (72.1). The Plataeans in turn do not deny this fact. 

48 I. 122.3. 
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Moreover Archidamus appears to offer the Plataeans a way out, if they become neutral 

and receive both sides as friends, that will suffice. 

The Plataeans, however, see the problems with this offer. Either the Athenians 

will come and annul the agreement, or the Thebans who have already shown that they 

have no religious scruples will use the proposed provisions to enter the city and seize it 

(72.2). Finally, Archidamus makes the incredible offer that the Plataeans should turn 

their lands over to the Spartans for safe keeping and migrat~ until the end of the war 

(72.3). The Plataeans are willing to accommodate the Spartans, but their hands are tied, 

since some of their women and children are at Athens (72.2). Thus at the Athenians' 

bidding the Plataeans finally reject Archidamus' fair-sounding offers. 

If Archidamus' words seem fair, the Spartans' actions after the surrender of the 

Plataeans reduce Archidamus' offers to being similar to his advice to offer arbitration 

before the War. That is to attempt to convince others, the gods, and perhaps even 

themselves that they are not doing wrong. 

The Spartan commander once he realised that the Plataeans could no longer 

withstand the siege, offered the Plataeans terms for the following reasons: eipriµevov 

yap ~v O:U'tq> EK /\.0:KEOcdµovoi;, 07till<;, d 0'7tOVOO:t y{yvoiv-c6 7t0't£ 1tpoi; 

'A0rivafoui; KCXt l;uyxropotEV 00'0: 1tO/\.eµcp xwp{o: exoucnv £KO:'tepoi 

0:7t00\000'0m, µ71 av&oo-coi; e'tri ~ IlAa-cma c'oi; o:u-c&v £KOV'tO)V 

npocrxropricro:v-crov (III. 52.2). "For word had been sent to him from Sparta to this 

effect, that if ever treaties were made with the Athenians and each agreed to give back 

all the places which they had taken by war, Plataea might not be surrendered on the 

grounds that they had willingly come to terms." As Gomme has observed, Thucydides 

has it that the liberator even at this early stage was considering a negotiated peace.49 

The Plataeans then, are offered the following terms - that if they surrendered 

"the unjust would be punished but no one contrary to justice." (-coui; -ce o:oiKoui; 

KOAO:cretv, napcx. OlKY}V oe ouoeva 52.2). The Spartans' real policy is finally revealed 

49 HCT II, pg.336. 
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once the Spartan judges arrive to decide the Plataeans' fate. The following question is 

put: €t 'tt Aairnomµovfouc; KO:l. 1:0'0<; suµµax;ouc; EV 'tq) 1tOAEµq> 'tq) K0:0ecr1:&n 

ayo:0ov 1:1. dpyo:crµevot dcr{v (52.4). "Whether they had done any good service to the 

Spartans and their allies in the present war." Thus the Spartans are guilty of double-talk 

again. The terms of surrender are empty; the Plataeans are all to be put to death. The 

Spartans have come for the sole purpose of aiding the Thebans in their designs. 

To heighten the heinousness of the crime, Thucydid.es withholds a detail (that 

should have been reported at II. 4.) until the Plataeans' speech to the Spartan judges: 

iepoµ11v{~ (56.2), "the Thebans attempted to seize our city in peace time and in 

addition at a sacred time."51 Later Thucydides in an authorial comment states that the 

Spartans later acknowledged their guilt by association in this episode: crcpe1:epov 1:0 

1to:po:v6µ11µcx µaAAOV "{€VE<J0o:t, 01:1, 1:€ E<; ID,,&1:mo:v ~A0ov 011~0:tot EV 

cr1tovoo:t<;52 (VII. 18.2), "they thought that the transgression had been more on their 

part, since the Thebans had entered Plataea in peace time." 

Thucydides, then, rejects Spartan talk of liberation in the Plataean episode as 

nothing more than propaganda. The Plataeans' final plea is to Spartan liberation: 

"{€V£<J0o:t oe cronnpo:<; fiµ&v Ko:l µ11 1:0'0<; CXAAOU<; "E/\.Al]VO:<; E/\,€U0epOUV'tCX<; 

fiµ&c; 9w11,ecrm (III. 59.4), "be our saviours and do not destroy us while you are 

liberating the rest of the Greeks." But to no avail: the Thebans get their pound of flesh. 

The Spartans' first genuine attempt to support the rebellion of an Athenian ally 

comes in 427 BC with Alcidas' inept command of the fleet to relieve Mytilene.53 Here 

Thucydides again examines the Spaitans' potential to be effective liberators. Alcidas, 

50 As Hornblower notes, this literally means "libations" thus Thucydides is emphasising the impiety of 
the Thebans and by implication (see below) the Spartans' actions. Commentary I, pg.451. 

51 Badian, does not allow for the dramatic effect of introducing this aspect of the conflict at this point, 
rather he sees it as an unimportant rhetorical point. This is consistent with Badians' view of Thucydides 
the atheist. "Plataea between Athens and Sparta", op.cit. pg.112. 

52 Cf. above (nt.50), this is literally "libations", thus impiety is suggested. 

53 See Ch.IV. 
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having failed to save Mytilene, while en route to Ephesus put most of his captives to 

death (III. 32.1). Ariving at Ephesus, Alcidas is rebuked for this behaviour by Samian 

envoys, who said: OU Ka.Aro<; 't'flV 'EAAO:OCX. EAEU0Epouv CX.U'tOV, d &vopas 

Ote<p0EtpEV OU'tE XEtpas UV'tatpoµevous OU'tE 1toAEµtous, 'A0rivairov OE {mo 

ava.yJcrjr; ;uµµaxous (32.2). "It was an ill way he had of liberating Greece, if he put 

men to death who are neither lifting their hands against him nor who are en_emies, but 

who are Athenian allies under ~ompulsion."54 And Alcidas was told that if he continued 

in this way, friends would become enemies. Alcidas is said to have been persuaded by 

this argument and released his remaining captives. Alcidas if he had not already realised 

this, must have been exceptionally slow; the answer seems to be that liberation was not 

being taken seriously, the Spartans were merely out to harm Athenian interests. 

Until the Ionian War, the Spartans seem to have foregone any ideas about 

liberating Athenian allies in the Aegean. Indeed liberation does not figure in the rest of 

the Archidarnian War, until Brasidas' mission to Thrace. Sparta's motivation in this 

regard is interesting. 

Spartan zeal to liberate Athenian allies is absent from Thucydides' account; 

rather, fear is a determining factor. Contrary to all expectations the War had gone badly 

for the Spartans, and the Athenians were now harassing Spartan territory. Thus the 

Spartans iiA1ttsov 0:7tO'tpE\j/etv atnous µaAtcr'ta, d UV'tl7tCX.paAU7tOtEV 1t£µ\j/aV'teS 

E7tt 'tO-U<; suµµaxous mh&v cr-cpanav ... KC(,1, aµa 1:'&v EiACO'tO)V pouAoµevois 

VeW'tEptcrrocnv (IV. 80.1-2). "especially hoped to turn away the Athenians, if they 

would be able to retaliate by sending an army against their allies ... and at the same time 

they were also glad for the pretext to send out some Helots, [fearing] lest they revolt 

looking to the possession of Pylos." When read in the context of the preceding narrative 

(55-57) where Thucydides outlines Spaitan morale at this time, the Thrace-ward 

campaign is a welcome opportunity to attempt to move the theatre of war from the 

54 This also aptly applies to the Plataeans position, they were willing to accommodate Archidamus, but 
were compelled to resist as the Athenians' held their women and children. 
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Peloponnese to anywhere else. The desire to liberate the Greeks plays no part in 

Spartan motivation. Liberation is mentioned as one of Brasidas' aims (81), and as we 

shall see, Thucydides is keen to portray Brasidas as working independently and in spite 

of the Spartan 'home government' .55 

The Spartans' speech at Athens during the Pylos episode also bears on their 

hypocritical attitude toward their avowed purpose in waging war. The Spartan envoys 

implore the Athenians to be reconciled with them and pro~se that owing to their 

combined power the rest of Greece "will pay both of us the greatest honour."56 That is, 

the Spartans are even offering to sell out their own allies. So much for liberation. 

However, Spartan designs are to become even more grandiose. 

At the beginning of the Ionian War, Thucydides reports that the encouraged 

Spartans were now hoping to secure the hegemony of all of Greece (VIII. 2.4). In light 

of Thucydides' view of the Spartans' Peloponnesian hegemony this would mean 

something far short of freedom - oligarchic governments governing solely in Spartan 

interests. Even the great Spartan liberator Brasidas had installed governors in the cities 

he had liberated. 

However, Sparta's operations in the Aegean from 412 BC onward determined 

that liberation must be the Spartans' publicly avowed policy. Thus they began this 

phase.of the War by supporting the rebellion of Chios, although of course, delay 

ensued. The test of Sparta's ability to maintain what is to Thucydides the fa~ade of 

liberation comes with the Spartans' relationship with Persia. 

The Spartans' hegemony is not capable of challenging the Athenians' naval 

arche and once the Spartans' allies disappoint their hopes of attaining an immense fleet, 

accommodating Persian interests becomes a necessity. The Spartans are compelled to 

seek the aid of an arche to oppose the Athenians' arche. 

55 See Ch.IV - Brasidas. 

56 Thuc. IV. 20.4. 
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In return for financial assistance, the Spartans swear three different agreements 

with the satrap Tissaphernes. The latter two are negotiated because of the Spartans' 

unease with the alliance's inherent conflict with their avowed liberation mission. That 

is, the Spartans must recognise Persian territorial claims. 

The first agreement is negotiated by Chalcideus (412 BC). The most significant 

provision is that the King shall hold whatever territory has belonged to him or his 

forefathers (VIII. 18.1). This, as Lichas is later to exclaim, _in principle means that 

mainland Greece as far south as Boeotia would become the King's territory. Chalcideus 

then is oblivious to the diplomatic importance of at least seeming to be fighting for the 

Greeks' liberation. 

Upon the arrival of the new admiral Astyochus at Miletus (412/11 BC) a new 

agreement was negotiated as the Peloponnesians felt the current arrangements were to 

the King's advantage (36). Thus before he departed Therimenes concluded a new 

arrangement with Tissaphernes. However the conflict with liberation is not addressed; 

instead more precise provisions for pay are introduced. All forces in the King's territory 

with his permission, shall be provided for by the King (37.4). However another 

provision is made that would seem to strike another nail into the liberation programme's 

coffin - neither the Spartans nor their allies shall exact tribute from the King's cities 

(µrio2,cp6pous rcpo:craecr0m EK 't&v rc6Aecov 'tOU'tcov 37.2). As Andrews notes, this 

presumably means the Greek cities of Asia Minor, such as Miletus which had been 

providing funds to the Spartans.57 The Spartans were therefore agreeing that cities such 

as Miletus should resume paying tribute to the King. 

Finally, it seems that the home government was unsatisfied with the 

ruTangements made with the King and therefore sent a commission of eleven advisers 

out to Astyochus to set affairs in order. This also included looking into Astyochus' 

conduct, which Thucydides emphasises.58 

57 HCT V, pg.SO. 

58 VIII. 39.1-2. Cf. Astyochus' relationship with Pedaritus and the Chians (Ch.IV at nt.36). 
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Lichas regarded the previous agreements as monstrous - the islands, Thessaly, 

Locris, and everything as far as Boeotia would become territory subject to the King Kat 

O:V't' eXe.u0e.pto:,; &v Ml]OtK:~V o:px~v 'tote; "EA?vr1crt 'tou,; Ao:1<:e.omµoviou,; 

1te.pt8e.'ivm (43.3), "and that instead of liberating the Greeks the Spartans would be 

placing the Persian yoke round the Greeks' [necks]." Moreover Lichas told 

Tissaphemes another treaty should be negotiated "and that, at any rate [he said], Sparta 

was not going to observe the present treaty" (~ 'to:{nm,; y_e. ou x;p·~cre.cr0m 43.4). 

Andrews states that this is proof that neither of the first two treaties had been ratified by 

Sparta.59 This would explain why the eleven commissioners were dispatched by the 

Spartans - such negotiations could not be left to individuals in the field. This however 

reveals the unrealistic expectations of those at home, as Meiggs says " ... away from 

realities, it was less easy to be reconciled to sacrificing the tradition of Thermopylae and 

Plataea. "60 Persian aid and liberation are in direct conflict. 

However much the Spartans may have wished to preserve their claim to be 

liberators their weakness determined that they must make concessions to Tissaphernes. 

Thus the Greek cities of Asia Minor are sacrificed (58.2). 

The Spartan 'Constitution I and Customs. 

As we have seen, Thucydides in the archaeology acknowledged that the 

Spart~s had enjoyed a settled constitution (eunomia) for about four hundred years (I. 

18). But as Thucydides has it, this is not really anything to be proud of. The Spartans 

avoided stasis by freezing their political development. The Spartan constitution is 

backward, and one unsuited to the challenges of the present day, or so say the 

Corinthians (I. 71.2-3), and as we have already observed on several occasions, the 

Corinthians' estimation of the Spartans often enjoys narrative corroboration. Thus it 

should cause no surprise that Thucydides' portrayal of the Spartans' customary 

practices fortifies the Corinthians' charge. 

59 HCT V, pg.90. 

60 R. Meiggs, The Athenian Empire, (Clarendon Press, 1972) pg.353. 
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This inherent Spartan weakness is primarily emphasised in two main areas. The 

customary powers of the Spartan kings which cause division within the Spartan war 

leadership, and on the other hand the fact that the Spartans eventually feel compelled to 

organise things contrary to their customs. Archidamus representing the Spartan self

image was in no doubt that Spartan power rested upon devotion to their ancient 

customs. 

The dilatory Spartans finally having been moved to _address the threats to their 

hegemony following the peace of Nicias marched out with all their forces against Argos 

(V. 57.1). However, King Agis, receiving proposals from some Argives, and failing to 

discuss the matter at any length, concluded a four-month truce with the Argives and led 

off his army without any explanation to his allies (60.1). Thucydides reports that the 

allies (amongst themselves) blamed Agis loudly for he had passed up an excellent 

- opportunity for a military victory and they were now returning home without having 

achieved anything (60.2). Further, Thucydides endorses the allies' criticisms: 

· O''tpa't07tEOOV yap 0~ 'tOU'to JC{XA,A,t(Y'tOV 'EAA.T)VlKOV 'tffiV µexpi 'tOUOE l;uv17A.0ev 

(60.3). "For indeed this was the finest Hellenic army that had come together up to that 

time." This incident highlights the problem that the king's autocratic power caused for 

the Spartan war leadership . 

• The opportunity for division to arise between the king and the home authorities 

becomes even more acute in the Decelean War. This is a situation in which Agis is 

permanently in the field61 having fortified his position in Attica at Decelea. Agis (412 

BC) entered into negotiations with the Lesbians and promised to aid their revolt. The 

fact that Agis independently of the Spartan home authorities was determining the 

Spartans' war policy provokes Thucydides to comment: 6 yap 1 Ayt<; ocrov xp6vov 

,, I 'A '"- ' ' )'.:. / ' I I \ ( Et 1tot nva Et-JOUAE'to cr'tpa'tmv Kat ~uvayc:tpEtV Kat XPTJµa'ta 1tpacrcreiv ... Kat o 

µev 'tOt<; Aecr~tot<; E1tpacrcrE, Xtol OE. KCGt 'Epu8patot, <X7COCT't~Vat Kat aU't01. 

61 A clear break from the customary practice of ravaging the enemy's fields before returning home to 
harvest their own crops in the autumn. 
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. " ,, \ \ "A ' ' , ' ~ \ \ A . ~ I (VIII 1::1:otµoi ov-i:ei;, npo<; µ1::v ' yiv OUK 1::1:po:nov-i:o, E<; uE 1:11v o:irnucnµovo: . 

5.3-4). "For Agis, so long as he was at Decelea with his own force, had the authority to 

send a force to whereever he wished, and to levy troops, and to exact money ... And 

while Agis was working in the Lesbians' interests, the Chians and Erythraeans, who 

were also ready to revolt, went not to Agis, but to Lacedaemon." 

Agis, finding that the Spaitan home authorities had determined to aid the 

,, X '\ ~ I ,, ' A I A. \ 'A'\ I ,, " \ 
EXOV'tO:S 0:/\,KlUEO:, ... ETCEt'tO: ES EO'l-'OV KO:t A.KO:µ,EVY) O:PXOV'!:O:, OV1tEp KO:t 

,, Ayti; ornvoE'iw (8.2), "did not himself maintain a different opinion, but when the allies 

came together at Corinth and deliberated, they decided that first they would sail to Chios 

with Chalcideus as commander ... then that [they would sail] to Lesbos with Alcamenes 

as commander, the one whom Agis was intending [to send]." Agis while not daring to 

defy the home authorities does not wholly abandon his enterprise. 

Indeed, Thucydides reports that when the Corinthians wished to delay their 

sailing on account of the Isthmian Games, Agis was happy to allow this, eo:u't'ou oe 
-i:ov m6Aov t8iov not~cracr0o:i (9.1), "while making the expedition an affair of his 

own."62 The main point of this remark is surely to emphasis Agis' ambition, but it also 

reinfotces the idea that the Spartans' constitution which allowed Agis to hold such an 

'autonomous' position was at fault. 

Agis' position also causes jealousy at Sparta amongst the ephors. Thus 

Alcibiades is able to enjoy high influence at Sparta by attaching himself to the ephor 

Endius, and by speaking on his behalf in opposition to Agis (VIII. 6.3; 12). Thus 

Spai-tan decision making in practice falls far short of Archidamus' ideal. Rather, the 

customs of the Spartan State are such that they inflame the influence of personal 

ambition.63 

62 Exactly what Thucydides means to imply here - other than commenting on Agis' ambition - is 
unclear. Certainly Agis was not able to sail with the fleet; his command was at Decelea. 

63 Cf. Ch.IV - Ambition/Self-interest. 
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The stresses of war and the inherent problems with the kings' customary 

powers compel the conservative Spartans, from time to time, to break with tradition and 

pass new measures. 

Spartan panic following the Athenian occupation of Pylos and Cythera (424 

BC), leads to the following military innovation. 1ta.pa 'to eiro0oc; t.1t1tEo:c; 

'te'tpCXKOcrtoU<; KO:'tE:cr't~C,CX,V'tO KCX.t -cos6·mc; (IV. 55.2). "Contrary to their custom, 

they established [a force] of four hundred cavalry and arch~rs." 

In 423 BC the Spartans sent out three commissioners to Brasidas, 1ml 't&v 

~~OOV't(l)V CXU'tCOV 1tCXpcxv6µroc; &vopac; ES'Jl'YOV EK L1t<Xp'tTjc;, O)CT'te 'tCOV 1t0/\,e(l)V 

apxov-cac; K0:0tO''t<XVCX1 KO:l µ~ 'tote; BV'tUXOUO'tV £1tt'tpe1tetV (IV. 132.3), "who led 

out from Sparta some young men contrary to custom, intending to make them 

governors of the cities, instead of leaving them to chance appointments." 

Agis, after his debacle at Argos in 418 BC, returned to Sparta with only a four

month truce. Thucydides records that the Spartans were at once angry but upon hearing 

of the loss of Orchomenus were further enraged 1ml e~onA.euov eu0uc; u1t' 6pyfic; 

\ \ I \ t "'t \ I ti , ,,.. I \ napcx 'tOV 'tp07tOV 'COV eo:U'tCOV roe; XP'll 't'llV 'te OtKtaV CX,'U'tOU KO:'tO:O'KCX\j/CGt K:cxt 

OEKCX µuptacn 6paxµ&v s1iµt&<mt (V. 63.2), "and in a rage, they at once resolved, 

contrary to their habit, 64 that they ought to raze his house and fine him ten thousand 

drachmas." Agis however, succeeded in dissuading the Spartans from enforcing these 

measures, but nonetheless a law was passed curtailing Agis' powers: v6µov oe e0c:v-co 

ev 't({) 1ta.p6vn, oc; 0'01t(l) 1tp6'tepov eyeve'to (X\)'tOtc;, OEKCX yap av6pac; 

Lt7tCXp'ttCX.'tCOV 7tpOO'et/\,OV'tO CX'U'tq> SUµ~Ot)/\,OU<;, a.veu dJV µ~ K'UptoV eivm a1to:yetV 

cr'tpa·nav ex: -c11c; n611,eroc; (63.4), "but for the present,65 they enacted a law, which had 

64 P. Huart, Le vocabulaire de ]'analyse psychologique clans l'oeuvre de Thucydide, Klincksieck (Paris, 
1968), Huart argues that Thucydides means to convey that it was not the Spartans' habit to act under 
the influence of anger (opy~) pg.159. However this is not the only occasion where Thucydides asserts 
that the Spartans allowed anger to influence their decision (cf. II. 85). Classen (Classen V pg. 125) 
realises that Thucydides means to convey that it was not the Spartans' habit to act with such haste. 
Thucydides records the custom at I. 132.5. 

65 Until Agis had proved himself a capable leader; his victory at Mantinea probably freed him from this 
constraint. Andrews, HCT IV, pg.90. 
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no precedent among them; for they chose ten Spartiates as advisers to him, without 

whom he did not have the authority to lead an army out of the city." 

In all of these cases Thucydides seems to be being careful to draw attention to 

the fact that the Spartans were breaking with tradition. Spartan customs were not up to 

the challenges posed by the present war. Further, the Spartan assembly acts contrary to 

Arc hi dam us' ideal of "prudent good sense" (I. 84.1 ), which prevents them from giving 

an ear to flattery. Rather, passion, and fickleness are seen t? be their guides. 

We have already observed that the assembly in a rage ({:nto 6py11s V.63.2) 

decided to fine Agis for his conduct at Argos. Similarly, following the Peloponnesians' 

first naval defeat the Spartans in a rage (opyfi) dispatched three advisers to Cnemus (II. 

85). 

Despite the great lengths the Spartans had gone to to secure the return of their 

men taken at Sphacteria, the Spartans odcraV'tE<; µfi 'tt Ota 't~V suµcpopav 

I ''\ 0' 0 \ '1 ' I I ' I voµtcrav'tE<; e/\,acrcrro ricrecr at Kat ov'tE<; em.nµot vero-ceptcrrocrtv ... a-ttµous 

en:0{71crav (V. 34.2), "fearing lest they might expect to be victimised on account of 

their misfortune and fearing that if they possessed their full rights they might attempt 

something revolutionary ... they disenfranchised them. "66 However these men were 

later re-enfranchised . 

• Alcibiades is also seen to be able to ply his trade at Sparta at least as effectively 

as he had been able to at Athens. Alcibiades speaking in support of Corinthian and 

Syracusan envoys n:apcosuve 'tE 'tOU<; AaKeomµovtou<; Kat escopµ11cre (VI. 88.10), 

"inflamed the Spartans and goaded them on" 

In Thucydides' view the Spartans' constitution and customs are old-fashioned 

and unsuited to the challenges of modern warfare. 

66 Graves, The fifth book of Thucydides, (Macmillan, 1891), pg.142. 
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IV: Individual Spartans. 

Introduction. 

We have already observed the manner in which Thucydides treats aspects of 

Archidamus' and Agis' careers. It is now necessary to evaluate Thucydides' 

characterisation of individual Spartans in the field. To begin, I will consider 

Thucydides' portrayal of Archidamus (and later, the portrayal of Brasidas). This I think 

is sufficient to demonstrate - especially when supported by_ existing research - that such 

characterisation is mainly of types. 1 Subsequently it will be shown that other individuals 

are seen to adhere to similar patterns of behaviour. Thus it will be demonstrated that 

Spartans in Thucydides' History, as a rule, behave in a predictable, characteristic 

fashion, and are therefore significant in discerning Thucydides' portrayal of Sparta and 

Spartans. 

H.D. Westlake's work Individuals in Thucydides2 is of importance for the 

present study, in that he has established that in the first half of the History Thucydides 

mainly portrays individuals as types. He concludes: "Pericles is the ideal statesmen, 

Brasidas the ideal :inan of action; Archidamus, Cnemus and Alcidas typify the defects of 

conventional Spartan leadership, ... Thucydides shows relatively little interest in their 

personal feelings or aspirations, nor does he study the motives leading them to take 

important decisions ... "3 Westlake then, argues that in the second half of the History 

"Thucydides devotees more attention ... to examining the personality of such 

individuals and their relations with others ... "4 Of particular importance for this study, is 

Westlake's admission that his thesis receives less support from Thucydides' treatment 

1 In describing the various behavioural types that are prominent in Thucydides' History we will in the 
bulk of the narrative be concerned with other characters such as Cnemus and Alcidas. This should also 
be taken in support of the assertion that Thucydides' portrayal of Spartans is predominantly as types 
rather than as individuals. 

2 Individuals in Thucydides, Cambridge University Press, (Cambridge 1968). 

3 Ibid. pg.308. 

4 Ibid. pg.308. 
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· of Spartans than it does from the treatment of Athenians.5 The only Spartan individual 

Westlake claims does support his thesis is Astyochus. 

Thus the present study proceeds from the assumption that Thucydides 

presents Spartans as types rather than as individuals, with the possible exception of 

Astyochus, who will be considered below. 

Archidamus. 

Archidamus is an obvious candidate for consider?.tion. We have already 

observed the prominent role Archidamus plays in the Spartan deliberations prior to the 

out-break of war and his involvement in the 'Plataean tragedy'. Archidamus is the 

Spartan counterpart to Thucydides' favourite Pericles. Indeed, comparison with 

Pericles is invoked during Thucydides' narrative of his first invasion of Attica. 

Thucydides' introduction of Archidamus is provocative: cxv~p KCGt suve-i:oc; 

8ox&v dvm Kat crrocpprov (I. 79.2) "a man reputed to be both intelligent and wise." 

This of course is not an authorial judgement, but a report of public opinion ( at least at 

Sparta); however it does invite the reader to evaluate this judgement, not only in the 

immediately following speech, but also in respect of his involvement in the following 

narrative. 

Given the context of Archidamus' first speech to the allied congress at 

Sparta., it is difficult to interpret it as an attempt to characterise Archidamus (other than 

in that Archidamus appears wise).6 Rather it serves as an integral link in the series of 

four speeches delivered at the congress, as well as being in part replied to by Pericles' 

first speech. Thus this speech (which was analysed in the first chapter) provides the 

traditional Spartan self-image. To this extent it may reflect 'what was actually said', but 

other aspects of the speech reinforce Thucydides' programmatic themes of book one. 

Archidamus is seen to be aware of the importance of wealth, resources, and 

ships (l.80.3) - key aspects of the archaeology - all of which Spaiia is lacking. 

5 Ibid. pg.309. 

6 Westlake's comments concerning this speech, are in my view generally correct. Ibid. pp.123-5. 
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Moreover, Archidamus also seems to be familiar with Pericles' strategy before it had 

been employed (81). The key point here is that Archidamus believes that invading Attica 

and ravaging the land is futile. He states: EK 0oJ.,o:crcrris ©V oeov-cm e1tal;ov-cm. 

(81.2), "they will import the things which they need by sea." Moreover he foresees· 

that the war shall be protracted because: ou-croc; dKo<; 'A0riva:fouc; cppov~µa:n 7 µrJ-c£ 

·rft yft oouAsucrm µri-cs rocr1tEp &.1tdpouc; KCG'C0:1tAa:yftvm -c0 1toAEµq:> (81.6). "It is 

so unlikely that the Athenians with their ability to calculate y.,ill either be slaves to their 

land, or like novices be panic-stricken by the war." That is, the Athenians will not 

come out and offer battle. This prediction is of interest when considered in the light of 

Archidamus' planning and execution of his first invasion of Attica. Thus in this speech 

Archidamus does indeed seem to be wise. 8 

The second section of this speech (84-5), as already observed in chapter one, 

is therefore the most significant in shedding light on Thucydides' presentation of the 

Spartans, in that it, ostensibly at least, conveys the Spartans' self-image. Thucydides as 

we have already seen does not endorse this in book one. 

The next appearance of Archidamus in the Histories is as the strategos of the 

first invasion of Attica in the war. This introduces an interesting theme, the suitability of 

designated commanders, and particularly the effects of assigning the command to one 

who does not support the expedition. Thus Archidamus, who had opposed immediately 

declaring war, finds himself in command of the first invasion. 

Archidamus' speech to his officers (II.11), which introduces this section of 

the narrative, has been said to be "thoroughly conventional and uninspired ... [ which] 

probably reflects the real character of Archidamus ... "9 To an extent this judgement is 

7 Classen I, pp.155-6. Classen states that this word always carries the connotation of self-respect or 
pride in Thucydides. 

8 Thus to this extent Archidamus does conform to the archetypal "wise adviser" all so evident in 
Herodotus, as Felling has shown pp.120ff. C.Pelling, "Thucydides' Archidamus and Herodotus' 
Artabanus", Georgica - Greek Studies in Honour of George Cawkwell, edt. M.Flower & M.Toher 
(University of London 1991) pp.120-42. 

9 Westlake, op.cit. pg.126. 
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correct. Archidamus, quite conventionally begins by invoking the memory of the· 

Spartans' ancestors, and concludes with an exhortation to maintain discipline. However 

the remaining elements of the speech surprise. 

Archidamus' invocation of his soldiers' ancestors leads him to the conclusion 

that this is the Spartans' greatest undertaking to date (II 11.1) - a theme central to the 

Archaeology. Archidamus thereupon exhorts his troops to be bold in spirit, but cautious 

in action so as to prepare best for the vagaries of battle. This surprisingly leads 

Archidamus to focus on the strengths of the Athenians. In a tone one might almost call 

eulogistic, he says: fiµe'is OE ouo' E7tt CXOUVO:'tOV aµuvecr0m O'U't(O 7t0AW 

Epx6µe0o:, &,'),J.a -co'is 7t0:0'W aptO''tO: 7tO:peO'KeUO:O'µevriv, (11.6) "and we are going 

against a city which is not so unable to defend itself [as some may think], but against 

one which is excellently prepared in all respects." Thereby he recalls a theme of book 

one, which as we have seen is voiced by Archidamus in his first speech: the importance 

of money, ships, and other resources. Archidamus continues: rocr-ce XPTl Kat mxvu 

EA1ttl;eiv oi& µax11s ievm m'.nous (11.6), "so that we certainly ought to expect them 

to offer battle." This is the opposite conclusion to that which he voiced at Sparta. 10 

Moreover Archidamus states that the Athenians, as with all men, seeing their land being 

ravaged, will in anger not pause to think, but will rush into action (11.7). 

Thucydides subsequently narrates Archidamus' invasion of Attica, focusing 

attention almost exclusively on aspects of the campaign that shed light on the charge that 

Archidamus had purposely delayed from ravaging the countryside. 

Archidamus from the beginning, courts his troops' displeasure by delaying 

the invasion, in accord with the rejected policy he had advocated at Sparta (I.82.3): Kat 

10 Felling op.cit. pp.126-7. Argues that this apparent contradiction with I 81.6 need not lead us to 
propose that the two passages belong to two different strata of composition, rather this discrepancy may 
easily be accounted for: the first speech is one of dissuasion, whereas the second is one of 
encouragement. Westlake, op.cit. 124-6, believes that the first speech is Thucydidean fabrication, and 
that this speech reveals the real Archldamus. 
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n:cxp6v1:cov a:yo:0&v K0:1. o107t(J) ecp0apµevrov ~OUA,£UOµEVOt, "And perhaps when 

they see that both our preparations and our words are already the same, they will be 

more likely to make a sign of subjection as they will have both their land still unravaged 

and their deliberations will concern existing goods as yet not destroyed." Thus after 

addressing his officers Archidamus sent an envoy to Athens, Et n &pa µo:/\./\.ov 

ev8otEV oi 'A0rivafot op&V1:E<; crcpo:<; ~8ri EV 680 OV't<X<; (II, 12.1), "in the hope that 

the Athenians, when they saw that the Spartans were already on the way, might be 

somewhat more inclined to yield." But Archidamus is forestalled by Pericles' 

foresight, as Pericles had had a motion ,passed debarring any herald from entering the 

city. 

Thucydides now proceeds to emphasise the dilatory nature of Archidamus' 

advance. Upon receiving word from his herald, we hear that Archidamus at length 

broke camp and advanced into Athenian territory (oihco 811 apex<; -c0 cr-cpm0 

1tpouxropEt E<; -cnv YJ1V <X'U'CCOV 12.4). At this point Pericles is again contrasted with 

Archidamus. Pericles' foresight dominates: Pericles suspected (u1to1:01t~cra<; 13.1) 

that Archidamus might pass by his fields, not ravaging them, either in order to do him a 

favour or to arouse suspicion against him. Thus Pericles turned over his fields to be 

public property and encouraged the people to go on the defensive, by bringing their 

property within the walls (13). 

The impression is thereby created that Pericles was constantly one step ahead 

of Archidamus, which indeed causes Archidamus to delay his invasion needlessly. All 

of this contributes to the accusations made against Archidamus for excessive delay, 

reported at 18.3. 

With the onse~ of the actual invasion of Attica, beginning at the border town 

of Oenoe, Thucydides' chosen subjects are brought into focus. He clearly concentrates 

on evaluating the extent to which Archidamus unduly hesitated and also on the ability of 

Archidamus to anticipate events successfully. Indeed, Thucydides makes this the 

occasion to repo1t that Archidamus was charged with undue delay. Thucydides ignores 

all other aspects of the action. For instance he could have shed light on the importance 
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of Oenoe for the Spartans, in that it lay on the border with Boeotia, as well as offering 

the Athenians a fortified position behind their own lines should the Spartans advance 

further into Attica. 11 Rather Thucydides states: nh; -re o-ov npocr~oAo:c; 

riu-rprn{sov-ro Kat (X/1.,A,O)c; EVOtE'tpt\j/CXV xp6vov 1tept au-c~v (18.2). "Therefore the 

[Spartans] were preparing to assault [Oenoe] and in this, and in other matters also, they 

wasted time." 12 

Immediately following this, Thucydides reports the charge that Archidamus 

had tarried unduly. Apparently, Archidamus was most severely censured for the 

operations at Oenoe, but also in levying the army he was thought to be slack in that he 

advised against a vigorous attack. Not only for this, but also for the delay at the 

Isthmus and for the slow advance that followed was he thought to be at fault (II.18.3). 

Thucydides in Archidamus' defence reports that Archidamus was still delaying because 

he expected the Athenians to make some concession (18.5). 

Thucydides also reports that the Peloponnesians thought that had it not been 

for these delays, they could have advanced quickly and have found the Athenians' 

property still outside (18.3). The point is surely invalid. It is unlikely that such a large 

force could advance with the speed necessary to prevent the Athenians from removing 

much of what they did remove. 13 Nevertheless Thucydides reports the charge. 

Havin~ failed to take Oenoe, we read that Archidamus advanced as far as 

Acharnae, ravaging the land as he went (19). Once again Thucydides reports 

Archidamus' motives. As Pelling has observed, Archidamus now changes tack, trying 

to get the Athenians to offer battle. He hoped that the Acharnians who were an 

important part of the state, would not stand by and watch their fields being ravaged, or 

11 As we shall see Thucydides often follows this procedure. That is, he often focuses attention on only 
one aspect of an event, leaving other important questions and problems unanswered. 

12 Notice that although Archidamus is clearly Thucydides' subject here, he chooses to use the generic 
term "Spartans" for convenience. This as we shall see is not unusual, and I think further suggests that 
Thucydides does not regard the subject's actions as unique - another Spartan commander would no 
doubt have acted likewise. They are types rather than individuals. 

13 Pelling, op.cit. pg.128. 
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that if battle were not offered, that this would cause a division within the state. 

Thenceforth the Acharnians, he hoped, would not be willing to defend others' fields 

(20). 

Thucydides immediately turns his focus to the situation in Athens. Once 

again Archidamus momentarily seems to be wise. The Acharnians and the younger men 

in general were indeed eager for battle. But Archidamus did not take account of 

Pericles' influence, which forestalled the people's anger, br refusing to call an 

assembly (21-22.1). Once again A.rchidamus is out-witted by Pericles. 

Moreover, perhaps the greatest achievement of the invasion, was the 

resentment and anger that Pericles incurred for remaining quiet: 1tcw-ci -ce -cp6mp 

, '8 ' I'\ \ \ IT '\ I , , ~ ~ " I CX.VlJPE l,(J"CQ 11 7tQ11,tc; Kcx.t "COV eptK11,ECX. EV opyn Eixov, ... O'..l"CtOV "CE crqncnv 

ev6µtsov 7ta.V'tCOV ci)V ifaacrxov (21.3). "The city was in a state of irritation in all 

respects, and they regarded Pericles with anger, ... and they considered him to be 

responsible for all the things which they were suffering." As Pelling observes, this not 

only reinforces the comparison of the two leaders (Archidamus also incurred the wrath 

of his countrymen for his conduct), but is also another aspect of the conflict which 

Archidamus did not foresee. 14 Subsequently, having failed to induce the Athenians to 

offer battle, the Peloponnesians returned home via Boeotia (23). 

Archidamus' final significant action, as we have already observed is at 

Plataea in 429 BC. Archidamus however, only figures in Thucydides' account of the 

preliminary diplomatic manoeuvres (II. 71-4) and is totally absent from his highly 

detailed description of the siege operations (75-8). Thucydides' focus during these 

diplomatic proceedings is on the Spartans' liberation propaganda. 

Archidamus then, is primarily portrayed as a dilatory Spartan commander. 

Moreover, through comparison with Pericles Thucydides implies that all of 

Archidamus' wisdom comes to naught for he is unable to anticipate events. In this point 

most of all he falls short of Pericles. Moreover, not only is it evident that Archidamus 

14 Felling op.cit. pg.129. 
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lacks foresight, but his reasoning is also shown to be flawed. Archidamus' speeches 

show that he is well aware that war is an unpredictable affair, but, as Pelling has rightly 

observed, Archidamus' predictions of the Athenians' responses to invasion are too 

rational; he does not allow for the irrational. 15 Thus Archidamus only resorts to 

ravaging Athenian land when all else had failed, while Thucydides' narrative makes 

clear that immediately doing so would have been best. Anger almost compelled the 

Athenians to offer battle, and Pericles' position was weake~ed because of his own 

inaction. 

Patterns of behaviour: 

We have seen that Thucydides predominantly portrays Archidamus as being 

dilatory and unable to anticipate events. Archidamus' characterisation is as a type rather 

than as an individual. As we shall see, this is predominantly the case even with 

Brasidas, who seems to enjoy a privileged place in Thucydides' heart. These leading 

figures as we have seen are essentially characterised in terms of the typical Spartan 

characteristics. Therefore it should cause no surprise that Thucydides' practice is the 

same when dealing with less prominent figures. 

Caution/Inertia. 

Given the prominent role caution and inertia played in Book I, it should 

cause little surprise that these characteristics are also prominent in the rest of the work. 

Indeed we have already seen Thucydides' interest in this aspect of Archidamus' career. 

Alcidas, nauarchos of the Peloponnesian fleet in 428/7, is perhaps the 

archetypal dilatory Spartan commander. Caution and inaction are the cornerstones of 

Thucydides' narrative of Alcidas' two major undertakings. 16 

15 Ibid. pg.129. 

16 J.Roisman, "Alkidas in Thucydides", Historia 36 1987, pp.385-421. Roisman has offered a good 
defence of Alcidas' career, and rightly points out several problems with Thucydides' account. However 
Roisman 's argument that Thucydides' portrayal of Alcidas is ultimately dependent upon the hostile 
testimony of Brasidas, although being plausible, does not seem to be compatible with Thucydides' 
treatment of Brasidas. Moreover by implication, this might suggest that Brasidas was the major source 
for most of Thucydides' Spartan figures, for Thucydides' treatment of Alcidas does not seem to be in 
any way irregular. 
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Alcidas is seen to have been responsible for the capitulation of Mytilene. The 

Spartan plan was to draw the Athenians' attention away with an invasion of Attica by 

both land and sea, 17 while the fleet under Alcidas was to relieve the beleaguered 

Mytilenaeans. We hear that the invasion of Attica was successful: Kat~ ecr~oA~ au1:ri 

XCXAB1t(l)'tCl'tT} E"(f.VB'tO 'tOt<; 'A0riva.tot<; µe-i:a 't~V 6eu-i;epa.v (III.26.3). "This 

invasion was the most severe for the Athenians after the second invasion." Indeed the 

army went on ravaging the land waiting for word from the fleet, until it ran out of 

supplies and therefore withdrew (26.4). 

Thucydides then turns to the Mytilenaeans, before coming to Alcidas' 

wayward fleet. Oi Be MunA.nva.fot EV 'tOU't(p, roe; a,'{ 'tB V'JlE<; <XU'tOt<; oux "nKOV CX1t0 

0:VCX"(KCXSOV'ta.t suµ~o:{vet.V 1tpoc; 'tOU<; 'A8riva.toU<; (27.1). "Meanwhile the 

Mytilenaeans were compelled to come to terms with the Athenians, because both [the 

Peloponnesian] ships had not come to them from the Peloponnese, but rather were 

dallying, and because their food was now exhausted." 

Finally, having illustrated the effects of the fleet's slowness, which of course 

further emphasises the excessive delay, Thucydides turns to the fleet itself, clearly 

laying the blame for the capitulation of Mytilene with it. Oi 6' EV -i:a.'tc; -i:ecrcra.paKov-i:a. 

\ II "I ' " ,,~ , ' ' 0 "I ' I • \ VO:UO"l B/\,01tOVVTl0"1.0t, OU<; euet ev 't<XXBt 1tapa.'.'(BVBO" at, 1C/\,eOV'tE<; 1tep1. 'tE <XU'tf}V 

' II "I ' ' ~ I \ \ ' ""l"I 'I " 'I ~ 'tT)V t/\,01tOVVT} O"OV EVulE't pt\j/aV KCX.l KCl'tCX. 'tOV (X,f\,/\,QV 7t/\,Q'UV <J:XO f\,(X to 1. 

17 This at least was the original plan (III. 15-16), which was foiled by the Athenians putting their 
reserve fleet of 100 ships to sea. The following summer when Alcidas set sail, the Peloponnesians 
again invaded Attica, but this time there could be no question of an attack by sea - the Athenians had 
already shown that this was folly. Nevertheless, for whatever reason Thucydides' account has it that 
Alcidas' mission and the invasion were complementary actions, although by this time it was surely 
obvious to all, and no less to Thucydides, that an invasion of Attica could not prevent the Athenians 
from sending a fleet to where ever they desired (26). Thucydides' text also reveals this tension, and is 
perhaps deliberately ambiguous: they sent Alcidas and invaded Attica 01tro~ oi 'A8riva.'ioi &µcpotforo9ev 
0opupouµevoi ("in order that the Athenians being threatened on both sides") would be deterred from 
sending a fleet to Mytilene (26.l). Thus Smith (Loeb) translates "on both sea and land" which allows 
the interpretation that Athens would be attacked by both land and sea, as the original plan was (15). But 
this is not the case; there was no attack by sea. Spratt op.cit. pg.143. suggests "both in Attica and 
Mytilene". This also makes little sense, why would the revolt of Mytilene prevent the Athenians from 
sending a fleet there? Cf. Roisman, op.cit. pp.390ff. 
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1<:0µ1cr0ev-n:c; (29.1). 18 "And the Peloponnesians in the forty ships, who ought to have 

arrived quickly, wasted time both sailing about the Peloponnese and in the rest of the 

voyage they proceeded leisurely." Thus Thucydides emphasises both what they ought 

to have done as well as their actual conduct. 

Alcidas, having failed to relieve Mytilene, is again seen to exercise excessive 

caution, refusing to accept alternative plans in his eagerness to return to the 

Peloponnese. Teutiaplus, an Elean, not giving up on Mytile_ne, advises a surprise attack 

at once (romrnp exoµev 19 (30)), but to no avail. Subsequently, some Ionians and 

Lesbians advised that they should seize one of the Ionian cities, so that they would have 

a base from which to bring all Ionia into revolt (31).20 However we are told of Alcidas' 

response, that: 0 OE ou8e 'tCXU'ta e.vdisxe-ro, Cl,/1,/\,C/, 'tO 1tAEtcr'tOV 'tT}<; yvcoµ11s dxev ,21 

7tpocrµd~m23 (31.2), "(but) Alcidas did not accept these proposals, but his main 

resolve, since he had come to late [to save] Mytilene, was to make for the Peloponnese 

again as quickly as possible." Thus as Hornblower nicely puts it: "Certainly Th. in 

these chs. brilliantly manages to censure Alkidas without open authorial 

censoriousness ... "24 

Alcidas is also seen to perform in the same dilatory fashion during his 

cormmmd of the fleet at Corcyra. To his credit Alcidas won a naval engagement against 

a fleet consisting of 60 Corcyraean and 12 Athenian ships with his fleet of 53 vessels 

ts M h . y emp as1s. 

19 A.W. Spratt, Thucydides Book III, (Cambridge 1905) pg.147. 

20 This, of course, was the policy that during the so-called "Ionian war" could cause Athens so much 
harm. 

21 For this phrase see: Spratt, op.cit. pg.151; and Hornblower, op.cit. pg.413; Classen III, pg.45: 
Classen notices the irony here as Alcidas proved himself to be irresolute. 

22 For this phrase see: Liddell and Scott's Greek-English Lexicon (ih ed.) under: UO"'tEpero. 

23 Spratt op.cit pg.151. 

24 Commentary I, pg.413. 
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(III.77-8). However, following the battle that we learn ended at sunset (78), Alcidas 

did not dare to attack the city but returned to his base of operations - Sybota - on the 

mainland with 13 captive Corcyraean ships (79.2). And on the following day caution 

again prevailed. TD o' ucr'tepcd~ lni µEv -r~v 1t6Aw ou•EV µixAAov e1te1tA£ov, 

KCXt7t8p EV 7tOAAU 'tCXpcxxfl KCXl cp6pcp OV'tCX<; KCXt Bpcxcr{oou 1tcxpextVOUV'tO<;, coc; 

Aeye'tm, 'AAKi3~ ... (79.3). "On the next day they were no more [inclined] to sail 

against the city, even though the Corcyraeans were in great, confusion and fear; and it is 

said that Brasidas advised Alcidas [to make the attempt] ... ". Rather, in customary 

fashion, Alcidas ordered that the Corcyraeans' fields be ravaged (79.3). This delay is 

all the more reprehensible as a relieving Athenian fleet was expected from the outset 

(69.2), which did indeed arrive on the day that the Peloponnesians were ravaging the. 

Corcyraeans' fields, thereby compelling Alcidas to retreat (81). 

Alcidas' predecessor Cnemus, admiral of the Peloponnesian fleet in 430/29, 

also exhibits excessive caution. Thucydides relates that Cnemus, Brasidas, and other 

Peloponnesian commanders, at the instigation of the Megarians had decided to make an 

attempt on the Peiraeus, which was unguarded (II.93.1). 

On this occasion the Peloponnesians do seem to have given themselves a 

chance of success by acting with haste: roe; OE eool;ev CXU'totc;, KCXt excopouv £u0-6c; 

(93.4).. "And as it seemed a good plan to them, they advanced at once." Yet somewhat 

inexplicably they abmied the attempt sailing not to the Piraeus, but to Salamis instead. 

Two explanations are offered: Kmcxosfocxv't£<; 'tOV Ktvouvov (Kcxt 'tt<; KCXt av£µoc; 

au'touc; Aey£'text KroAucrm) (93.4). "They greatly feared the danger (and also a wind is 

said to have prevented them)." Thucydides seems to be in no doubt as to the reason. Of 

the reaction at Athens he states: KCXt EK1tAT1St<; eyeVE'tO OUO£µtixc; 'tCOV KCX't!X 'tOV 

n6A£µov eA&aarov (94.1). "And a panic occurred which was greater than any in the 

war." For, Thucydides says, the Athenians thought that the Piraeus had been taken; 

indeed he further states: 07tEp av, d epouA~0ricmv µ~ K<X'tOKV~crm, p~o{roc; 

EYEV8't0' KCXt OUK av av£µoc; £KCOAU0-8V (94.1-2), "which might easily have 
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happened, if [the Peloponnesians] had determined not to shrink back [from the 

undertaking]; and no wind would have prevented them."25 

Thucydides provides a similar account of another failed attempt to take the 

Piraeus. Thucydides is of the view that in 411 the Spartan commander Hegesander, 

who had defeated an Athenian fleet in the vicinity of Eretria (VIII 95), should 

subsequently have attacked the Peiraeus, rather then securing Euboea. Reporting the 

feeling at Athens Thucydides states: µaA,rn-ca 8' au-couc; Kat at' e-yyu-ca-cou 

e0opupei, d oi 1tOA,eµtot "CO/\,µ~aoucn VE.Vl.KT\KO"CE.c; eu8u a<p&v £1tl, "COV I!E:ipmo: 

epfiµov ()V"C<X ve&v 1tA,etv (96.3). "And what particularly alarmed them and touched 

them most closely, was if the enemy, now victorious, might dare to sail against the 

Piraeus which was desolate of ships." Furthermore, Thucydides himself believes such 

an undertaking would have been a great success: onsp av, d -coA,µT\p6-cepot 110-av, 

p<;x:o{coc; av e1toi11aav (96.4). "Which they might easily have done if they had been 

more daring." Indeed this is the occasion (as already observed in Ch.I) that leads 

Thucydides to contrast the character of the Spartans with that of the Athenians, 

concluding that the Spartans were always the most convenient people for the Athenians 

to make war upon (96.5). 

However not all instances of delay or excessive caution invoke Thucydides' 

scorn .• Gylippus, having learnt that all was not lost at Syracuse after all, deliberated 

whether to sail immediately to the relief of Syracuse or to make for Himera first in order 

to secure additional allies and then to proceed overland to Syracuse (VII. I). Of course, 

Gylippus chose to go to Himera first. Thucydides does not seem to have disagreed with 

this decision, and indeed records many occasions during the war when Gylippus left 

Syracuse to secure more allies and troops. Thus this operation (the journey to Himera) 

is consistent with Gylippus' general policy during the conflict and one which 

Thucydides does not openly question. 

25 cf. P. Huart, op.cit. pg.341 nt.2. 
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However, there is also a significant element of luck in the events leading to 

Gylippus' arrival at Syracuse. While at Leucas, Gylippus had received reports to the 

effect that Syracuse was as good as lost, already being completely invested by the 

Athenian walls (VI 104). Gylippus therefore gave up on Sicily and turned his attention 

to Italy. 'Fate', however, intervened in the form of a strong storm blowing from the 

north which blew his fleet south again to Tarentum (104). Then sailing to Epizephyrian 

Locri, Gylippus heard that Syracuse was not yet completely invested and that it was in 

fact still possible to enter by way of Epipolae (VII 1). Furthermore, when Gylippus did 

finally arrive at Syracuse, Thucydides remarks that he luckily arrived just in time: e--cuxe 

08 Ka-ta "COU"CO Katpou EA0wv EV er €7t"C<X µ8V ~ OK"CCD O'"CO:OlCOV ~OT] e1te"Ce'tEAeO''tO 

'tOt<; 'A8'1'1V0:t01.<; E<; 'COY µeyav Aiµeva 01.7tAOUV 'tetXO<;, 7tA~V KCX"CO: ~paxu n 'CO 

1tpo<; 't~v 86:1.acrcrav (VII 2.4). "And he happened to have come at the critical 

moment in which the double wall of seven or eight stadia in length had already been 

completed by the Athenians to the great harbour, except for a short portion beside the 

sea." Thus Thucydides seems to be suggesting that Gylippus' delay could quite easily 

have been decisive. 

Haste. 

Somewhat surprisingly haste also figures in Thucydides' presentation of the 

Spartan character. Thucydides however highlights this in a predominantly negative 

light. That is to say, the Spartans usually are only seen to act with haste when they flee. 

Moreover, such instances of hasty flight are often contrasted with the individuals' 

previous excessive caution. 

Alcidas who, as we have already seen, is the archetypal dilatory Spartan 

commander does, however, at times act decisively and with haste, but this is only in 

flight. In his return from his failed mission to Mytilene, Alcidas is said to have been 

moved by fear to headlong flight through the open sea back to the Peloponnese. 'Ano 

08 'tft<; 'E<pEO'OD 6 'A1~Kioa<; E1t/~e1. KO:"CO'.. "CO'.XO<; KO:t cpuynv E7t01.E.t't0 .... KO:t 8e81.cbc; 

't~V o{col;iv E7tAE.1. OHX "COU 7tE.Aayou<; ... (III 33.1). "Alcidas sailed from Ephesus in 
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haste and took to flight. ... [for having been sighted by the Salaminia and Paralus] and 

fearing pursuit he sailed through the open sea." 

Alcidas' behaviour is very similar at Corcyra. Following his dilatory reaction 

to victory over the Corcyraean fleet, the inevitable eventually happens before Alcidas. 

can achieve anything: the expected Athenian relief force of 40 ships arrives. Alcidas' 

response is decisive: Oi µEv O'OV IleA.01tOVV~CHOt 'Cll<; VUK'tO<; eu0uc; KCX.'Ca 't<XXO£ 

' 'Y ' , ,, \ \ ,... \ t / ' A ~, e1rnµt'?OV'CO E1t OtKOU 1t0:p0: 'C'l'}V ")'r)V' Kat U1tepeveyKov:rns 'tOV eUKCX.Utrov 

io-0µov 'ta<; vo:us, onros µ~ 1tept1tAeGV'te<; o<pOrocrtv (III 81.1). ''Therefore the 

Peloponnesians at once set off in haste during that night for home, [sailing] near the 

shore, and hauled their ships over the Leucadian isthmus, so that they would not be 
r 

seen sailing around it." 

Cnemus is also seen to make good his escape under the cover of darkness on 

several occasions. At the conclusion of an incompetent attempt to attack the Acarnanian 

city Stratus by both land and sea, Cnemus was compelled to retreat hastily during the 

night (II 80-82). Thucydides outlines his multitude of mistakes. First Cnemus advanced 

without the fleet, and moreover advanced in 3 separated columns, which allowed the 

Acarnanians to rout the Chaonian division, who had recklessly pressed ahead of the 

other two divisions. Before the Acarnanians could muster their entire levy, Cnemus 

hastily retreated at nightfall: &va.xropricra.s 6 Kv11µoc; -cfi a-cpo:n~ Ka.-ca -ccxxo£ (82). 

"Cnemus retreated in haste with his army." 

Cnemus was also compelled to flee at night following a naval disaster in the 

vicinity of Achaean Rhium and Panormus (II 86-92), in which, because of an 

undisciplined pursuit, victory was quickly turned to rout. Thucydides states: µe-ca oe 
'tO.U'ta. <popouµevot 't'T\V &no -crov 'A01'}VO:trov Pori0eta.v '\)Jt() VUK'ta. EO"E7tAEUO'O:V 

(92.6). "And after this, fearing reinforcements from Athens they sailed away under 

cover of night." 

Thucydides records a prompt decision made by Agis during an invasion of 

Attica to return at once to the Peloponnese to deal with the Athenian threat in Pylos. 

a.vexcopouv KO:'C<l 't<XXO£ E7t' OtKOU, voµH;ov-cec; µEv oi Aa.Keomµ6vtot KO:t. ~ Ayt<; 
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6 pacr1.1...,cui:; oiKE'iov crcptcrt 'to 1tEpt 't~v IIu11,ov (IV 6.1). "[The Spartans] set off for 

home with haste, for the Spartans and king Agis thought that the matter at Pylos 

concerned them nearly." When this statement is considered in the context of the 

proceeding chapter, it seems to reflect favourably on Agis: oi oe eop't~v nva lhuxov 

&yov'm;, Kat &µa nuv8av6µcvot ev ohymp{~ eno1.0uv-co ... (5.1). " The Spartans 

[those at Sparta] happened to be celebrating a festival, and no sooner did they learn of 

[the occupation of Pylos] than they made light of it." Thus ,'.\gis seems to be presented 

as a prudent commander. But if we return to Thucydides' statement concerning Agis we 

see that he is not about to leave the matter there. Two other reasons are offered for 

Agis' withdrawal from Attica. The reasons for the withdrawal are given in three clauses 

(µev ... , aµa oL., XEtµrov 'te .. ,), the first of which we have already observed. 

Thucydides continues: aµa OE 1tpq:> ecrpa11,6v1:ci:; lCCXt 'tOU crhou E'tt XA,ffipou OV'tO<; 

ecr1tavtsov 1:poq>~,; 'tOt<; 7t0/...A,Ot<;, XEtµrov 'tE E1t1.y2v6µevo<; µdscov 1tapa 't~V 

1rn82cr-criKu'i:av wpav e1tfacri:: 'to cr'tpa-ci::uµa (6.1). 26 "And at the same time, because 

they had invaded early, when the grain was still green, most of them were in want of 

provisions, and stormy weather came on, going greatly beyond [ what was to be 

expected] for the then settled season (i.e. spring), which distressed the army." Thus 

Thucydides says there were many reasons why the Spartans hastened from Attica (6.2). 

One could be forgiven for concluding that the Pylos affair was not the cause, but merely 

an excuse to cut short their invasion. 

Mindarus, nauarchos of the Peloponnesian fleet (411 BC), and successor to 

the dilatory Astyochus, is finally seen to achieve some success to prompt action. Giving 

up on the apparently vacillating Tissapherenes, Mindarus turned toward Pharnabazus 

and the Chersonesus and set sail without previous order so as to avoid an engagement 

with the Athenian fleet (VIII 99). Having been hindered by a storm and having taken 

on supplies at Chios for two days, Mindarus again set sail. Thucydides' narrative is 

interesting: 'tU 1:ph11 Ota 1:axecov U7tatpoucrtv EK 1:ft<; X iou OU JCE/\,CXytm, tVCX µ~ 

26 Cf. C.E. Graves, The Fourth Book of Thucydides, (1965, Macmillan) pp.119-20. 
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rcep1.1:uxcocr1. -rcx.'tc; ev 1ft 'Epfocp vo:ucr{v (101.1). "On the third day they departed from 

Chios in haste avoiding the open sea, in order that they might not meet with the 

Athenian fleet at Eresus." In this case they were indeed successful, as the 

Peloponnesian fleet reached Abydus in the Hellespont without a major engagement 

(101.2). However having achieved his goal, the advantage was quickly lost owing to 

characteristic Spartan naval incompetence: Mindarus is defeated by the Athenian fleet at 

Cynossema (104-6). 

Chalcideus is seen to act promptly and decisively in bringing Chios into 

revolt; however the impression is created that this was due as much to Alcibiades as to 

Chalcideus. During the narrative of this operation the subject is usually: b Xa/\,Kt•Euc; 

Kat b 'AAKt~ta811c;. Indeed Thucydides has it that Alcibiades' counsel was decisive in 

forming Spartan policy in the Aegean at this time (Vill 6.3; 12). However this may be, 

we hear that Chalcideus and Alcibiades arrived at Chios suddenly: cx<ptKvouv-mi 

o:i<pv{owvrn'tc; Xfotc; (14.1). 

Responses to reverses. 

Hasty flight, then, is one such response. But there are several other 

characteristic responses. Foremost is perplexity and fear, but on occasion some seek 

salvation through treachery and even treasonable relations. 

Mendaeus who assumed command of the Peloponnesian forces after their 

defeat at the hands of Demosthenes in Acarnania (426/5 BC), since Eurylochus and 

Macarius had been slain, cuts a very poor figure. Thucydides portrays him as being 

rather dim-witted: anop&v µeya11,ric; 117c; ~crcrric; ')'e'YE'friµevric; 01ep 1p61tep 11 µevcov 

1to11,1.0pKTjO'E'text, EK 'te yftc; 1m1. EK 00:11,0:crcrric; -relic; 'A't'ttKo:'ic; vaucrtv 

O'.JtOKEKA,1lµsvoc;, 11 K0:1. avaxrop&v Otaaro0ricre'to:t, 1tpOO'(j)Epel A,O')'OV 7tEpt 

crrcovo&v 1rnt avo:xcopricrEcoc; Liriµocr0svei (III 109.1). "Because the [defeat] had 

been so grave, Mendaeus was at a loss as to how, if he remained he might withstand a 

siege in the current situation, since he was being debarred from both the land and the 

sea by the Athenian fleet, or if he retreated how he could get away safely. He therefore 

made proposals to Demosthenes concerning a treaty and retreat." The result of this is 
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that Mendaeus agrees to a truce in which he must betray the Spartans' local allies to 

secure the escape of the remainder of his forces (109.2). 

We are told that Demosthenes wanted: oe AaKeomµovfoui; Kat 

IleA07tOVVY]CitoUi; Ota~aA.etV ei; -coui; hdvn XPftsrov "Et..AY]V<Xi; roi; 

KCX'Ca1tpoo6v-cei; 'CO eau-c&v 1tpoupymhEpov E1t0tf)CTCXV'C027 (109.2), " to bring the 

Spartans and the Peloponnesians into discredit with the Greeks in those parts, on the 

grounds that they had betrayed [them] by having deemed themselves to be of more 

consequence." 

Thus the Peloponnesians hastily (oux -caxouc;) buried their dead and secretly 

planned their escape (109.3). In mitigation we might remember that Mendaeus was only 

exercising command under compulsion of circumstances, but still Thucydides' 

treatment is damning; he does not seem to have regarded such a Spartan solution as 

uncharacteristic.28 

Salaethus, who was in command at Mytilene during the revolt of 428/7 BC, 

having been captured by Paches and sent to Athens, was put to death, even though he 

made extravagant offers for his life. oi 'A0riva'tot 'COV µev La11,m8ov eu0ui; 

' I ,, (\ / , ' "'\ '\. \ , ' III\ ..... ' I j::. a1teK-ce.ivav, e.cr-ctv a nape.xoµevov -ca -c a11,11,a KC>:t ano /\,a-ccnrov ... ana'?etv 

Ilt:A.01tovvricrfoui; (III 36.1). "The Athenians at once put Salaethus to death, although 

he offered among other things even to bring about the withdrawal of the 

Peloponnesians from Plataea." 

In stark contrast to the actions of Salaethus is Timocrates' response to 

disaster. Timocrates' vessel, as we have seen,29 was sunk in pursuit of a fleeing 

Athenian fleet, (II 91). Thucydides reports: TtµoKpa-crii; 0 AaKeOmµ6vwi; ... , roi; 11 

vaui; ou::cp0dpe'CO, Ecrcpasev emn6v, Kat ESE7teCJeV ei; 'COY N (X1)1t(XK'Ct(l)V A.tµeva 

27 See Spratt op.cit. pg.297; Commentary I pg.532. Liddell & Scott, op.cit pg.703: 1tpoupyou. 

28 Cf. IV. 20.4. Where the Spartans offer to betray their allies. 

29 Ch.III at nt.42, 44. 
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(92.3). "Timocrates the Spartan, killed himself, since his ship was destroyed, and his 

body was washed up in the harbour of Naupactus." 

Ischagoras who was leading an army to support Brasidas in the Chalcidice, 

but who was blocked by the Thessalians from advancing through their territory, instead 

of turning back as others might have done, went on together with his fellow advisers -

Ameinias and Aristeus - but without his army (IV 132). 

Gylippus, after a failed attack upon the Athenian forces at Syracuse, accepted 

the blame for the failure, not wanting to discourage his troops: 6 ru1vrn1toc; 

suyKaAecrac; 'tO cr-rpcheuµa OUK E(j)ll 'tO cxµap't'I') µa EKEtVCOV' (J.A,A,' EaU'tOU 

yev ecr0m' -rftc; yap t7t7t0U Kat 'tCOV O'.KOV'ttcr't&v 't~V cocpeA{av -rft -ro:sei, EV'tO<; A, {av 

-r&v -ret~&v 1toi~crac;, acpeAfo0m (VII 5.3). "Gylippus called together the army and 

said that the fault was not theirs but his; for he had deprived the battle-line of the 

assistance of the cavalry and javelin men, having placed it too much between the walls." 

i\ .. s Westlake observes, it is unclear Vlhether or not the bla.rne was really Gylippus' but 

clearly in delivering this speech he was primarily concerned with protecting his troops' 

morale.30 This is also an exceptional instance, in that Thucydides calls attention to a 

Spartan who is able to command allies competently and with uncharacteristic tact. 

Ambition/Se if-interest. 

Selfish ambition, one of the cardinal sins of the Spartans as introduced by the 

character of Pausanias in the first book, figures prominently as a cause of Spartan 

reverses throughout the narrative. 

Agis having invoked the rage of the Spartans for not engaging the Argives 

promised he would redeem himself with a brave deed (V.63). Thus Agis, leading out 

what Thucydides says was their largest force ever (64), came upon the Argives at 

Mantinea (418 BC) who had taken up a position on top of a 'hill', and apparently 

thinking only of his own reputation attacked at once: Kat oi AaKeomµ6vioi eu0uc; 

auw'ic; Enftcrav ... £7t£l'tCX 'tCOV 7tpecrpu-rEpCOV nc; "Aytot E1teP611crev, op&v npoc; 

30 Op.cit. pg.280. 
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xmpfov Ko:p-rnpov iOV'to:S crq,&s, O'tt Dto:VOE:t'tat KO:KOV KO:Kql iaa0m ... (65.2). " 

The Spartans went against them at once, then one of the older men, seeing that they 

were going against a strong position, shouted out to Agis that he (Agis) purposed to 

cure one ill with another ... ". Subsequently Agis led his aimy away with all haste 

(Ka;ta 'tCXXO<; 65.3). 31 

Eurylochos (426 BC) upon his own initiative, undertakes military operations 

in Acarnania having been persuaded to do so by Ambraciot envoys, who promised that: 

~v 'tO\)'tO)Y Kpo:'tncrcom., 7t0:V 'tO ~7tetpCO'ttKOV Ao:Keomµovfotc; suµµo:xov 

Ko:0e(nnsei (Ill 102.6). "If they held sway over these places, all the mainland would 

be brought into alliance with the Spartans" (ill 102.5-7). However in so doing he 

abandoned his mission to capture Naupactus., as well as his Aetolian allies (100-2). As 

Gomme has observed this narrative follows almost immediately upon the heels of a 

very similar set of circumstances involving Demosthenes (94-98).32 Essentially it 

seems both co!Tl_manders allowed themselves to become involved in a local feud in the 

h f h . h . . 33 ope o en ancmg t eir own reputations. 

Demosthenes was involved in operations in conjunction with the Acarnanians 

against Leucas, but was persuaded by some Messenians to give up this operation and 

join them in an attack upon Aetolia. A very similar promise was made to that which the 

Ambracoits made to Eurylochus, namely that: ~v Kpo:-r~crn o:u-r&v, pq.o{coc; Ko:t -ro 

&).,'Ao 111te1.pontKov -co ,:o:{n:n 'A01')vo:fois 1tpocr1tot~cretv (94.3). "If he defeated 

them, it would be easy to subjugate the rest of the mainland in that area to the 

Athenians." The significant point which is said of Demosthenes - and which we may 

insert for Eurylochus - is that he hoped to add a great conquest aveu -r~s ,:&v 

'A0rivo:{cov ouvaµems (95.1). "Without the help of the Athenians/[Spartans]." 

31 Yet another example of a Spartan retreating in haste following an error of judgement. But in this 
instance Thucydides is not critical of this, but the initial attack. 

32 HCT II pg.413. 

33 For a discussion of these campaigns see: N. Hammond, "Studies in Greek History", Military 
Operations in Amphilochia (Oxford 1973) pg.471-85. 
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Thucydides, turning his narrative to the "Peace of Nicias" of 422/1 BC, 

asserts that Nicias and Pleistoanax were the chief advocates of peace in their respective 

cities. Furthermore, he relates what the motives of each man were. Turning to 

Pleistoanax he states: ITAEtcr'toavex,s 08 '\)7t() 'tO)V ex8p&v OtCX,~CX,/1,/\,0µevoc; 7tEpt 'tT}<; 

KCX,86oou KCX,t E<; ev8uµfov 'tote; Aex,Keomµovfotc; ex,id 1tpo~ex,AA6µevoc; un' 

(X,\)'tO)V, 07CO't£ n 7t'tCX,tcrEt<XV, roe; Ota 't~V EKEtVOU Ka8ooov 1tex,pex,voµri8e'iaex,v 

-ro:u-rex, l;uµ~a.{vot. (V 16.1). "Pleistoanax [wanted peaceJ3.4 because he was being 

slandered by his enemies concerning his return [from exile], and was always being 

brought up before the Spartans by his enemies as a cause of religious misgiving, 

whenever there was any failure, [saying] that these things happened because of his 

illegal return."35 Thus we are told that Pleistoanax's resultant attitude was: 

'Ax06µevoc; o-ov 'tft 8ta.PoAft 'tCX.U'tTI ... 7tpou0uµ~0ri 't~V l;uµ~(X,(jty (17.1). 

"Therefore Pleistoanax was annoyed by this slander ... so that he was anxious for 

peace." Thus we have one of the Spartan kings seeking to establish a lasting peace for 

no other reason than to secure his own political future. 

Gylippus is seen to act in a ruthless fashion during the climax of the Sicilian 

expedition. At the final battle in the riverbed of the Assinarus, we learn that Gylippus 

allowed his troops to continue butchering the hapless Athenians until Nicias 

surren.dered himself to Gylippus and begged for the lives of his troops. Thucydides 

states: 1ml () fuAt1t1toc; µe--ca 'COU'CO sroypetv ~011 EKEAEUEV (VII 85.2). "After this, 

Gylippus now ordered [his men] to take prisoners." If it may seem that Gylippus let the 

slaughter go on longer than was necessary, Thucydides is surely damning his conduct 

concerning Demosthenes and Nicias. 

Despite the fact that Nicias had surrendered to Gylippus we hear that the 

Syracusans had both put to death without Gylippus' approval. Thucydides then outlines 

what Gylippus' intentions had been: o yap fuAt1t1toc; KCX,AOV 'CO ayroviaµex, ev6µ~ev 

34 Hornblower, Commentary II, pg.464: "[these two words are supplied to make the sense run easier]". 

35 This translation is based upon the extensive notes in Hornblower, Commentary II, pp.464-5. 
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• "'i , ' ~ "'I 'I ' ' , , , A s: , Ot E VCXt c1tt 'tOt<; (X11,11,0\<; Km 'tOU<; cxvncr-cpa.-c11youc; KOµicrm CXKeuCXlJJ,OVtot<; 

(86.2). "For Gylippus thought that it would be a fine achievement for him on top of 

everything else, even to bring back the enemy generals to Sparta." The chance to leave a 

positive impression of Gylippus is passed over. Gylipp~s' intentions towards Nicias 

and Demosthenes are guided by ambition, not by any humanitarian consideration. 

Self-serving ambition is a prominent aspect of Astyochus' command in the 

Aegean ( 412-11 BC). From the outset, Astyochus has prob,lems with his 

'su,bordinates'. Having been persuaded by some Lesbians to bring about the revolt of 

Lesbos, Astyochus went to Chios and asked for their support. However Thucydides 

reports the Chians' and the Spartan commander Pedaritus' response: oi 6' ouK 

EO"TJKOUOV, O'UOB 'C<X<; vcxuc; o I1eoap1.-coc; eq,11 -c&v X{rov CXU'tql 7tpo~crew (VIII 

32.3). "But they would not listen [to the suggestion], and [furthermore] Pedaritus said 

that he would not deliver the ships of the Chians to him." Astyochus' response is 

interesting: 87tAB\ e1t1. 't~<; Mttv~'tOU 7tpoc; 'Cr}V vcxua.pxfo,v, 1tOAA<X &.1tetA~O'CX.<; -coic; 

Xfoic; ,i µrtv µfl e1tt~o110~cretv, ~v n 6erov-cm (33.1). "He sailed to Miletus to [take 

up fully]36 the office of Admiral, having made many threats against the Chians, 

especially that he would not come to their aid if they should have any need [of him]." 

Indeed Astyochus is as good as his word and repeatedly refuses to give aid (38.4; 40.1; 

55.2) with the result that Chios is completely invested by the Athenians and Pedaritus is 

killed in a battle (55.3). 

If Astyochus is seen to act incompetently in regard to Chios, Thucydides 

reveals information that suggests Astyochus acted corruptly by submitting himself to 

Tissaphernes. This detail is provided amidst narrative that primarily concerns the 

lengths that personal rivalry could go to, as illustrated by Phrynichus' attempts to undo 

Alcibiades. Thus we are told that Astyochus, having received a letter of accusation 

against Alcibiades, went to Alcibiades and Tissaphernes betraying Phrynichus' 

confidence (VIII 50). Moreover, Thucydides states: 1tpocre811Ke -ce, me; etveye-i:o, e1t1. 

36 Astyochus had held the position since 20.1, but at this time had only a small detachment under his 
direct command. The main fleet was at Miletus. 
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'"' I S'.:: T I f ' ' ' ' ' ' " "'!'\ l.•tot<; KEpuE<Jl. tcr<JCX(j)EpYEt emnov KCXt rrnpt 'C0U'tCOV KCU 7tEpt 't(J)V (X/\,1\,(J)V. 

(50.3). "And he attached himself to Tissaphernes, as it was said, for his own private 

gain, in regard to these and other matters besides." It may be as Dover argues that this 

information comes from an alternative source, and that roe; e11,eye-co suggests that the 

source is "distrusted by Thucydides."37 However this may be, Thucydides has 

certainly seen fit to report the story. 

Furthermore, Thucydides reports that Phrynichus offered to deliver up the 

Athenian forces at Samos to the Spartans. But once again Astyochus passed the 

information on to Alcibiades (50.3). The impression given is that if Astyochus had at 

once launched a daring attack, Samas might easily have been taken. For Phrynichus 

only announced the threat of attack just before Alcibiades' second letter arrived (51.1). 

Personal advantage is put ahead of his duties as nauarchos. 

Inability to command allies. 

Another characteristic Spartan flaw is the inability to command allied forces. 

This failing is manifested in the Spartans' relationships with both troops in the field as 

well as in diplomatic relations with allied cities. 

Astyochus is seen to provoke near mutiny by dealing with undisciplined 

Syracusan and Thurian sailors in a haughty and violent manner. His sailors were 

exasperated by their infrequent pay: 1tav'trov "CE 'Acnuoxov dvm at'ttov, emcpepov-ca 

6pyac;38 TrncracpepVEl. 01.0: tOta 1cep817 (VIII 83.3). "For all these things [i.e. lack of 

both pay and a decisive battle] they held Astyochus responsible, seeing that he furthered 

Tissaphemes' own inclinations for the sake of personal gain." Following this we hear 

that the Syracusan and Thurian sailors demanded their pay, at which: 6 8e 

'tote; ecr:u'tOu vau-cmi; 11:cd enav~pa-co -c~v ~0:11:-crip{av (84.2). "Astyochus replied 

somewhat haughtily and threatened them, and he even raised up his staff against 

37 HCT V, pg.118. 

38 Cf. HCT V, pg.279. 
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Dorieus who was advocating the same thing as his sailors." Subsequently the sailors 

rushed Astyochus with the intention of stoning him (84.3). 

Cnemus exhibits a lack of understanding of his allied troops during his 

disastrous campaign in Acarnania. Cnemus' weakness is his evident ignorance of the 

un-disciplined nature of his allies. Advancing upon Stratus, Cnemus for some reason 

divided his force into three divisions, the Chaonians and other 'barbarians' forming the 

centre. Ominously Thucydides repmis that: 8ie'ixov oe 7tQA,'l) cm' {X/\,/1.,~ACOV Kat fonv 

che ouoe ecop&vw (II 81.3). "The divisions were spread far apart from each other and 

there were [times] when they could not see each other." Subsequently the centre 

division advanced contrary to orders and was defeated (81.4-6). 

Spartan commanders are also seen to come into conflict with 'civilian 

populations' through a similar lack of understanding and tact. Brasidas' subordinate 

Polydamidas, who was in command of affairs at Mende while Brasidas was away 

campaigning in Lyncestis, is seen to be responsible for the loss of the city because of 

his harsh treatment of the people. Thucydides reports that while Polydaniidas was 

exhorting the Mendaeans to make a sortie: Kat nvoi; au-c0 -crov ano -cou 8~µou 

' ' \ \ \ " ' ' '~ '8' S:' 'I ~ \ av-ceutOV'tO<; KO:'tO: 'CO O"'t'O:O"t(O'ttKOV O'tt OUK e1te'-;,etcrtV OU e ueot'tO 1tO/\,eµeiv' KO:t 

CO<; CXV'tet1tev E7tt0"7tO:<J0£V't'O<; 'CE -en xeipt b1t' ();'l)'tOU Kat 0opuPri0ev-co<;, 6 oftµo<; 

eu0u~ avo:11,apcbv 'tel O7tAO: 1tept0pyris excopet E7tl. 't'e I1eA07tOVVrjO"toU<; (IV 

130.4). "One of the democrats spoke seditiously against him, [saying] that he would 

not sally forth and had no need of war, and as he replied, Polydamidas seized him by 

the hand and treated him violently. Thereupon the democrats at once took up their arms 

in anger and advanced against the Peloponnesians." Subsequently the gates were 

thrown open to the Athenians (130.5). 

Following the near stoning of Astyochus, Thucydides reports that the 

Milesians drove Tissaphernes' garrison out of their fort. Further, Thucydides alludes to 

growing divisions and strains between the Spartans and their allies: l;uve86Ket 8e Kat 

-rn'ic; <XAAot<; l;uµµo:xoi<; 'tau-ca, Kat oux ~Ktcna 'tote; ~upaKocrfoic; (VIII 84.4). 

"These things were also approved ofby most of the allies, and especially by the 
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Syracusans." Lichas' response to all this is characteristically undiplomatic: b µev-cot 

A{xac; OU't8 ~pe<>KB'tO au-cote;, ecp11 'ti:. xpfivm Ttcrcracpepve.t KCXt OOUA8'U8tV 

M tA110"lOUc; Kat -couc; O:AAOUc; -couc; EV -en ~CXO't/\,E(l)S 't<X µe-cpta KO:t 

E1tt0epmteue.iv, ecoc; &v -cov 1t6Ae.µov e.-o 0rovw:t (84.5). "However Lichas was not 

pleased with them, and he said that the Milesians and the others within the King's 

[teffitory], ought to slave for Tissaphernes in an appropriate manner, and to serve him 

diligently, until they should settle the war successfully." As a result he incmred the 

wrath of the Milesians. Clearly, this makes a mockery of the Spartans' liberation 

propaganda. 

Brasidas. 

For one reason or another Thucydides was evidently drawn to naffate the 

career of Brasidas in detail that seems to exaggerate the importance of his achievements. 

One of the literary effects of this is that Brasidas appears as an atypical Spartan, thereby 

allowing Thucydides to highlight the deficiencies of Brasidas' countrymen. However in 

relation to Brasidas' liberation programme there is a subtle hint of criticism, and as we 

shall see, here Brasidas is more the typical Spartan. Indeed, in one important aspect 

Brasidas is a typical Spartan - the duplicitous Spartan. 

Brasidas, however, is generally the antithetical embodiment of all the 

chara~teristic Spartan failings: caution, slowness, unimaginative exercise of command, 

harshness, and diplomatic incompetence. This is made most clear in those instances 

where Brasidas is in a subordinate position to other commanders, especially in his role 

as adviser to Alcidas and Cnemus. Indeed during Thucydides' narrative of Brasidas' 

Thracian command, Thucydides contrasts the 'virtues' of Brasidas with the Spartan 

Polydamidas, who, as we have already seen, is depicted as being single-handedly 

responsible for the loss of Mende. 

Indeed Thucydides makes Brasidas' function in the narrative quite clear upon 

Brasidas' affival in Thrace although it must be noted that it is-in the main in the form of 

anticipations and reactions to him rather then Thucydides' own views of him. Although 

Thucydides suppresses his own opinion, that is not to say that he disagrees with the 
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perceptions he reports; as Hornblower says, "Th .. thought Brasidas really had these 

qualities" [i.e. a sense of justice and moderation]. The reason is that the importance of 

Brasidas in this regard was the opinion of him that others had. Thucydides states: 

avopo: EV 'tE. 'tfi L7t0:p'tn OOKOUV'tO: OpO:O''tTJptOV etvm ec; 'tO'.. 7t0'..V't0: K0:1. E7tE.t0~ 

esfi11,8e 7tAE.tO''tOU aswv Ao:KE.Oatµovfotc; yev6µevov. 'tO 'tE. yap 7tO:p0:U'ttJ<:o: 

f \ \ ~/ \ I , \ I"\_ , / \ 'i "\ I 
£0:U'tOV 7t0:p0:0'X{J)V utKatOV KO:t µc:tptOV E.<; 'tO:<; 7t01\,E.l<; 0:7tE.O''t7lO'E. 'tO: 7COl\,/\,O:, ... 

E<; 'tE. 'tOV XPOV(f) UO''tE.pov µe'ta 'tO'.. EK i:tKE.Atac; 7tOAeµo.v ~ 'tO'tE. B po:at8ou apE.'t~ 

, t , , 'I , e , , , ~ 'A0 , t , , , Kat '-:>uvecnc; ... µa.l\,icr-co: Em uµto:v £Ve1totet -mis 71vo:1cov '-:>uµµo:xois es -mus 

Ao:KE.oo:tµovfouc;. 1tp&to<; ya.p ESel1,8CDv K0:1. o6so:c; dvo:t KO:'tO'.. 7t0'..V'ta. ayo:0os 

EA7t100: E"{KO:'t£At7te ~£~0:tOV ill<; K0:1. oi aAAOt 'tOtoU'tOt daw (IV. 81. 1-3). "And at 

Sparta, he was considered to be a man of action in every way, and when he had gone 

away [to Thrace] he proved invaluable to the Spartans. For, at the present time, by 

showing himself just and moderate to the cities he caused the better part of them to 

revolt ... And in the war some time after the events in Sicily, the honourable conduct 

and intelligence39 of Brasidas at that time ... particularly inspired eagerness in the 

Athenians' allies for the Spartans. For he was the first Spartan who had been sent out 

[to them], and since he seemed to be a good man in all respects, he left behind the film 

conviction that the others would also be like him."40 

Brasidas' energy and daring are emphasised immediately upon his first 

appearance. Seeing that the Athenians were assaulting Methane, we hear that: 

s: s: , s:, , ~ 'AS , , s: • , • ' M e ' uto:u po:µrov ue 1:0 1:rov 71vo:1rov cr'tpa.'t07t£uov ... e0'7tt7t'tet ec; 't7lV £ rov71v ... 

(II 25.2). "Brasidas dashing through the Athenian army, ... threw [his troops] into 

Methane." Further, Thucydides reports that this daring deed ('toU'tou 1:ou 

1:011,µ11µ0:'toc;) was publicly praised at Sparta (25.2) - an auspicious entrance indeed. 

39 Hornblower, Commentary II, pg.271, translates l;uvecrtc; as "ability". 

40 See; Hornblower' extensive notes: Commentary II, pp.268-73; Connor, Thucydides (Princeton 
University Press 1984), pg.130 nt.52. C.Graves, op.cit. pp.240-1. 
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In contrast to other Spartan commanders, ~rasidas is frequently said to have 

acted with speed.41 Brasidas, having bought time by bluffing and lying to a group of 

Thessalians who were preventing his progress through Thessaly, EXcopei ouoev 

bncrxcov op6µro ("advanced at a run making no stops IV. 78.5). In the following 

chapter, Thucydides even concludes this Thessalian episode by re-emphasising 

Brasidas' celerity: Tofrtcp 'Cq) -cp61tcp Bpo:cri8o:c; 0ecrcro:A-t0:V q,86:cro:c; Oteopaµe 42 

(79.1). "In this manner Brasidas succeeded in rushing through Thessaly." 

Speed is also prominent in Brasidas' daring attempt on Torone. Once an 

entrance to the town had been opened and a signal raised, Ko:t 6 B pacrtoo:c; iocov -co 

suv8riµo: e8ei op6µCf> (IV. 112.1), "Brasidas seeing the signal, set off at a run" and 

entering the town he threw the inhabitants into confusion. 

Finally, speed is the essence of the _success of Brasidas' suicidal charge at 

Amphipolis. He advanced at full speed (e8ei op6µcp V. 10.6) and attacked the 

Athenians' centre throwing them into a panic and routing them.43 

It is also interesting to note that the adverbial phrase Ko:-.a -.6:xoc; which is usually used 

by Thucydides (of Spartans at least) to describe their hasty flights from danger, is used 

only once to describe Brasidas' actions. Surprisingly, this conforms to the general rule. 

Brasidas following a failed attempt on Potidaea at night, is said to have fled at once: 

, f I'\ , I \ \ \ , , I t I I e CX7trJ')'~ye 7tO:/\,tV KO:'tCX -.a.xoc; 'tYJV cr-.po:na.v Km OUK o:veµeivev riµepo:v yevecr o:t 

(IV. 135.1). "Brasidas led back his army again with haste and did not wait for day to 

come." 

Brasidas then is the atypical Spartan commander, and this portrayal receives 

further weight in a section of narrative (N 120-9) which seems very close to apologia 

for Brasidas' inadequacies; it is Polydamidas who takes the blame. Thucydides seems 

to harbour doubts about Brasidas' liberation programme_: that is, Brasidas spreads 

41 Cf. Connor,op.cit. pg.128. 

42 The form e1teopaµe (IV. 104.3) is also used to describe Brasidas' pillaging of the fields about 
Amphipolis. 

43 The speed of Brasidas' movements is also emphasised by the adverb a$vco at IV. 104; 107.2. 
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himself too thinly, accepting allies that he cannot protect. The focus of this subtle 

criticism concerns Brasidas' relations with the principle towns on the peninsula of 

Pallene - Mende and Scione. Brasidas' acceptance of both these revolting towns after 

the swearing of the one-year truce, is surely irresponsible, for the Athenians still held 

Potidaea, effectively making Pallene into an island. 

Indeed this is suggested at several points: Brasidas compares Scione to an 

island (120.3); we hear that Brasidas thought the Athenian& would regard Pallene as an 

island (121.2); and finally at 122.5 we learn that the Athenians were furious that the 

islanders were now daring to revolt. We even hear that Brasidas expected the Athenians 

to move to retake Pallene (121.2). But Brasidas leaves an inadequate force there for 

defence and goes off to campaign in Lynkestis. Moreover, Hornblower44 suggests that 

Brasidas' final words to the Scionaeans are highly ironical, namely that if things should 

be settled as he wishes, he would Kat -c&11,11,o; -rtµ{icreiv (120.3), "pay them the highest 

honour." Compare the final words of the Spartan speech exactly 100 chapters earlier 

where the Spartans propose a deal in which they would serve up their allies - the rest of 

Greece will pay both of us the greatest honour (ov -ca µeytcr-ca nµficrnt 20.4). 

During the narrative of Brasidas' campaigning in Lynkestis, Thucydides' 

admiration is quite obvious,45 and when returning to narrate the fall of the cities on 

Pallene, as we have seen, Polydamidas takes the blame for the loss of Mende while 

Brasidas' response is to remain quiet at Tarone (129) - a remarkable action for the 

daring and energetic Brasidas. 

Thucydides then, seems keen to have us view Brasidas as an atypical 

Spartan. But there is one main exception to this characterisation. Brasidas embodies the 

Spa.J.tan trait of duplicity. Brasidas was able to gain allies by lying to the Athenians' 

44 Commentary II, pg.379. 

45 G. Wylie, "Brasidas - Great Commander or Whiz-Kid", QUCC 41, 1992, pp.87-8. Wylie is 
incredulous of Thucydides' account of Brasidas' escape from Lynkestis. He remarks: "But one wonders 
whether that large body of Illyrians, feared by both Perdicas and Brasidas ( 4, 125,1), really gave up the 
pursuit so easily ... Were they really no more than an undisciplined pack of yelling savages, scared off 
by a mere show of resistance?" It seems more probable that Brasidas' casualties were high, and he no 
doubt did very well to escape at all. 
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b. " B '~ ' " ' ' ' ' " " ' ' ' " ' ' N' SU Jects: 'CO'\) pCX.O'tuO'U ecpO/\,l((X l((X,1. OU 'CCX OV'CCX r.,E')'OV'CO<;, roe; CX'U'tql E7t1, tcmta.v 

-cft ECXU'COU. µ6vn O''Cp<X't(f O'Ul( ~0£AT)Cr<XV oi 'A8T)V<Xt01, l;uµpa.11,e'Lv, Wcxpcrouv 

Kat enfo-ceuov µ116evcx &v s1tt acp&<; Po118ficrm (108.5), "(on account of) the 

enticing but untrue statements of Brasidas, that the Athenians had been unwilling to 

engage hiin with only his own force at Nisaea,46 the allies took courage and believed 

that nobody would come against them." · 

However, the Athenians did of course come. After Brasidas had been killed 

at Amphipolis, a peace was concluded in which the Spartans agreed that the Athenians 

could do as they saw fit_ with Scione and Tarone (V. 18.8). Subsequently the Athenians 

reduced Scione by siege, killed all the adult males and sold the rest into slavery (32.1). 

Therefore we see the tragic irony of Thucydides' statement at IV. 81.3,47 The allies 

were deceived: the other Spartans did not turn out to be the same as Brasidas, they were 

not good men, as Brasidas seemed to be. 48 Moreover, the allies were deceived in their 

estimation of Brasidas, taking him at his word with disastrous consequences. 

Thucydides then, apart from the exception ofBrasidas' duplicity, is keen to 

portray him as the atypical Spartan, who, when he receives a free hand away from the 

interference of the home authorities, is able to achieve great successes. However there 

are hints in Thucydides' own text that suggest that he knew this was not really the case. 

Brasicias is not so far away - messages are sent to Sparta, and advisers and 

reinforcements are sent out to Brasidas. With the arrival of these advisers Thucydides 

had the perfect opportunity to illustrate the individuality of Brasidas' policy, but there is 

no hint of any disputes with these advisers. Indeed we hear very little of them. 

There are in fact several incidents that suggest a degree of haimony between 

Brasidas and the home authorities. For instance we hear that the Spartans backed 

46 Brasidas makes this claim in his speech to the Acanthians 85.7. As Hornblower notes (Commentary 
II pp.344-5), this statement by Thucydides provides confirmation that at least this part of Bra~idas' 
speech (85.7) really was delivered. 

47 This passage is quoted above at nt.39. 

48 Cf. A.S. Bradford, "The duplicitous Spartan", The Shadow of Sparta, Routledge (London, 1994), 
pp.59-86. 
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Brasidas' acceptance of the revolting Scione, trusting in Brasidas' word (122.4), even 

though Thucydides reports that the Athenians were in the right (Scione had revolted 

after the truce). 

In addition to this, as Hornblower has argued, 49 there is also the fact that 

Brasidas before setting out for Thrace had the home authorities swear to respect the 

autonomy of any allies he made (IV. 86.1; 88.1). The first of these passages is from 

Brasidas' speech to the Acanthians (N. 86.1). The latter is narrative confirmation of 

Brasidas' statement to the Acanthians. Thucydides states: Kcd. nw-ccocra.v-ces a.u-cov 

Wt<; opKOt<; OU<; 't<l 'tEA.rJ 'tffiV Aa.Keomµov{rov 6µ6cro:V'tCG O:U'tOV el;foeµ\jfO:V' 11 

µ71v E<Jecr0m l;uµµaxous O:U'tov6µous OU<; &v 1tpocro:yay11'tm (IV. 88.1). "They 

let Brasidas swear the oaths which he had sworn to the rites of the Spartans before they 

sent him out, that those whom he might win over, should be autonomous allies." This 

suggests that there was a greater degree of harmony between Brasidas and the home 

authorities than Thucydides would have us believe. 

There are however suggestions that Brasidas' actions did not receive support 

from the home government. A request for reinforcements is refused by the home 

government <p0ovq> &no 'trov npco-crov &vop&v ("because of the jealousy of the 

leading men." N. 108.7). However it should hardly cause surprise that there were 

factions that were opposed to Brasidas' command. 

The arrival of Ischagoras, Ameinias and Aristeus as advisers to Brasidas has 

been seen to suggest that the home authorities were unhappy with Brasidas' conduct. 50 

This impression is further strengthened by the fact that they brought some young men 

with them to be governors over the cities Ko:l µ71 'tot<; ev-cuxoucrw em'tpenew 

("instead of leaving them to chance appointments."51 IV. 132.3). But as Hornblower 

observes, it is not clear whether this thought was voiced by Brasidas or by someone at 

49 Commentary II, pp.SO; 281; 285. 

50 Westlake, op.cit. pg.160. 

51 I follow Hornblower's translation; Commentary II, pp.408-9. 
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Sparta.52 Furthermore, we hear that Ischagoras and his colleagues made the 

appointments, not Brasidas (132.3). 

Westlake even finds more support for his interpretation from the 

circumstance that Ischagoras had set out with an atmy which however had been turned 

back by the Thessalians. Westlake suggests that Ischagoras may have needed the 

backing of his own force to prevail over Brasidas' eagerness to ignore the armistice . .i3 

This seems incredible to me; the simplest explanation is ind~ed the other alternative that 

Westlake54 seems to dismiss: the Spartans wished to send Brasidas reinforcements. 

On balance then, it seems that there are sufficient hints to suggest that 

Brasidas and the home authorities were not really pulling in opposite directions. Yet this 

is clearly not what Thucydides wished to convey. 

Conclusion. 

Thucydides' characterisation of Spartan commanders is as types not 

individuals. They all exhibit characteristic Spartan traits. Even Thucydides' favourite 

Brasidas is typecast; we do not get a feeling for the sort of man that he really was. 

Rather he is consistently used by Thucydides to highlight the flaws of the Spat·tan 

character. 

52 Ibid. pg.409. 

53 Westlake, op.cit pp.160-1. 

54 Ibid. pg.160. 
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V: Conclusion/ Analysis. 

This study has shown that Thucydides presents a uniform portrayal of the 

Spartans irrespective of his method of composition and irrespective of whether or not at 

times he was closely following a written source. This holds true both of the narrative as 

well as the speeches - although of course it has been necessary to analyse the speeches 

in relation to the themes identified in the narrative. 

My method has been to analyse the relation between both Thucydides' authorial 

judgements - few though they be - and his reports of others' views and perceptions of 

the Spartans and the portrayal of the Spartans as conveyed by the narrative. Only then, 

have I taken the speeches into consideration. 

Not only is Thucydides' portrayal consistent, but it is consistently negative. 

Thucydides' work in this respect bears every sign of being the result of a revisionist 

approach to history; his zeal in debunking Spartan propaganda makes this especially 

evident. 

As we have seen, book I highlights the manner in which Thucydides was 

concerned to present and arrange his material in a fashion that reinforced his thesis. His 

contention was that contrary to what the victorious Spartans and their partisans might be 

claiming, it was in fact the Spartans who had started the war, and that if only the 

Athenians had keenly observed Pericles' war policy they would have prevailed. 1 After 

all, as Thucydides is moved to exclaim in book VIII: Ao:Keomµ6viot 'A0Ylvo:iot<; 

7t(XV't(J)V 8~ suµq,opco'tO:·tot 1tpocr1tOA£µ~crm eyevov'to (96. 5). "The Spartans, of all 

peoples, were the most convenient people for the Athenians to make war upon." 

The Archaeology oozes with Thucydides' artistry. Utilising a circular theory of 

the progress of civilisation - based upon his judgement on the Athenian Empire -

Thucydides presents a brief analysis of the progress of civilisation focussing attention 

on the essential elements of arche. When he reaches his own times, Thucydides 

naturally finishes with the Athenians who inevitably embody all the indices of 

1 Thucydides asserts his views most strongly in his 'obituary' to Pericles, II. 65.Sff. 
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civilisation vital to arche. Meanwhile, the Spartans' hegemony and its weaknesses are 

emphasised. 

Spartan myths.are rejected. The Spartans are not the heirs to Agamemnon's 

arche; this honour belongs to the Athenians. Far from being liberators from the Tyrants, 

the Spartans settled the affairs of other states, creating their hegemony, whereby: KCX.'t' 

oA.tyo:px{o:v oe mpfow cx.uw'i:i; µ6vov E1tt'ti10droi; 01t(I)<; 1t0At't1oucroucrt 

8epo:n1ouov'te<; (I. 19.1), "they took care that they should be governed by oligarchies 

in the exclusive interest of Sparta." 

Thucydides' main thesis is then advanced: the Spartans started the war, driven 

to this action by fear of the growing power of the Athenians. Again information is 

advanced that supports this thesis. Thucydides' method here is to frame his narrative 

with authorial statements that introduce and conclude each new premise of the 

argument. But one wonders why the Spartans, if they were in fact culpable, had not 

begun the war earlier. The answer: the dilatory Spartans were always slow to go to war 

(I. 118.2). 

So it is in the rest of the books. Thucydides loads his narrative with meaning in 

a variety of ways. First of all, there is the stereotypical characterisation of Spartan 

commanders. Indeed the nature of the individuals' character is often the main subject of 

Thuc)'dides' narrative of a military operation. Strategic and tactical analysis can be 

minimal, even non-existent. In narrating Archidamus' first invasion of Attica, 

Thucydides is more concerned to evaluate the extent to which Archidamus' reputation 

for wisdom was deserved and whether or not he had unduly delayed, rather than 

focussing his analysis upon the course of the invasion. Strategic analysis is only 

forthcoming where it sheds light on Archidamus' character. Thucydides finds that 

Archidamus was not so wise, or at least he was no match for the wise Pericles who was 

also blessed with foresight, and that Archidamus did unduly delay. 

The career of Alcidas bears the same approach. If we focus our attention on the 

strategy behind Alcidas' mission to Mytilene, we are perplexed. The plan is nonsensical 

and doomed to failure - invading Attica could not prevent the Athenians from 
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dispatching a fleet to Mytilene. Thucydides knew this, indeed he emphasises the 

inexhaustible energy of the Athenians in precisely this regard - the Athenians sent out 

their young and old to Megara, confounding the Corinthians' expectations (I 105); an 

Athenian reserve fleet of 100 ships confounds the Spartans' first attempt to aid 

Mytilene; and at the start of the Ionian War the Spartans are taught a lesson for 

despising the Athenians' weakness, when a squadron of ships surprises a 

Peloponnesian fleet (VIII. 10). Thucydides however does not ridicule the plan, rather 

he chooses to focus on the Spartan character - ineffective leadership is responsible; 

Alcidas was too slow, and too cautious. 

It seems then that rather than analysing strategies and the like, Thucydides often 

prefers to explain events with reference to character. It is the Spartan commanders who 

take the blame. This can most clearly be seen in what are for Thucydides parallel 

episodes: the two occasions in which the irresolute Spartans failed to attack the 

unguarded Piraeus. The Spartan character explains both failures in Thucydides' 

estimation. Thucydides rejects the excuses advanced by the Spartans to explain the 

failure of Cnemus' undertaking in 429/8 BC (II. 93-4), i.e. that the dangers were too 

great and that they were hampered by contrary winds. Spartan caution and irresolution, 

were the decisive factors to Thucydides' mind. Likewise, Hegesander' s failure in 411 

BC to.sail into the Piraeus is attributed to a failing of character (VIII. 96). Hegesander 

like all Spartans was excessively cautious and slow to act. 

However Thucydides does not compare apples with apples. In the latter case, 

there is some real weight to Thucydides' criticism as his 'strategical' analysis shows: 

the Athenians' Ionian fleet would have been compelled to relieve the siege of the 

Piraeus, thus turning almost all of their empire over into the Spartans' hands. However 

it must also be noted that in maligning the Spartans, Thucydides neglects in his 

'strategical' analysis the importance of Euboea, which he elsewhere stresses.2 

2 VII. 28.1; VIII. 96.1. 
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Hegesander' s action in securing Euboea instead of laying siege to the Piraeus was not 

so inept, but it was not a.s daring as it could have been. 

However the strategical situation in 429/8 BC was radically different. The 

Athenians' naval supremacy was at yet unchecked, and as Gomme rhetorically asks: 

"How much harm could they have done to Athens?"3 Perhaps they could have burnt a 

few unmanned ships and docks, at the risk of either suffering a naval defeat or being 

blockaded themselves in the Piraeus. Just as Cnemus and his associates determined, the 

risks probably outweighed the possible gains. Yet for Thucydides all this is of no 

moment; explanation lies with the Spartan character. This is the same type of analysis 

we get of Alcidas' failure to relieve Mytilene. 

Moreover, at times it is clear that Thucydides' assertions about the state of mind 

of his subjects are unlikely to originate from any reliable source. That is to say, 

Thucydides evidently inferred what 'must' have been going through his subjects' 

minds, based upon his preconceptions about the Spartan character. For instance 

Thucydides asserts that Cnemus, following the second naval defeat at Naupactus (429 

BC), fearing (cpo~ouµevo1. II. 92.6) Athenian reinforcements fled under cover of 

darkness for Corinth. This information is obviously unlikely to have been provided by 

Cnemus. Possibly the Athenians interpreted Cnemus' action in this way. Finally, 

Thucydides himself may have supplied the motivation. Whichever solution one may 

prefer, it is difficult to maintain that such narration is the product of careful objective 

research. 

If the Spartan character rendered the Spartan commanders' exercise of command 

ineffective, the threat the Spartans posed to the Athenians is further minimised by their 

inability to conceive a viable strategy. The cornerstone of Spartan strategy during the 

Archldami.an War was annual invasions of Attica, which Pericles' strategy rendered 

impotent. Liberation is only a slogan, and their attempt to aid the revolt of Mytilene is a 

total failure. Subsequently 'liberation' seems to have been abandoned. The Spartans are 

3 HCT II, p.240. 
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seen to stumble upon the strategy of 'liberating' Athens' subjects by accident. They sent 

Brasidas out to the Thrace-ward region in order to deflect the Athenians' attention from 

the Peloponnese and to get rid of some troublesome Helots. As far as liberation went, 

they were hoping to gain some trading pieces in order to secure the return of their men 

taken on Sphacteria. Brasidas, as an independent operator, is given all the credit for 

creating the impression among the Athenians' subjects that the Spartans were zealous to 

liberate them. 

Brasidas' example is seen to be lost upon the 'home authorities'. It is the 

Athenian Alcibiades who is the driving force behind the Spartans' strategy in the 

Ionian/Decelean War. He impresses upon the Spartans the need to fortify Decelea and 

keep the pressure on the Athenians constantly. Likewise, Alcibiades is one of the chief 

advocates of the strategy of liberating the Athenians' subject states, himself 

accompanying Chalcideus to Chios and injecting some much needed urgency into the 

operation. He is also inflexible in his insistence that the Spartans must give aid to the 

Syracusans. In Thucydides' analysis the Spartans won the war despite themselves. 

Athenian mistakes are the decisive factor. 

The Spartans' chances of competing at sea even given the Athenians' severe 

losses at Syracuse do not appear great. Their approach to naval warfare is odd to say 

the least. They try to make up for their lack of naval skill by placing all their hopes in 

their legendary courage as hoplites. Thus as the (programmatic) early naval 

engagements in the Corinthian Gulf exemplify, the Spartans undertake to fight land 

battles at sea. Moreover, the Peloponnesians' first naval defeat at Naupactus (429 BC) 

highlights their tactical incompetence. The Spartans do not understand how to use their 

fast triremes; rather than using them to ram their enemies' triremes they hold them in 

reserve to provide aid to any of their ships which fell into difficulties. 

Thucydides' focus on the Spartans' flaws of character therefore transcends 

strategical criticisms. Even if the Spartans (or an ally like Alcibiades) were able to 

conceive a decisive strategy or tactic in which to secure victory, it was all but inevitable 

that the Spartans would be found wanting in the execution. Thucydides' History 
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concludes in just this manner. Mindarus, nauarch an.d successor to the dilatory 

Astyochus, quitting the vacillating Tissaphemes who had failed to deliver the 

Phoenician fleet, set sail for the Hellespont and Pharnabazus. The plan was to avoid an 

engagement with the Athenian fleet and set up base at Abydus in the Hellespont. All this 

goes according to plan, but before anything can be achieved or arrangements made with 

Phamabazus, a battle is offered to the Athenians, and the Peloponnesian fleet is 

decisively defeated at Cynossema (VIII. 104-6). 

Positive remarks about the Spartans are few and far between. The two 

exceptions are the courage, resolution, and discipline of the Spartan hoplites and the 

Spartans' four hundred-year period of eunomia. But praise in these instances is 

lukewarm at best. 

Thucydides evaluates the Spartans' reputation for "excellence in infantry 

warfare" {'ta nssa -icp~·dcr-coi~ IV. 12.3), rejecting the idea that Sparta's superiority on 

land was founded on tactical and strategic excellence. No, the narrative of both the 

Sphacteria disaster and the battle of Mantinea assert that the Spartans' dominance rested 

upon their superior courage. If Thucydides had gone any further in _devaluing the 

Spartans' reputation, he would have made a mockery of Pericles' policy of denying the 

Spartans a pitched battle. Moreover, the Spartans' superiority as hoplites was an 

indisputable fact. Thucydides allows the Spartans no more than he has to. 

Similarly, Thucydides does not exactly revel in his praise of the Spartans' 

constitution. Thucydides' assertion is not that the Spartans had good laws, but that they 

had settled laws (Euvoµfo), that is to say, to their credit, the Spartans had been free 

from stasis for four hundred years. This settled state allowed them to capitalise on the 

weakness of others resulting in their position as hegemon of the Peloponnesians. But 

Thucydides asks: at what price success? The Spartans had halted their political, social, 

and economic development. Moreover their customs were so backward that they were 

unable to meet the challenges posed by a war against a naval superpower. Time catches 

up with the Spartans. They came to realise that their ancestral customs were defective, 

innovation had to be made: they raised a force of cavalry and archers; they passed 
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measures to curtail the powers of their king Agis; they were forced to embark upon a 

foreign mode of warfare by taking to the sea; and finally their inability to sustain a naval 

campaign compelled the 'liberators' to come to an accommodation with the Persians. 

Therefore it is clear that Thucydides was a revisionist - his zeal in debunking 

Spartan myths and propaganda exemplifies his approach in this regard. Thucydides, 

contra Cloche, did not usually dispassionately enter each item on the debit or credit side 

of the ledger, as each item demanded. However, vis-a-vis Badian, it is quite another 

matter to conclude that Thucydides was maliciously maligning the Spartans' reputation, 

that is to say, that Thucydides wilfully presents a portrayal of the Spartans that he knew 

to be inco1Tect. That there are few explicit statements concerning the Spartans would 

seem to count against this contention. Furthermore, Thucydides' treatment of Spaitan 

religiosity (of which Badian has made much) is decisive in this regard. Thucydides as 

we have seen, had many opportunities to malign the Spaitans' actions. Thucydides 

however, not only resisted the temptation to portray the Spartans as cynical 

manipulators of traditional religious practices, nor did he present Spartan religiosity as 

superstitious behaviour. Thucydides evidently accepted the Spartans' reputation for 

piety. 
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